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ABSTRACT
A brief review of the literature on hemispheric differences 
is initially presented with special emphasis on the process- 
oriented theory which suggests that the left hemisphere (LH) 
processes analytically and the right hemisphere (RH) holisti- 
cally.
The purpose of the thesis was to test the analytic(LH)/ 
holistic (RH) theory. The main technique used involved a 
matching task ("Same-Different”) with tachistoscopic presen­
tations, with male and female groups of right-handed subjects 
In addition, three experiments were run involving simple 
reaction time responses.
The stimuli employed to test.the theory were Stroop-type 
visual patterns (letters and arrows) comprising elements at 
both global and local levels.
In Experiment 1 (global letter matching), the LH generated a 
Stroop effect revealing analytic mechanisms while the RH 
showed no such effect revealing holistic strategies.
In Experiment 2 (local letter matching) and in Experiments 
3, 4, 5 and 6 (global and local letter matching) the results
showed that both hemispheres can process analytically when 
"forced” . Some results indicated the possibility of certain 
variables affecting the R H 's analytic processing more than 
the L H 's suggesting that some differences in efficiency of 
analytic processing between the two hemispheres may exist.
Experiments 7-13 tested the theory with different and less
verbally codable material (arrows) than the letter stimuli. 
The results in the local matching experiment confirmed the 
finding that both hemispheres when "forced", can apply 
analytic strategies. The results of the other arrow experi­
ments suggested that it is possible in certain experimental 
conditions to demonstrate holistic processing not only by 
the RH but also by the L H . Alternative interpretations 
were however possible.
It is concluded that the dichotomy of the LH processing 
analytically and the RH holistically is not maintained.
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CHAPTER 1
HEMISPHERIC DIFFERENCES AND ANALYTIC 
AND HOLISTIC PROCESSING
1.1: A Brief Review on Hemispheric Differences
The realization of functional brain asymmetry led to a 
vast number of studies during the recent decades, which 
offered clinical and experimental evidence for qualitative 
and/or quantitative hemispheric differences. The popula­
tions studied have been brain injured patients with localized 
damage in one or the other hemisphere (De Renzi, 1968;' De 
Renzi, Faglioni and Villa, 1977), split-brain patients 
whose cerebral hemispheres were disconnected by surgery 
(Gazzaniga, Bogen and Sperry, 1965; Sperry and Gazzaniga, 
1967; Gazzaniga, 1970) , patients who have undergone hem.i- 
spherectomy or hemidecortication (or lobectomy) since only 
partial removal of the hemisphere is often involved, as is 
the case with surgery on epileptics (Milner, 1964; Milner, 
1967), and finally normal subjects whose findings have 
often shown consistency with the clinical findings (Kimura, 
1966; Darwin, 1974).
In the studies on normal subjects (which will be mainly 
emphasized), the paradigms mostly used are dichotic liste­
ning procedures for auditory tasks and tachistoscopic 
presentations in the right and left visual field for visual 
tasks. The literature on auditory perception will not be 
reviewed here since the paradigm employed in the experiments 
of this thesis was a tachistoscopic one. Many findings 
from the auditory tasks are compatible with findings from
22
Visual tasks (Morals and Bertelson, 1973; Berlin, 1977;
Gatlin and Neville, 1976 (monaural stimulation); Kallman,
1977 (monaural stimulation); Darwin, Howell and Brady,
19 78; Krashen, 1976) ,
In tachistoscopic experiments, brief unilateral or bilate­
ral stimulus presentations are involved while the subject 
fixates at the centre. The evidence from the literature 
on right visual field (RVF) and left visual field (LVF) 
presentations is far from clear and consistent. White, M. 
(1969, 1972) in reviewing the literature points to the 
multiple factors and methodological approaches which affect 
the direction and degree of hemispheric differences, thus 
justifying some of the contradictory evidence.
Some of the dichotomies that emerged to incorporate the 
findings on right and left hemisphere functioning are 
"linguistic versus visual or kinesthetic, storage versus 
executive, verbal versus perceptual or non-verbal, discrete 
versus diffuse, logical or analytic versus synthetic per­
ceptual, prepositional versus appositional" (Bogen, 1969) . 
These and other dichotomies can be classified into stimulus- 
oriented dichotomies and process-oriented ones. The 
stimulus-oriented dichotomy that has mainly prevailed is 
the verbal (left hemisphere (LH)) versus visuospatial or 
"non-verbal" (right hemisphere (RH)). The process-oriented 
dichotomy which is of main interest and will be discussed 
in the second section of this chapter is the analytic (LH) 
versus holistic (RH) dichotomy.
A very brief review will be attempted on the stimulus-oriented
23
and mainly tachistoscopic studies. The stimulus-oriented 
dichotomy predicts that the type of material used (i.e. 
verbal/"non-verbal") determines right or left hemisphere 
advantage in recall or recognition (in terms either of 
reaction time (RT) or accuracy).
Kimura (1966), in a series of three experiments incorpo­
rating different types of stimuli (letters, dots, nonsense 
figures), found a RVF (LH) advantage for letter identifi­
cation and a LVF (RH) advantage for non-alphabetical stimuli. 
A LVF (RH) advantage was also evidenced for dot localiza­
tion (males only) but not dot detection (Kimura, 1969) for 
dot detection (Davidoff, 1977), for slope identification of 
lines and for three dimensional spatial information (Kimura, 
1973a),(see also Warrington and James, 1967; Warrington and 
Rabin, 1970, for findings on dot detection, letter recogni­
tion, slope of line, position of dot, size of gap in contour, 
from unilateral cortical lesioned patients). A LVF (RH) 
advantage was also found for enumeration and stereoscopic 
depth perception (Kimura and Durnford, 1974), for drawing 
dotted, but not solid designs (McKeever and Huling, 1970a), 
for complex forms of low verbal associations (Dee and 
Fontenot, 1973) for temporal order (Newman and Albino, 1979, 
though this is contrary to earlier evidence as reviewed by 
Newman, 1974), and finally for faces, among others, (Geffen, 
Bradshaw and Wallace, 1971; Suberi and McKeever, 1977;
Hecaen, 1967, (found agnosia for faces in 22 cases, 16 of 
which had’ a right hemisphere lesion), Milner, 1967 (found 
an impairment in face recognition with patients suffering 
from a right temporal lobe lesion and in 1968, Milner showed
24
that the right temporal group had difficulty in recognizing 
photographs of faces with delayed recognition. Milner 
concluded that this was also due to the difficulty of 
these patients in retention of the presented material.
See also Milner, 1971)). From other studies with patients, 
Ratcliff (1979) found that the right posterior group was 
impaired in performing a mental re-orientation of the 
stimuli used (schematic drawings of a man). A right hemi­
sphere superiority for processing spatial patterns was 
evidenced in a study on commissurotomized patients by 
Milner and Taylor (1972), and an impairment of producing 
abstract ("non-verbal") designs in a limited time was found 
with patients after a cortical excision of anterior parts 
of the RH (Jones-Gotm.an and Milner, 19 78) .
As mentioned earlier, White, M (1969) refers to variables 
which have not been controlled by all experimenters and 
when manipulated by some experimenters affect the pattern 
of results. For example, Filbey and Gazzaniga (1969), 
found faster vocal responses to dots presented in the RVF 
(LH) than in the LVF (RH), while manual responses to the 
same stimuli were found to be equal for the two visual 
fields. The finding from the vocal responses was not 
however replicated by McKeever, Gill and VanDeventer (1975), 
either in their first or their third experiment where a 
fixation control (digit) was utilized. Verbal foveal 
fixation stimuli to control for eye movements resulted in 
a reversal of visual laterality effects in children in a 
study by Kershner, Thomae and Callaway (1977). A RVF 
superiority was found in verbal report of digits with
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verbal foveal fixation and a LVF superiority was found for 
digit recall with manual identification and a non-verbal 
fixation target. However, Holmes, Olsho, Mayzner and 
Orawski (1978) concluded that when a stimulus is presented 
in the fovea sim.ultaneously with the peripheral informa­
tion, report accuracy of the peripheral stimuli is reduced 
whether or not the fixation stimuli must be ignored, detec­
ted or identified.
Before mentioning the studies on letter and word perception 
it is of interest to note that the stimulus-oriented studies 
do not only refer to the verbal/"non-verbal" dichotomy. 
Research has, for example, been oriented in studying hemi­
spheric differences in processing emotional stimuli. 
Primarily the impression was that the hemisphere dealing 
with emotions is the RH. But Ahern and Schwartz (19 79) 
showed a LH involvement for positive emotions and a RH 
involvement for negative emotions (their findings were based 
on eye movements evoked by emotional questions). On the 
other hand, Beaton (1979) using the auditory modality to 
study laterality and emotions, showed a RH involvement for 
"pleasant" emotions, complicating thus any conclusions on 
the issue (see also Dimond, Farrington and Johnson, 1976 
(these authors used special lenses, being thus able to 
restrict the input to small parts of the visual field); 
Sackeim and Gur, 1978).
In order to study hemispheric differences in processing ver­
bal information, a large num.ber of studies concentrated on 
letter and word processing with either successive or
26
simultaneous presentations. Using such verbal stimuli does 
not however guarantee that processing will be verbally 
conducted, nor do all "non-verbal" stimuli exclude the 
possibility of verbal processing (Cohen, 1972) . Cohen 
demonstrated how letters which were verbally matched gene­
rated a LH superiority while when they were matched physi­
cally the RH was superior. Umilté, Sava and Salmaso (1980) 
who used the same stimuli, cast some doubts on Cohen's 
conclusions since their results on "Different" responses, and 
on physical matches of letters were not very clear.
A RVF (LH) superiority for word recognition was found by 
Fontenot and Benton (1972), Fontenot (1973) (3 letter non­
sense words were used as well as high complexity shapes; 
the shapes generated a LVF (RH) advantage); Cohen-Leehey and 
Cahn (1979) (they also presented the subjects with faces as 
well as words and showed a LVF (RH) face superiority); Endo, 
Shimizu and Hori (1978) (for nonsense words in Kana writing, 
while Hatta (1977) found a LVF advantage for Kanji Japanese 
writing which is non-phonetic). Some contradictory evidence 
in word recognition comes from Gibson, Dimond and Gazzaniga 
(1972) who found a LVF (RH) word recognition advantage 
hinting on the invariability of LH superiority in word 
recognition as well as letter processing as can be seen in 
the studies referred to below.
The majority of the findings on letter processing give 
evidence of a RVF (LH) advantage (Hines, Satz and Clementine, 
1973; Haun, 1978; Segalowitz and Stewart, 1979). Wilkins 
and Stewart (1974) suggested that when processing of letters
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is involved, a non verbal code is generated by the RH, 
followed by a verbal code in the LH and Marzi, Di Stefano, 
Tassinari and Crea (1978) in a study on iconic memory, con­
cluded that hemispheric differences are apparent in late 
stages of visual information processing while in iconic 
memory for both alphabetical and non-alphabetical material 
no hemispheric differences are found (however, see also 
Cohen, 1976) . Jonides (1979) points to hemispheric differ­
ences depending on whether an easy or difficult letter 
classification is involved. He found a RVF (LH) advantage 
for the easy classifications and a LVF (RH) advantage' for 
the difficult classifications. A LVF (RH) superiority for 
letters was also found by Hellige and Webster (1979). How­
ever, Hellige and Webster used single letters which overlapped 
with a mask and concluded that the LVF (RH) may be more 
efficient in recognizing a perceptually degraded letter from 
the features available.
The references mentioned up to now, dealt mainly with hemi­
spheric differences in terms of processing verbal and "non­
verbal" stimuli. The theory interpreting these and many 
other findings is the functional specialization theory. This 
theory (when stimulus-oriented) claims that some stimuli 
(verbal) are processed by the LH while other stimuli ("non­
verbal") are processed by the RH for the majority of the 
population. The pattern of speech localization in the LH 
and visuospatial localization in the RH is also revealed by 
the intracarotid injection of sodium amytal (Milner, 1974). 
The difference in processing of information between the 
two hemispheres can be either due to absolute specialization
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of one or the other hemisphere (qualitative difference) or 
it can be due to the one hemisphere being more efficient 
than the other in processing the same information (quanti­
tative difference). For certain types of material there 
may be a qualitative difference between the hemispheres 
while for other types of material the difference may be 
quantitative.
Evidence in the literature shows that the right hemisphere 
has some linguistic capabilities too, but in terms of speech 
comprehension and not speech production (Geffen, Bradshaw 
and Nettleton, 1973; Day, 1977; Searleman, 1977) .
Some of the discrepancies in the literature are related to 
whether or not presentations have been unilateral or bilat­
eral (see also .review by White, M., 1969) , Since the functional 
specialization theory could not interpret all of the results, 
alternative interpretations were suggested.
The arguments in reference to unilateral and bilateral pre­
sentations originated from Heron (19 57), when he found that 
with bilateral letter presentation there was a LVF (RH) 
advantage in recognizing the letters instead of the usual 
RVF advantage found with unilaterally presented verbal 
material. Heron suggested that directional scanning habits 
with verbal material determine the LVF advantage found in 
letter recognition when bilateral presentations are used.
Many studies followed, applying Heron's interpretation 
(Neill, Sampson and Gribben, 1971), while others tried to 
study the role of scanning in RVF and LVF differences per se 
(Bryden, 1960; Bryden and Rainey, 1963) . In 1966, Bryden
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concluded that hemispheric dominance is more important than 
directional scanning in RVF and LVF processing differences 
when single letters are employed. Similarly Hines, Satz, 
Shell and Schmidlin (1969) using a fixation control in bi­
lateral digit presentation found a RVF superiority and the 
theory adopted was the cerebral dominance theory (related 
to the issue, see also Karcum and Finkel, 1963; McKeever and 
Huling, 1970b; McKeever, 1971; McKeever and Huling, 1971) . 
Finally, McKeever's (1974) paper "Does post exposural direc­
tional scanning offer a sufficient explanation for lateral 
differences in tachistoscopic recognition?" where he comments 
on White (1973a) offers a straight forward "No" answer.
White (1973b) claims that his data when put together cannot 
be interpreted by either the cerebral dominance theory or 
the post exposural directional scanning theory.
Another theory that evolved to interpret RVF and LVF diff­
erences or right and left ear differences was Kinsbourne's 
attentional theory (1970, 1973). Kinsbourne suggested that 
RVF and LVF differences are due to a biased attention to 
the contralateral side of the hemisphere that is activated. 
Thus if a subject expects a verbal task or stimulus, or is 
engaged in verbal thought, then the LH is activated while 
the RH is suppressed thus the RVF presentations will dominate 
The same is true for tasks or stimuli that will activate the 
right hemisphere. Hellige, Cox and Litvac (1979) modified 
slightly the above theory by suggesting that laterality 
patterns will be influenced or shifted only if the concurrent 
task requires verbal processing. Both Kinsbourne (1970) 
and Hellige et al (1979) are criticised by Cohen (1979).
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It was of course assumed by Kinsbourne when he suggested 
the attentional theory, that the LH processes verbal material , 
and the right processes "non-verbal" material, but he claimed 
that the differences found between RVF/LVF presentations and 
right/left ear as well as shifts of asymmetry as evidenced in 
some studies cannot be accounted for by the cerebral domi­
nance theory, since the asymmetries often found are larger 
than a transcallosal crossing would create.
Support for Kinsbourne’s theory comes from Cohen (19 75) who 
found visual field differences for words (LH) and dots (RH) 
only when the subjects were given cues indicating whether 
a word or a dot would appear. However there is a lot of 
evidence against Kinsbourne's theory (Kallman, 1978). Hines
(1978) used both verbal and non-verbal fixations which did 
not however affect the pattern of results. A RVF superiority 
was found for words, a LVF superiority was found for faces 
and no visual field differences were found for random shapes. 
Berlucchi (1974) found a RVF advantage for letters and a 
LVF advantage for faces even when the two types of stimuli 
were presented randomly within thé same experiment to the 
same subjects, and without the subjects being cued for what 
kind of stimulus would appear. Finally, Boles (1979) tried 
to replicate Kinsbourne's experiments but had no success in 
doing so.
To conclude from this brief review, the theory adopted in 
most of the studies on hemispheric processing is the func­
tional specialization theory whether stimulus-oriented or 
process-oriented. The section that follows, will review the 
process-oriented analytic/holistic theory.
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1.2: Analytic and Holistic Processing - Theory
More and more research has lately been stressing the impor­
tance of hemispheric differences associated with processing 
mechanisms instead of the material used. Levy and Trevarthen
(1977) concluded that "hemispheric asymmetries emerge, first 
as a function of innate central generative processes and 
only secondarily as a function of modality and nature of 
stimulus input and motor output".
The dichotomy on the processing level that has mostly been 
dealt with is the analytic/holistic one. The left hemisphere 
(LH) is associated with "analytic" processing and the right 
hemisphere (RH) with "holistic", "gestalt" processing.
In 19 72, Ornstein claimed that the LH is predominantly 
involved with analytic, logical thinking, especially in ver­
bal and mathematical functions. He also added that the LH 
processes information sequentially while the RH on the other 
hand is specialized in holistic and more diffuse processing, 
the main function being to integrate many inputs at once.
From the above reference, analytic processing is associated 
with sequential processing while holistic processing is 
associated with integrating the parts of the stimulus involved
Sever (1975), sums up the conclusions from the experimental 
and the clinical literature which suggest that "the left 
hemisphere is specialized for propositional, analytic and 
serial processing of incoming information while the right 
hemisphere is more adapted for the perception of appositional, 
holistic and synthetic relations". Analytic processing for 
Sever includes (and starts from) processing of the whole and 
then analysis in terms of the constituent parts of the
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stimulus follows, assuming both an analytic and a holistic 
level of organization is apparent. This view is similar to 
Navon's (1977) global precedence theory, where it is also 
suggested that the "whole" (the global level in terms of 
Navon's stimuli) is unavoidable (this is further discussed 
in Chapter 5).
The theory of "blob processing" (Lockheed, 1972) expresses 
the above. Stimuli are primarily processed holistically 
(holistic configurations are called blobs) and if necessary 
further analysis of the constituent dimensions or parts 
will follow. This theory assumes that the organism will employ 
an analysis of the stimulus dimensions only if it is necessary 
for the task, while blob processing is always employed (see 
Lockheed, 1972, for differences between processing integral 
and separable stimuli, since he relates holistic processing 
to integral stimuli). The position adopted by Seymour
(1979), is that gestalt, holistic processing is a mecha­
nism adopted for processing at a pictorial level of coding 
and analytic, separable processing is adopted at a 
semantic level. Evidence from the literature would not, 
however, as clearly suggest the above. Bever (1975), gives 
the following simple stimulus example to demonstrate within- 
the same stimulus, analytic and holistic processing; the 
perception of a square. Analysis of the square in terms of 
its constituent parts would be in terms of four equal 
length lines at right angles enclosing a space. Holistic 
processing would be in terms of a "template" set for a 
square and he further suggests that "analytic processing 
% requires more mental activity than holistic processing".
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This statement is certified for example by the RT differ­
ence between responding to the syllable "bik" in a list 
of syllables presented one every second, and responding to 
a syllable that begins in the sound "b" (the latter res­
ponses are slower) (Savin and Bever, 1970; cited in Bever, 
1975). As Bever used the word "template" above to refer to 
holistic processing, so does Schmuller (1979), refer to 
"holistic" tasks, as the tasks that "require the subject to 
match the members of a stimulus pair on the basis of physical 
identity. This type of processing has also been called 
"template matching" (Neisser, 1967)". Schmuller refers to 
"analytic" tasks as the tasks that "require the subject to 
attend to one feature from a set of features in a stimulus 
or to attend to one stimulus from a set of several stimuli".
When references to holistic processing of the RH are made, 
synthetic processing is often mentioned in parallel or 
replacing holistic processing. Synthetic processing is de­
fined as the combining of the parts of the stimulus.
However, if holistic processing corresponds to perception 
of a "primitive whole" which according to Bever precedes 
analysis of the constituent parts of a stimulus, then it 
must be clarified at what level synthetic processing of the 
constituent dimensions is taking place; one would assume that 
such a synthesis takes place in a precategorical stage where 
the constituent elements may neither facilitate nor inter­
fere, nor even be identified.
Finally, analytic and holistic processing has been often 
discussed in combination with serial-parallel processing 
(Bradshaw,and Wallace, 1971). Analytic and serial processing
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have been contrasted with holistic and parallel processing. 
Serial and parallel mechanisms are studied by using series 
of letters (Cohen, 1973), or schematic faces and Identi-kit 
faces (Patterson and Bradshaw, 1975; Bradshaw and Wallace, 
1971). The former involves a series of separate individual 
stimuli, while the latter involve one stimulus composed of 
different features. Cohen (1973), ascribed to the LH a 
serial processing mechanism (reaction time increased 
linearly with the number of letters), and to the RH a para­
llel processing mechanism. However, Cohen suggests that 
this difference could be mainly a function of the verbaliz- 
able stimuli used. With simple and nonverbal stimuli, she
proposes that both hemispheres could process holistically. 
Polich (19 80) was unable though to replicate Cohen's findings 
On the other hand, Bradshaw, Gates and Patterson (1976),
clearly distinguish analytic processing as being either 
serial or parallel, from holistic processing which involves 
"inter-relationships between the elements or features which 
are seen as important", the outcome being indivisible units 
or configurations hence involving neither a serial nor a 
parallel processing mechanism. Therefore the serial/ 
parallel distinction cannot be used in defining the diff­
erence between holistic and analytic processing.
The impression one gets from the studies mentioned is that 
there is no-general agreement of a clear definition of 
analytic and holistic processing. The term which is diffi­
cult to specify is mainly holistic processing. Other words 
that are used in parallel or in reference to holistic pro­
cessing are "template", global integration of parts, 
synthetic, gestalt, configurational, integral, parallel.
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"blob" and probably even more. Some of these terms signify 
more or less the same thing, while others need to be clari- . 
fied and differentiated from holistic processing.
The three terms that are used more often, but seem to be 
incompatible are holistic/template/synthetic (as far as 
parallel processing is concerned it was discussed above).
If an example of a multidimensional stimulus is considered, 
template matching of such a stimulus strictly refers to 
an exact replica and exact matching of all the constituent 
dimensions. If it is assumed that in template matching, 
the subject is aware of all the dimensions or that all the 
dimensions played a role in the response, then holistic 
processing is not template matching. Holistic processing 
refers to the gross, overall contour of a stimulus whose 
dimensions or features are not separately analyzed, in 
contrast to analytic processing where the dimensions are 
identified. With two stimuli which are matched holistically, 
it is not necessary that their constituent parts must also 
match. In template matching however the two stimuli must 
be completely identical.
The other term referred to was synthetic processing.
Synthetic processing must imply, as Neisser (1967) speci­
fies, that whatever is synthesised is not clear or distinct. 
Only in this sense can synthetic processing be used 
synonymously with holistic processing.
Even with references to just holistic processing different 
assumptions are made. Neisser (1967) refers to "preatten- 
tive processes" for holistic mechanisms while Navon (1977)
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refers to attentional processes. In the context of this 
study holistic processing always refers to attentional and 
not preattentive stages.
The general and gross definition that can be drawn is that 
analytic processing refers to analysis in terms of the com­
ponent features or internal structure of a stimulus.
Holistic processing refers to processing the gross contour 
of a stimulus, to processing the stimulus as a gestalt, as 
a whole, globally, without processing of internal structure 
or features. Beyond this definition however, it is still 
important to identify in each laboratory task (matching 
tasks for example) the unit of comparison between the stim­
uli, as for example in a series of letters, each letter on 
its own may constitute a dimension on which the series pre­
sented can be analyzed, while at a local (letter) level each 
letter can be processed as a whole or its analysis could be 
in terms of the component features of the letter. With 
certain stimuli, as with the multidimensional ones (i.e. 
stimuli of a specific size, shape, colour), it is easier to 
identify the constituent components, while with other stimuli, 
this is more difficult to specify and hence also more diffi­
cult to manipulate. Being able to define the components of 
a stimulus does not necessarily mean that the subjects will 
employ such an analysis since it may be uneconomical to do 
so in terms of information processing.
As far as the holistic, gestalt aspect of a stimulus is 
concerned (holistic in terms of its highest globally per­
ceptible level), this does not necessarily mean that all
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stimuli, especially some of the multidimensional ones, form 
a clear, "good" gestalt; hence applying a holistic or an 
analytic strategy, and deciding the units of comparison 
to be employed in a matching task, will also be determined 
by the stimuli used, task requirements and other methodo­
logical variables. It must therefore always be defined in 
each study in what way analytic and holistic processing 
will be employed and evidenced, in order to avoid confusion 
in the use of these ill-defined terms.
1.2.i: Analytic and Holistic Processing - Research
Evidence from research on music perception suggests that 
it is not necessarily true that music is only processed by 
the RH (Shanon, 1930), as some stimulus-oriented theories 
would predict (i.e. Goodglass and Calderon, 1977).
The analytic/holistic dichotomy, is based on processing 
strategies rather than just the material used, and would 
predict that music can be processed by both hemispheres 
depending on the strategy used by the subjects or required 
by the task. Hirshkowitz, Earle and Paley (1978), using 
EEG measurements concluded that hemispheric differences 
are related to information processing and not just to the 
stimulus characteristics.
In 1974, Bever and Chiarello, experimented with subjects 
who differed on the level of their musical sophistication. 
The subjects were instructed to focus their attention both 
on the internal structure of a tone sequence and on its 
overall melodic contour. Their results showed that music 
experience determined music lateralization. The musically
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naive subjects demonstrated a left ear superiority for 
melody recognition, while the more musically sophisticated 
subjects showed a right ear superiority. The explanation 
suggested was that musically sophisticated subjects process 
music in terms of the internal components of the piece they 
listen to, by breaking down the sounds into meaningful 
sequences of units. This is an analytic processing mechanism 
for which the LH is dominant. Naive subjects on the other 
hand will process music in a more unitary form, a holistic, 
global, gestalt approach, for which the RH is dominant 
(this study is also supported by Johnson, 1977).
Findings with chord recognition are contradictory. Gordon 
(1970, 1978) demonstrated a RH advantage in chord recogni­
tion with amateur musicians while Segalowitz, Bebout and 
Lederman (1979) demonstrated a LH advantage. Bever (1975), 
would interpret the above discrepancy by suggesting that 
being musically sophisticated does not necessarily mean that 
all music processing will be handled by the LH, unless 
analytic processing is required.
It was mentioned above that musical experience determines 
hemispheric specialization. This is however not necessarily 
true. With subjects varying in musical experience, both 
within and between groups, processing differences are evidenced 
(Gates and Bradshaw, 1977a). Gaede, Parsons and Bertera
(1978) deny that experience per se, affects hemispheric 
differences in music processing. In an experiment where 
aptitude and experience were independently assessed by a 
test for musical ability, chord analysis and memory sequence 
analysis, the final conclusion was that only aptitude and
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not experience determined hemisphere differences. Signi­
ficant ear differences were observed only from subjects with 
low aptitude, while subjects with high aptitude showed mini­
mal ear differences. The authors suggested that it is 
possible that high aptitude for music "may be based on the 
brain's ability to use both strategies flexibly" while low 
aptitude for music "may be the result of adherence to a 
rather rigid hemispheric strategy whether analytic and 
sequential (left hemisphere) or "holistic and synthetic" 
(right hemisphere)".
An unsuccessful attempt to show differential hemisphere 
dominance for musicians and non-musicians, was Zatorre's
(1979) study. He criticized Bever and Chiarello's (1974) 
work, because they did not use dichotic stimulation nor any 
speech or verbal stimuli as a control. Controlling for 
these Zatorre showed similar ear asymmetries for both musi­
cians and non-musicians. Actually Peretz and Morals (1980), 
showed that an analytic processing mechanism can be employed 
by both musicians and non-musicians as long as the level of 
analysis is obvious for both groups. Thus as mentioned 
earlier, musical training is not the only prerequisite for 
analytic processing and consequently of a LH dominance. At 
the same time, not all musical stimuli have sequential ele­
ments. With simple note stimuli as used by Kallman and 
Corballis (1975), lateral asymmetries may not be rigidly 
determined, neither in degree nor direction, although the 
causes for such fluctuations are not easily specified.
Gates and Bradshaw (1977b), ascribe the discrepancies on 
music lateralization to the complex combination within many
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musical stimuli of pitch, harmony intensity, timbre and 
rhythm. The way in which these and other musical components 
interact, varies between and even within stimuli and also 
between listeners (i.e. musicians, non-musicians) and within 
the same listener at different times.
The problem with some of these studies, is that the experi­
menters assume that the way they have manipulated their 
experimental conditions, as for example presenting a condition 
with random melodies, will necessarily prevent holistic pro­
cessing and thus encourage a LH advantage. Failing to find 
such a LH advantage, leads the experimenter to question that 
differences in processing strategies such as the analytic/ 
holistic one, underlie laterality differences, without 
seriously questioning whether the conditions and the proce­
dure used, sufficiently impair one of the two cognitive 
strategies (in the above example the holistic one) to produce 
a LH advantage.
Another example where it was assumed that one or the other 
cognitive mechanism was adopted is Webster and Thurber’s
(1978) study. They used a tactual shape recognition task, 
and instructed half of the subjects to learn the shapes by 
identifying distinctive features, while the rest of the sub­
jects were instructed to learn the shapes based on their 
overall appearance. Although such a procedure does not 
guarantee that all subjects within each group will adopt the 
technique or type of processing required, nevertheless the 
results showed that the instructions biased many (but not 
all) subjects to deal with the task analytically (LH) or 
holistically (RH).
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It is quite difficult to construct tests that will allow 
for only one or the other processing mechanism to take place 
and then test the hemispheres' performance. It seems even 
more difficult to devise purely holistic tasks and ones 
especially suitable for the RH (of verbal nature) (Tomlinson- 
Keasey and Kelly, 1979) .
Working with verbal material, Bever, Hurtig and Handel (1976) 
presented their subjects with spoken nonsense syllables 
monaurally to the right or left ear and the subjects were 
instructed to listen to either the entire syllable or its 
initial phone. Phone identification was faster in the right 
ear and right hand configuration only, while no other asymme­
try was generated. Schmuller (1979), also used verbal material 
(upper-case letters) but instead of being mainly based on 
latency or response accuracy, he was interested in "patterns 
of responding" (types of errors resulting from confusions). 
Schmuller crudely assumed that analytic processing of the 
letters is in terms of the features of letters and that the 
LH adopting such an analysis is expected to show a different 
pattern of errors from the RH which recognises letters by 
matching a letter with a mental "template". The results 
Schmuller found according to his error patterns showed no 
differences of processing between the two hemispheres. 
Interpretations were offered none of which however referred 
to the possibility that, although a letter can be processed 
both analytically and/or holistically, this does not nece­
ssarily mean that this was the case in Schmuller's experiment. 
It is possible that the letters were not processed analyti­
cally (in terms of features) as there was no task requirement
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in doing so. The author also refers to evidence in the 
literature on "Same-Different" responses where the results 
did not show a RH advantage for "Same" responses (holistic 
processing) and a LH advantage for "Different" responses 
(analytic processing). He considers these results as evidence 
against the analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory. This is a 
simplistic conclusion since as will be discussed in the next 
chapter "Same-Different" lateralization can be overshadowed 
by other more strongly lateralized variables.
Research on face perception is another area related to 
analytic/holistic processing. The face stimuli mostly used 
are either natural faces, or Identi-kit faces, familiar or 
unfamiliar and in upright or inverted positions.
The majority of the papers, whether on normal populations 
(i.e. Hilliard, 1973; Ellis and Shepherd, 1975), brain 
damaged patients (Newcombe, 1974) or commissurotomised patients, 
tend to show a RH involvement in face processing. Neverthe­
less, it is also obvious from the literature, that with 
certain stimulus manipulations and task demands, there has 
been a LH involvement too (i.e. Marzi and Berlucchi, 1977, 
using famous faces).
Patterson and Bradshaw (1975), propose three variables which 
could determine whether an analytic or holistic approach will 
be employed in face processing.
a) storage duration (brief or involving long term memory)
b) required judgement (i.e. "Same" or "Different")
c) degree of difficulty in the discrimination (e.g. number 
of differentiating features).
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The authors concluded that the LH processes analytically 
and the RH holistically by comparing and finding a LH advan­
tage from j.,udgements "Same" in a long-term memory task and 
under a difficult discrimination, and a RH advantage from 
judgem.ents "Same" under an easy discrimination and a short 
interstimulus interval.
Moscovitch, Scullion and Christie (1976), suggest that hemi­
spheric asymmetries in face perception are apparent only in 
later stages of information processing. In the earlier, 
precategorical visual stages which last for less than 100 ms, 
no hemispheric differences are expected.
One of the determining factors for face lateralization, it 
is claimed (Umiltd, Brizzolara, Tabossi and Fairweather, 1978) , 
is familiarity and not naming. A RH advantage was evidenced 
for unfamiliar faces (also found by Hannay and Rogers, 1979, 
under certain conditions only (0 and 10 sec memory intervals 
only when 8 stimuli were used and not 16)), and a LH advantage 
for familiar stimuli which could probably be recognised on 
the basis of one or two characteristics only, thus the LH 
advantage. This post-hoc argument does not of course exclude 
the possibility of processing unfamiliar stimuli analytically, 
in terms of a few characteristics only.
Overall in the few studies on face perception mentioned, 
no matter what the main determining factors are in face late­
ralization, it seems that the stimulus "face" per se does not 
necessarily and only produce RH processing. Differences in 
the cognitive mechanisms applied (although it is difficult 
to know how to influence processing in favour of one or the
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other cognitive mechanism) are very important (Galper and 
Costa, 1980) and probably the RH advantage found in many of 
these studies could be due to the RH's ability more than the 
L H 's to process faces as gestalts (Campbell, 1979).
The final evidence for the analytic/holistic dichotomy comes 
from the patient population. (i.e. Levy-Agresti and Sperry, 
1968; also discussed by Sperry, 1974; Veroff, 1978.)
Nebes (1971a, 1972, 1973, 1974) conducted a series of studies
with commissurotomized patients on the perception of part- 
whole relations. His assumption was that if there 'is a 
hemispheric difference in terms of analytic and holistic 
processing then it should show up in perceiving part-whole 
relations. Although there are problems in interpreting results 
from such a group of patients (due to evidence of early brain 
injury at birth as discussed by Coltheart, 1978), neverthe­
less it is of interest to note some of the results. Nebes 
showed that the patients were more accurate in matching arcs 
to the appropriate size of a circle when using their left 
hand than the right hand. Under the control tasks, where 
the stimuli to be matched were alike, there was no difference 
between the two hands leading, according to Nebes, to the 
conclusion of the RH being able to generate a whole stimulus 
from its parts.
From the studies discussed, the authors' conclusions or 
interpretations of the results are based on the theory that 
the LH processes analytically while the RH processes 
holistically. In some of these studies the assumptions used 
by the experimenters are questionable and consequently
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alternative interpretations can be suggested. What has 
been neglected (although mentioned by Bradshaw, Gates and 
Patterson, 1976) is whether both hemispheres can apply both 
processing strategies, although to different degrees of 
efficiency, if properly forced to do so with appropriately 
designed tasks. This is tested in some of the experiments 
of this study.
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CHAPTER 2 
"SAME" AND "DIFFERENT" RESPONSES
2.1: "Same" and "Different" Responses
More and more psychological methods are being developed 
in order to reveal some basic mental operations in thinking. 
These mental operations, can be measured by the time they 
require, a view proposed in 1868 by Donders (cited in Posner, 
1973).
Reaction time (RT) as a measure, has been repeatedly^used, 
especially during the last twenty years, in order to study 
perceptual and cognitive processes.
Character classification experiments (Sternberg's scanning 
model etc) will not be discussed here, since the emphasis 
will be on the comparison process itself when alphanumeric 
or nonalphanumeric symbols are used, under either simultan­
eous or successive presentations.
The questions that a matching task can generate are the 
following ;
1) Whether comparisons are based on overall stimulus repre­
sentations (unitary, holistic), or on the individual 
dimensions or features of each stimulus (analytic) .
2) If comparisons are analytic, whether they are parallel
(simultaneously compared), or serial.
3) a) If parallel processes are independent of one another
and do not interact, whether these processes termi­
nate simultaneously or at different points in time,
b) Whether parallel processes could be interactive, in
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which case the duration of some processes affects 
the duration of others.
4) Whether parallel or serial processing are self-terminating, 
in other words whether they terminate the moment the 
correct response is reached or whether they are exhaustive 
(response given only after all dimensions are processed).
5) Whether constant decision times are involved (time used 
in comparing stimuli along a given dimension remains 
constant across all trials) or whether decision time is 
distributed (random fluctuation across trials).
6) Whether when serial processing is involved, there is a 
fixed order when dimensions are interrogated or whether 
the order is random across trials.
7) Whether the overall matching is a bassive" comparison 
("the effect of the first, disappearing, form on the 
nervous system is presumed to be registered in such a . 
way that it can be compared with the nervous effect of 
a subsequently appearing form, though it has no effect
on the way in which the second form is encoded other than, 
perhaps, response bias effects") or "active" comparison 
("the nature of the first form sets the observer to look 
for certain critical properties of the second") (Fox,
1977), or even whether both can exist.
8) Whether the type of matching depends on the interval 
between stimuli, due to changes in the way the first 
stimulus is stored over time.
9) Whether different types of stimuli produce different 
kinds of processing.
Except for the questions mentioned above, one more problem
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became obvious, as data started accumulating. Namely 
whether "Same" responses (identity matching) and "Different" 
responses (difference matching) should be considered examples 
of a single type of processing or whether they should be 
considered as involving two different types of processing. 
This problem mainly came to light when data from "Same" 
responses and data from "Different" responses could not be 
easily interpreted by single process models.
Experiments based on "Same-Different" (S-D) responses, have 
dealt with discriminations between both single dimensions 
and multiple dimensions (out of which either some or all 
dimensions were relevant to the response). A review of some 
of these will be attempted.
Nickerson in 1965 started a series of studies, aiming at 
building up a model of S-D responses. His first study in 
1965 involved a sequential presentation of English conso­
nants (first letter exposed for 3 sec, second letter exposed 
for 1 sec) , in which he systematically found that "Sam.e" 
responses were faster than "Different" responses.
It is assumed that in order to decide that two stimuli are 
the same, one must examine them thoroughly before responding, 
while in order to decide they are different, one must examine 
them until the difference aspect has been found (whether on 
a dimensional level or a feature level). According to this 
assumption then, "Different" responses should be faster than 
"Same" responses. The reverse finding however, led Nickerson 
to his second study in 1967 where his main purpose was to 
investigate the S-D relationship, using this time stimuli
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that were less over-learned than the letter stimuli.
The stimuli were simple geometric figures, varying in size, 
colour and shape (multidimensional stimuli). In his experi­
ment the two simultaneously presented stimuli had to match 
on all three attributes for a "Same" response to be given, 
while a "Different" response could be based on either one, 
two or all three attributes being different (d = number of 
attributes on which a pair differed, if d = 0 then the 
stimuli were identical) .
The results of this experiment showed no overall difference 
in RT between S-D responses. However, Nickerson found that 
RT was inversely related to d (excluding d = 0). "Same" 
responses were faster than "Different" responses only when 
the two stimuli differed on one attribute (d = 1). But when 
the stimuli differed on all three attributes, "Same" responses 
were slower than "Different" responses. In his second experi­
ment (part 2), Nickerson used sequential presentation instead. 
His results replicated the finding concerning the inverse 
relationship between RT and d. The fact that he found again 
that S-D responses did not differ significantly overall, not 
only replicated his Experiment 1 results but also gave 
evidence that a simultaneous or a sequential presentation 
did not make any striking difference in the results in this 
study (sequential presentation appears to just shorten "Same" 
RT more than "Different" R T ) .
Out of this 1967 study, Nickerson drew the following con­
clusions :
a) The S-D relationship depends in part on the nature of
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the discrimination required.
b) The time required to decide that two stimuli are diffe­
rent varies inversely with the degree of difference 
between them ( in terms of attributes); d = 0, is not 
included.
c) Since, within "Different” trials there was an inverse 
relationship between RT and d, the judgement must be 
based on an analytic treatment (attribute by attribute) 
when matching the two stimuli.
Although these results do not shed any light on the parallel 
vs serial distinction, they do however give evidence of 
analytic processing when "Different” trials are involved.
As far as the "Same” trials are concerned, Nickerson suggests 
that the subject's criterion could depend on his knowledge 
or assumptions concerning the types of comparisons he is 
asked to make. For example, the knowledge of a difficult 
discrimination (minute differences) in a task, could make 
the subjects use a more strict criterion before responding 
"Same”, while a task where the smallest difference is easily 
picked up, could lead to a lax criterion, unless the subjects 
have no knowledge at all of what to expect, in which case 
setting such criteria is not easy (e.g. when differences 
vary from trial to trial).
The next study followed in 1968, in which Nickerson's 
interest went back to his 1965 and others' experiments, 
where sequential presentation of letter stimuli was used, 
and where the finding was that "Same” responses were faster 
than "Different” responses. His aim was to exclude another
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possibility of interpreting the superiority in RT of "Same” 
responses. He realized that in all of these experiments, 
the first letter that was presented was drawn from a set of 
many alternatives, hence the second letter could be dra'wn 
from two types of sets. The first one containing the single 
letter which when matched to the first letter would lead to 
a "Same" response,.the second set containing more letters 
than one, which when matched to the first one, would lead 
to a "Different” response. Hence,Nickerson thought that an 
asymmetry of this kind could explain why "Same” responses 
are faster than "Different” responses when matching letter 
stimuli (it must be assumed that stimulus uncertainty 
increases RT even when response uncertainty is held constant)
In order to control for the above mentioned asymmetry, in 
his 1968 study, Nickerson used only two letters (C and D) , 
and his results were still similar to his 1965 study, in 
proving that "Same" responses were faster than "Different" 
responses and rejecting the hypothesis that an asymmetry 
between "Same" and "Different” target sets could lead to 
faster overall-"Same" responses. In his final conclusion, 
Nickerson not only stresses the effect that discrimination 
difficulty can have on S-D responses, but also on the 
"codability" (name-ability) of the stimuli used.
Finally, in 1969 Nickerson proposed a simple model for S-D 
processing, relative to the task involved in his study.
Before presenting his model however, Bindra, Williams and 
Wise's (1965) model will be discussed, since it preceded 
Nickerson's and he referred to it.
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Bindra, Williams and Wise (1965), started off with an 
assumption opposite to the results mentioned up to now, 
namely that under certain conditions, "Same" judgements are 
slower than "Different" judgements, being aware of course 
of the effects that the nature of instructions, relative 
frequency of. alternative decisions, task difficulty, form of 
required response etc, can have on S-D responses. Two 
experiments were conducted, where discrimination difficulty 
and instructions were separately varied. The task in the 
first experiment involved a sequential presentation of two 
tones (1000-1060 cy/sec). The intertone interval was either 
1 or 10 seconds. In the second experiment the response was 
"Yes" instead of "Same" and "No" instead of "Different".
The instructions varied as follows: a) "are the tones the
same, 'Yes' or 'No'?" • b) "are the tones different, 'Yes' 
or 'No'?" The intertone interval was kept constant.
In the first experiment, "Same" responses were slower than 
"Different" responses and this difference was larger under 
the 10 sec. intertone interval which also generated more 
errors. In the second experiment "Same" decisions were 
again slower than "Different" decisions, but it also took 
longer to respond according to instruction b. Errors did 
not vary according to instructions here. In both experiments 
more errors were made when the two tones were the same 
(subjects tended to judge them as different).
Bindra et al (1965), explain the error rate in terms of 
stringency criteria. They assumed that the subject defines 
"Sameness" with more stringent criteria than he does for 
"Difference". Fig. 2.1 represents pictorially the error
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interpretation they offer (copied from Bindra et a l , 1965).
As can be seen in Fig. 2.1, the vertical dotted line is the 
criterion point, where latencies are maximum, and uncertainty 
is at its highest (this assumption according to the authors 
has factual support, though not a theoretical rationale).
The criterion point, is closer to the mean of "Sam.e” responses 
than of "Different”, hence there is a larger area falling 
within the "Different" distribution of the "Same" responses 
(A area) than the reverse (B area). Therefore there is a 
higher probability of deciding that two stimuli are identical 
and being wrong than the reverse. This model can easily 
interpret the error results found in the study being dis­
cussed.
An alternative theory to interpret RT data by the same authors 
(Bindra et a l , 1965), assumes the existence of two adders, 
one for similarity and one for dissimilarity. There are 
also two criteria. Whether "S" or "D" will be faster, would 
then depend on whether the "S" or "D" criterion was reached 
first. Hence RT would depend on a) "the input rates of 
dissimilarity and similarity information - that is, on the 
relative preponderance of similarities or dissimilarities 
in the comparison stimuli and b) the stringency of the 
criterion - that is, the magnitude of the cumulative total 
the adder must reach before the corresponding judgement 
would be given" (Bindra et a l , 1965). The errors here would 
only depend on criterion stringency (fewer errors with 
greater stringency).
According then to the above model, "Same" responses were
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slower than "Different" responses, because the criterion 
stringency was higher for "S" than "D".
The above model of course suggests that there can be many 
factors influencing the level of the criterion stringency, 
in which case the opposite results from those found here, 
could be generated in other tasks, but still be interpret­
able by this general model. Bindra et a l 's (1965) results 
were confirmed by Nishisato and Wise (1967), stressing also 
the importance of individual differences in strategies that 
the subjects adopted in handling the task. Donderi and 
Zelnicker (1969) also found in comparisons of geometric 
shapes, from 2-13 in number, "Same" responses to be slower 
than "Different" responses. The explanation adopted about 
criterion lines was that of Bindra et al (1965).
Nickerson’s (1969) model is based on two restrictions a) the 
set of stimuli has only two members, hence there is an 
equal possibility of each pairing appearing on a trial,
b) the stimuli differ on only a single dimension.
The assumption of this model is the following; "Information 
concerning stimulus difference accumulates in time. The 
decision "different" is made when there is sufficient infor­
mation to warrant it. The decision "same" is made by default, 
i.e., it is made only if the information necessary to justify 
the decision "different" is not obtained within a prescribed 
time" (Nickerson, 1969).
A "difference counter" will refer to the mechanism that 
cumulates differences, whose count rate depends on the 
difference magnitude. Stimuli with zero difference, will
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have a relatively low mean count rate, but some count will 
still be present. But even with identical stimuli the 
count rate will vary, hence the time required for the count 
to attain any particular value is a random variable. In 
this model, Nickerson adds a clock, which is for keeping 
time. Both the counter and the clock are assum.ed to be 
noisy. "r" is the value of the clock's state at any time, 
and "6" is the counter’s state. The comparator mechanism 
determines when ^ or % has reached a preset criterion. 
Whichever value exceeds first its associated criterion deter­
mines the response. These criteria depend on a priori 
stimulus probabilities, pay-off structures, etc.
There are five predictions that this model makes and which 
are quoted below:
1) Correct "different" response times, will tend to be 
shorter than incorrect "different" response times.
2) Correct "same" response times will tend to be longer 
than incorrect "same" response times.
3) If the error rate is low, correct "different" response 
times will tend to be shorter than correct "same" response 
times,
4) If the error rate is sufficiently high "same" response 
times could under certain conditions, be shorter than 
"different" response times.
5) Given performance that is neither near perfect nor close 
to chance correct "different" response times will tend to
be shorter than correct "same" response times.
The experiments Nickerson did to test these predictions, were
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similar to Bindra et al's (1965), by using two tones.
However, the number of subjects run was very small, making 
the results somewhat tentative, although they were in agree­
ment with the model's predictions. In 1971, Nickerson did 
some more experiments to evaluate his model, in which he 
could interpret almost all of the results according to it.
Up to now the experiments discussed offered contradictory 
results in the sense that some of them (Nickerson, 1965,
1968) showed that "Samie" responses were faster than "Diffe­
rent" responses, while Bindra et al (1965) and Nickerson 
(1969) showed the reverse. The major difference between 
these studies has been the material used. In the former 
studies, the material (letters) was highly verbally codable, 
while in the latter ones (tones) the material involves 
different matching processes. This difference, as Nicker­
son concludes, makes his model applicable only for the latter 
case and not for experiments involving easily available 
verbal codes. At the same time, since the model did not 
involve multidimensional stimuli, nothing can be predicted 
on analytic vs unitary and parallel vs serial matching on 
multidimensional stimulus comparisons (although one of the 
experiments mentioned earlier referred to multidimensional 
stimuli) .
Along with the development of these single dimensional 
models, there has been an effort in 1966 by Egeth, at propo­
sing a model for multidimensional stimuli. Models of 
multidimensional stimuli, tackle more precisely the questions 
of serial vs parallel processing and self-terminating vs
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exhaustive processing etc, since with multidimensional 
stimuli, the different dimensions or attributes involved 
are clearly defined and known.
In Egeth's study it is assumed that the irrelevant dimen­
sions do not interfere with the relevant dimensions of the 
S-D trials. Research on whether this assumption is gene­
rally true or not will follow later on. The experiments 
in Egeth's study involve seven conditions, with each condi­
tion depending on the relevant dimension defining "S" or 
"D" decisions. The dimensions used were colour, form, tilt 
and combinations of these three. His results showed how 
assumptions upon which one forms a model and makes some 
predictions, can be easily invalidated. For example the 
irrelevant dimensions seem to have played a role on decision 
times on relevant dimensions, at least with certain tasks 
and material. Nevertheless, Egeth interprets his results 
best by a serial, random and in the case of "Different" 
responses, self-terminating model.
Hawkins in 1969, based on Egeth's (1966) study mentioned 
above, aimed at testing the effect of complexity on "Same" 
RTs and on whether Egeth's results could really be only 
interpreted by a serial processing model. Complexity is 
a variable that can easily influence the processing mech­
anisms adopted in information processing.
Sekuler and Abrams (1968) , in their study, which dealt with 
similarity search tasks vs identity search tasks, concluded 
that the subjects could process patterns as wholes instead 
of serially and faster if the level of complexity permitted.
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Therefore this is one more factor added that has to be taken 
into consideration in matching models. Thus in Hawkins'
(1969) study, complexity was varied across levels of dimen­
sionality by changing the number of physical attributes of 
the test stimuli. His stimuli were similar to Egeth's 
involving form, colour, and size, the difference being that 
Hawkins did not instruct the subjects to ignore any dimen­
sions. Presentation was simultaneous and the overall 
results of his experiments would be unpredictable by Egeth's 
serial model. On the other hand, they could be interpreted 
by a parallel, random, self-terminating model. He also 
concluded that "the time required to determine the state 
of a particular dimension covaries with the average time 
required to determine the states of other dimensions present 
within a stimulus deck (correlated criteria)". This final 
statement is not only in favour of a parallel model, but of 
an interactive one too, where the durations of some processes 
affect the duration of others.
The more these contradictions start accumulating, the more 
each experimenter at the end of his study cautiously con­
cludes that his or her model may not be generalizable since 
for example sequential presentations instead of simultaneous 
as used by Hawkins, could alter the results and not fit the 
model proposed (Nickerson, 1967, however,found no main 
differences between sequential and simultaneous presentations)
Therefore Hawkins' (1969) final suggestion seems more fruit­
ful for the time being, since he stresses the necessity of 
defining the conditions under which serial or parallel
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processing occurs instead of deciding in general whether 
information processing is serial or parallel, especially 
when there could be a third possibility, that of being 
neither.
Rabbitt (1971) for example, doubts whether a serial vs 
parallel distinction should be a guide in developing models 
since for example as he points out "any conceivable empiri­
cal result that suggests a serial, fixed order, self-termina­
ting process can also be interpreted in terms of a parallel, 
distributed self-terminating one". Rabbitt cites Marcel's 
1970 study, who showed that practice for example could 
determine the adoption of serial or parallel modes as can 
also be the case with certain sets of stimulus combinations.
One more piece of support for questioning the significance 
of serial vs parallel processing differences in defining 
models of comparison tasks, is the fact that Fox (1977) 
cannot use any of the existing models to interpret his 
results.
The next study that will be mentioned, is by Bindra, Donderi 
and Nishisato (1968), on multidimensional stimuli, which 
will finally lead to Bamber's "two process model".
Bindra et al (1968) consider from the beginning that since 
the time to decide "Same" is different from that to decide 
"Different", S-D decisions are not aspects of the same 
decision process.
Their comparisons were based on a single specified dimen­
sion. A series of four experiments was done, where
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discrimination difficulty, interstimulus interval, use of 
both auditory and visual stimuli within the same task, use 
of visual non easily codable stimuli (length of line), and 
finally use of auditorily readily codable stimuli (click 
and tone) were employed.
The most important finding was that "codability" of test 
stimuli, determines the S-D speed for both visual and audi­
tory stimuli while modality per se is unimportant. Hence, 
when the test stimuli are not immediately codable, "Same" 
responses take longer than "Different" responses which is 
also consistent with Bindra et al (1965). With more codable 
stimuli the "Same" responses tend to be faster than "Diffe­
rent" responses which is also consistent with Nickerson 
(1965, 1968) . Simultaneous and successive presentations, 
showed no overall difference; discrimination difficulty 
on the other hand, seems to play an inconsistent role up
I
to now in its effects on S-D latencies.
There was however one discrepancy between the result of Bindra 
et al (1968) and that of Bindra et al (1965) in the effect 
of interstimulus interval. In the former study, inter­
stimulus interval (ISI) had no effect on S-D decision time, 
while in Bindra et al (1965), ISI did affect the results.
This difference between the two studies could be due to the 
different material used, colours (Experiment 1) vs tone 
stimuli.
The main need for better models has been the difficulty in 
understanding why in certain cases "Same" responses have 
been faster than "Different" responses.
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The serial and parallel self-terminating models would pre­
dict the "S" to be slower than "D". The serial and 
parallel exhaustive models would again predict "S" to be 
equal to "D" and would not predict a decrease in "D" RT with 
an increase in number of different dimensions, as was found 
by Egeth (1966). None of them however would predict "S" 
to be faster than "D".
Bamber (1969) proposed a two process model, trying to find 
a way to explain the above mentioned uninterpretable finding 
of "S" being in some cases faster than "D". Fig. 2.2 is a 
schematic representation of Bamber's (1969) model.
This model primarily assumes that the subjects when faced 
with a comparison task employ at the same time two distinct 
stimulus comparison processes. The first one is the serial 
processor (serial self-terminating process) from which two 
signals can come, depending on whether the stimuli were 
identical or not. The other process is the identity reporter, 
from which only one signal emanates. The"identity reporter" 
signals only when the stimuli are the same. Hence a "Diffe­
rent" response can be emitted only by one processor, while 
the "Same" response comes from two processors. The'‘identity 
reporter’* is also faster than the “serial processor'*. Hence, 
a "Same" response from the “identity reporterais faster than 
a "Same" response from the "serial processor". This model 
has its own pitfalls too, as mentioned by Bamber himself. 
Silverman (1973) criticized the "identity processor's"function, 
in that he considered it illogical to accept that a non 
signal from the "identity processor" does not signal "Diffe­
rence" . Silverman considers such a model useful to do
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research on and formulate further, but he cannot see such a 
discrimination as necessary in normal life. However,
Bamber's model is in a position to predict "Same" responses 
to be faster than "Different" responses since the "serial 
processor" is slower than the "identity reporter".
The term itself (“identity reporter) , although not defined 
by Bamber, could denote that for a "Same" response to be 
elicited from this reporter the two stimuli must be overall 
exactly the same. Probably then, stimuli that are not 
completely identical, but are considered the "Same" according 
to the task instructions, would initiate a "Sam.e" response 
from the slower "serial processor".
This last hypothesis however, was proven to be incorrect 
by Bamber and Paine (1973), in a study where more emphasis 
was given on retrieval processes on rows of letters. They 
concluded that Neisser's preattentive processes, before any 
comparison takes place, locate the letters and blanks in 
the test string. (Some letters were replaced by blanks).
This is similar to Donderi and Zelnicker's (1969) parallel 
categorization mentioned earlier. Kroll and Hershenson 
(1980) criticized the dual process models on two grounds. 
First they pointed to the fact that when two processes are 
involved (one for "Same" and one for "Different") a prepro­
cessor is necessary to decide which of the two processes is 
to be used. Consequently the authors claim that there is 
no need for further processing since the preprocessor would 
have made the decision. The second point made refers to the 
design used in matching experiments where usually only a
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single value is obtained for "Same" responses unlike 
"Different" responses where more than one value is obtained. 
Kroll and Hershenson claim that such procedures mask any 
potential variability in "Same" responses by averaging over 
the set of "Same" trials, thus making it difficult to 
attribute "Same" responses to the holistic "identity 
processor" as Bamber (1969) claims. The authors finally 
suggest that both "Same" and "Different" responses are based 
on a single process which however consists of two stages, 
the global primary stage where a decision is made about the 
overall difference between the two stimuli compared and 
then follows a serial comparison stage until the difference 
is located. The second stage is initiated if the first 
stage does not produce an unambiguous response.
In 1970, some research was oriented specifically on serial 
vs parallel processing (Beller, 1970) , using physical and 
name matches of letters, without however finally concluding 
on anything very specific that could clearly add to the S-D 
distinctions discussed up to now. Practical support however 
on dual processing models was offered by Smith and Nielsen 
in 1970.
Two years later, Snodgrass (1972), discussed successive 
presentations (memory dependence) vs simultaneous pres­
entations in matching patterns (of white and black squares) 
and digits. One of the factors he manipulated was com­
plexity a factor also studied by Cohen (1969) using pattern 
to pattern matching and description to pattern matching.
One of Snodgrass’ important findings was that "Same" RTs
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were faster than "Different" RTs in all of the conditions 
with one exception- when simple pattern discriminations were ' 
involved. This study was mainly discussed here, because 
the author adopted the serial, self-terminating model, while 
at the same time, part of his results ("S" faster than "D") 
is not interpretable by this model. The model could have 
only interpreted results of the simple pattern discrimination 
("D" faster than "S") and in this case Snodgrass is forced 
to explain them by considering these patterns as very simple 
and as introducing syirumetry effects; in which case he 
concludes that deciding that two patterns are asymmetrical 
(different) could be faster than the reverse.
The results on the digits do not contradict the results found 
up to now on easily codable stimuli. The complex pattern 
results do, however, contradict the tendency to find "D" 
faster than "5" with not easily codable stimuli. The problem 
also arises when results on both "S" and "D" are being 
interpreted by a single processing model.
However, even with Bamber's model these results could only 
be interpretable after making some very crude assumptions.
For example, one would have to assume that codable and com­
plex stimuli would tend to use the "identity processor" for 
the "S" judgement, while not easily codable patterns but 
simple ones, would tend to use the "serial processor" for a 
"S" judgement (after the "identity reporter" fails to 
respond). The problem with such an assumption is that usually 
the more complex a stimulus the less codable it is, hence it 
is difficult to accept that easily codable stimuli and 
complex ones would follow the same processor. Of course
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based on Bamber's serial, self-terminating processor the 
finding of "S" responses being slower than "D" responses, 
as found with the simple pattern discrimination in Snodgrass' 
(1972) study, can be explained.
In relation to the explanation offered by Snodgrass (1972) 
concerning symmetry. Hock in 19 73 did some research on S-D 
using symmetrical and asymmetrical dot patterns. He clearly 
separates "Same" and "Different" responses, by saying that 
"Same" responses are based on "structural processes", 
while "Different" responses are based on "analytic processes" 
This is reminiscent of Sekuler and Abrams' (1968) view 
mentioned earlier that simple patterns are perceived as 
wholes. Separating S-D processing in this manner, there is 
no restriction in predicting "S" or "D" to be faster. S-D 
latencies will vary according to the nature of stimuli (good­
ness of form, discriminability of stimuli).
One way of testing such a hypothesis and manipulating the 
material, is by using symmetrical vs asymmetrical patterns. 
Hock (19 73) was able to demonstrate consistent results, by 
showing an absence of a symmetry effect on "Different" trials 
and a presence of a symmetry effect on "Same" trials. 
Symmetrical forms are more easily structured as wholes 
hence "Same" responses would tend to be faster with them 
than with asymmetrical ones. The analytic "Different" 
processor shows no such effect.
H o c k ' s  m o d e l  i s  g e n e r a l  a n d  i t  i s  m o r e  o f  a  d e s c r i p t i o n  
t h a n  a m o d e l .  N o t h i n g  c a n  b e  p r e d i c t e d  o r  e l a b o r a t e d  a s  
f a r  as  s e r i a l  o r  p a r a l l e l  p r o c e s s i n g  i s  c o n c e r n e d  o r  a n y  o f
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the other questions referred to in the beginning of this 
chapter.
On the other hand as he himself stresses, his "structural- 
analytic" distinction is highly liable to individual 
differences. There are subjects who are more structurally 
oriented in their comparison techniques (in which case 
symmetry will tend to show more its effect), while others 
are more analytically oriented (in which case their results, 
even under "S" trials, will resemble those under "D" trials, 
showing no symmetry effect). Hock's conclusions however 
invalidate Snodgrass' (1972) tentative explanation given for 
his own results, referring to symmetry.
Symmetry was also used as a variable in matching tasks, by 
Egeth, Brownell and Geoffrion (1976), but instead of using 
patterns they used letter stimuli. They manipulated vertical 
symmetry by changing the orientation of some letters to test 
the possible effect such a manipulation could have on S-D 
responses. Unfortunately in this study symm.etry failed to 
produce any difference in "S" RT. However, letters as stimuli 
(highly codable) would not elicit similar structural proper­
ties, as mentioned before by Hock (1973) unlike dot patterns 
(Egeth et a l , 1976) . The discrepancy of these results to 
others like Fox's (1975) (cited in Egeth et a l , 1976), could 
be due to individual differences of the kind mentioned above 
or due to methodological differences (i.e. practice).
After all this evidence and models proposed on S-D differ­
ences in information processing up to 1973, Krueger in 1973a, 
aimed at proposing a single-process model, which considers
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S-D responses as unique. In order to aim at such a model, 
an explanation has to be offered on the question why "Same" 
responses tend to be faster when certain material is used. 
Krueger considers that to be the case, because the stimulus 
uncertainty is less under "S" trials. This has been tested 
however previously by Nickerson (1968) and was excluded as 
an explanation. However Krueger attempted to test it again 
with a larger set of letter stimuli. "S" responses were 
still faster than "D" responses, disproving a single process 
model and offering more support for the dual processing 
models, with a serial analyser for "D" trials and a'more 
holistic identity processor for "S" trials.
The last theory that will be discussed is Krueger's (1978) 
"Noisy-Operator" theory. This theory assumes that internal 
noise will produce more false mismatches than false matches 
and consequently lead to rechecking of these mismatches, 
increasing as a result the RT of the "Different" responses. 
This theory interprets similarly both RT and error data.
If sufficient rechecking is not possible the noise effect 
elicits a false "Different" response (for more details see 
also Krueger, 1979) (A rechecking process for "Different" 
trials is also proposed by Tversky, 1969).
T'wo variables will be briefly discussed that could give 
more evidence against or in favour of the dual processing 
models; the effect of irrelevant dimensions on judgements, 
and "familiarity".
When referring to distinctions between relevant and irrele­
vant dimensions, one has to be also aware of the
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distinctions between integral and separable stimulus dimen­
sions (Lockhead, 1966). Lockheed argued that "the difference ' 
between performance on the single-dimension and the corre­
lated dimension conditions can be interpreted as a measure 
of the amount of integrality of the stimuli. If this measure 
is the maximum possible as it is when the stimuli are com­
posed of hues, brightness, and sizes, then the stimuli are 
integral. If the measure is zero, then the stimuli are 
discrete or nonintegral".
Garner in 1970 (cited in Garner, 1974), suggested that "if 
in order for one dimension to exist the other must be 
specified then the dimensions are integral". This definition 
was further expanded by Garner (1974) adding that the rela­
tion between dimensions does not have to be symmetric.
Hence a phoneme cannot exist without a pitch, but pitch 
may exist as a dimension with no linguistic properties. 
Therefore as Garner notes, pitch is integral to the consonant, 
but the consonant is separable from the pitch. Another 
similar example could be colour and form or form and size.
The question arising is whether integral dimensions must 
be processed simultaneously or not (Nickerson, 1972).
Parallel processing however treats dimensions simultaneously 
but individually too, especially in the non interactive 
cases. The dimensions with integral stimuli are viewed as 
one and not individually. This is why it is important when 
referring to dimensions to distinguish between integral and 
separable stimuli since such a distinction precedes that of 
serial-parallel processing. It seems then that detecting
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differences with multidimensional integral stimuli could be 
similar to detecting differences with single dimensional 
stimuli (see Nickerson, 1972, for further discussion on 
integrality models and the effect of irrelevant integral 
dimensions on RT) (no model has been developed explicitly 
to predict the outcomes of integral "Same/Different" experi­
ments) . Garner and Felfoldy (1970) (cited in Garner, 1974) 
and Biederman and Checkosky (1970), (cited in Barber and 
Legge, 1976) both discuss the RT advantage when the attri­
butes of a stimulus are combined in a correlated way and 
actually Biederman and Checkosky suggest a "horse-race model" 
with parallel, self-terminating characteristics (the attri­
bute which first gets processed defines the response).
In 1959 Hodge did a study, aiming at a) testing the effect 
of irrelevant information, which sometimes is relevant, on 
complex discrimination performance b) whether the effect 
of irrelevant information depends on pattern difficulty 
c) whether practice reduces the effect of irrelevant infor­
mation. To study these effects Hodge used complex multi­
dimensional (10 dimensions of two levels each) geometrical 
figures. Some of the dimensions were always present 
(primary dimensions) others not (secondary dimensions). The 
subjects had to judge which values of the primary dimen­
sions were present and then decide which pair of secondary 
dimensions was relevant. Hence it was not based on strict 
"Same-Different" decision processes. The results relative 
to the three aims were a) the larger the amount of irrelevant 
information present, especially when this information is 
relevant in other cases, the more detrimental is the effect
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on complex discrimination b) pattern difficulty is of 
importance c) practice does reduce the effect of the 
irrelevant information Either due to better learning of 
the relevant discriminations or due to learning to ignore 
the irrelevant information).
The real cause of the above third finding was studied by 
Morin, Forrin and Archer (1961) , who concluded that prac­
tice makes subjects learn to ignore the irrelevant infor­
mation .
Krueger (1973b) studied "Same-Different" responses in 
relation to relevant-irrelevant dimensions. He found that 
asymmetrical material added on letter pairs (like + and = 
on the top and bottom of letters), increased "Same" RT more 
than "Different" RT, due probably to forcing the "Same" 
judgemients to become more serial. However the distance of 
these + and = signs, when increased from the letters, could 
make the subjects filter them out, hence equalizing "Same- 
Different" RTs in the asymmetrical conditions. The symme­
trical material (both + or both =) affected both "Same" and 
"Different" responses equally. Under the symmetrical and 
no surround conditions, "Same" were shorter than "Different".
The effect of the degree of similarity or difference between 
two stimuli which happen to be simultaneously presented is 
more physiologically explained by Donderi (1967). He refers 
to Hubei and Wiesel (1962), who suggested that a simultaneous 
presentation of two stimuli activates higher order cortical 
cells. Hence two stimuli that activate the same trace (number 
of higher order cortical cells) could be considered the
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"Same". If two different traces are activated a "Diffe­
rence" decision will occur. The degree of difference is 
important since the greater the difference the more certain 
two different traces will be activated and a false response 
will be avoided.
A phenomenon discussed when dealing with the presence of 
irrelevant dimensions is "normalization". (Bundesen and 
Larsen, 1975; Besner and Coltheart, 1976; Dixon and Just,
1978) . In situations where relevant and irrelevant dimen­
sions are not separately coded, and where there is some 
disparity between two stimuli on the irrelevant dimensions, 
the stimuli could be normalized in other words made congruent, 
or mentally equated before they are compared. For example, 
it can take the form of mental rotation of a figure (Shepard 
and Metzler, 1971) until it is congruent with the one to be 
matched.
Normalization could underly the interference of irrelevant 
dimensions in S-D trials (Dixon and Just 1978). These 
authors using ellipses varying in height and width proved that 
normalization was used in matching, since the "Same" RT 
increased, the larger the disparity of the irrelevant dimen­
sion. The "Different" responses do not show a systematic 
delay due to disparity. This discrepancy of the normalization 
effect on "Same-Different" responses has been found in other 
research studies too, as Dixon et al (1978) cite, which could 
be accepted as more evidence on dual processing models for 
the S-D decisions.
The final work that will be discussed refers to studies
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mainly aiming at testing familiarity per se, by looking 
at its effect on perceptibility (not memory). Some of these 
studies use a binary response (S-D) as a response method, 
which therefore could possibly add to the existing knowledge 
on S-D comparisons (i.e. Lindsay and Lindsay, 1966).
To start with, Posner and Mitchell (1967), in their well 
known study on matching pairs of letters on a physical, 
name, or vowel/consonant basis, concluded that familiarity 
does not improve perceptual matching.
Robinson on the other hand, in 1969, found that increased 
familiarity (manipulated by repetition of certain stimuli), 
mediated a kind of preattentive recognition which led to 
selective attention to the differences of the different 
pairs. Therefore familiarity did improve "Different" res­
ponses but not "Same" responses. He concluded by suggesting 
that "an increase in accuracy of differentiation is accom­
panied by an overall decrease in what is seen of the patt­
erns". This last conclusion could underly a kind of holistic 
approach towards "Same" responses and a more analytic 
approach towards "Different" responses, as other authors 
also propose (i.e. Taylor, 1976). Such a distinction will 
be of importance later on, when S-D responses and hemisphere 
differences will be discussed.
Exactly the opposite effect from that just mentioned above 
was found in 1971 by Egeth and Blecker. They did a long 
series of experiments using letters (rotated 180 ) and 
trigrams (varying in meaningfulness) and they kept finding 
that familiarity affected "Same" responses, but not
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"Different" ones. This result, as did the previous one, 
supports the independence between S-D processes but the 
discrepancy of familiarity affecting "Different" responses 
in the former case (Robinson 1969) and "Same" responses in 
the latter (Egeth and Blecker 1971) is difficult to account 
for.
Chambers and Forster (1975), have rejected Egeth and Blecker's 
(1971) finding, by showing that legal nonwords (sequences 
which conform to the rules of English orthography, but 
which are nonwords e.g. CRAWN), were processed faster than 
illegal nonwords (CWONR) which was their way of manipulating 
familiarity. Egeth and Blecker in interpreting their 
results, speculate as follows: "the difference detector is 
relentlessly featuristic, whereas the sameness detector is 
responsive to the configuration of the presented form. It 
seems that only by being responsive to properties of the 
overall configuration can the sameness detector use one of 
those properties (i.e. familiarity) to guide the feature 
analysis that is going on at the same time within the complex 
process of sameness detection".
Seymour and Jack (1978) have shown how familiarity can 
affect both "Same" and "Different" responses in different 
ways. "Same" responses have been facilitated by familiarity 
while "Different" responses have been inhibited. However, 
this effect did not appear when the abbreviations used were 
in lower case instead of upper case, which of course causes 
problems in interpretation.
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The word-superiority effect (WSE), is the last phenomenon 
to be mentioned. There has been a lot of conflicting evi­
dence trying to prove whether WSE is due to verbal or 
visual processes, and the role of familiarity on this effect. 
S-D responses have been used in many such studies as has 
been the case with Bruder (1978), who tried to study whether 
familiarity influences visual or verbal stages more in 
order to determine the locus of the WSE.
Bruder found that "Same" responses were affected by visual 
familiarity only and showed a WSE over random letter 
sequences. But visual familiarity cannot account for "Diffe­
rent" responses too. In this research work, as has been 
shown by others too, "Same" processing is not comparable to 
"Different" processing, strongly supporting the opinion that 
they involve different mechanisms. (WSE and familiarity 
will not be expanded more, since they are not of main con­
cern here, except for showing differences between "S" and 
"D" responses).
In trying to summarize all this evidence and the models 
that have been offered regarding "Same-Different" decision 
latencies, it is quite obvious that there is not a single 
model that could interpret all the data found. However^ some 
of the models can be more predictive than others while at 
the same time not all -models are very specific and explana­
tory on how they function regarding the questions put forward 
in the very beginning.
It seems however, that there are too many variables influ­
encing comparison processes, which make models seem limited
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in some way.
Categorizing some of these factors starting off with one 
of the most important ones, nature of stimulus, two main 
types of stimuli have been used:
a) Codable or easily codable stimuli (single letters, rows 
of letters, trigrams, words, digits).
b) non-codable or non-easily codable stimuli (geometric 
figures) (varying in size-colour-shape), length of line, 
pattern of white and black squares, faces, symmetrical and 
asymmetrical dot patterns etc).
Regarding this material there has been an overall tendency 
to show faster "Same" RTs with most of the stimuli from the 
first category and for "Different" RTs to be faster with 
stimuli from the second category.
Another main distinction referring to the material used, has 
been unidimensionality and multidimensionality. The problem 
regarding this distinction is mainly a conceptual one. When 
multidimensional stimuli are used, the dimensions or attri­
butes comprising them are clearly defined, therefore when 
questions like holistic, analytic, or serial, parallel or 
self-terminating, exhaustive are being asked, it is under­
stood that they refer to the defined dimensions or attri­
butes. On the other hand with unidimensional stimuli, the 
unit of analysis is not so obvious. A common example is 
one involving a comparison of two simple letters. The only 
way the above questions can be meaningful is by assuming 
that single letters can also be compared by analysing their 
features. Such a feature analysis is difficult to define
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since it is not known how and into which features a letter 
has been decomposed. (See however, Taylor, 1976).
G a r n e r  h a s  p o i n t e d  o u t  t h a t  e v e n  w i t h  m u l t i d i m e n s i o n a l  
s t i m u l i ,  o n e  m u s t  b e  c a u t i o u s ,  s i n c e  c e r t a i n  a t t r i b u t e s  
c a n  b e  i n t e g r a l  a n d  a s  a  c o n s e q u e n c e  c a n  b e  t r e a t e d  b y  t h e  
s u b j e c t s  a s  u n i d i m e n s i o n a l  s t i m u l i  i n s t e a d ,  a s  c a n  b e  t h e  
c a s e  w i t h  f o r m  a n d  s i z e .
Other variables of importance, except for the material 
used, are thus the number of dimensions involved and their 
integrality, whether all or some of these dimensions are 
relevant to the task, sequential versus simultaneous 
presentation, interstimulus interval, nature of discrimina­
tion required, (discrimination difficulty), complexity vs 
goodness of form and symmetry, individual differences, 
practice, familiarity and importance of speed vs accuracy, 
although this last one has not been discussed.
The models that have developed from studies with the above 
mentioned variables, can be split into unidimensional models 
(dealing with unidimensional stimuli) and multidimensional 
models (dealing with multidimensional stimuli). Another 
distinction is also between single process models ("S" and 
"D" processing is identical) and two process models ("S" and 
"D" processing is different) . Thus for example’, there are 
models which are multidimensional,and two process or multi­
dimensional and single process, the same happening with the 
unidimensional models.
Models can usually be criticized on the assumptions they
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are based on or on their components. For example, Bindra 
et al (1965), assumed (referring to the error interpreta­
tion), that the subjects define "Sameness" with more strin­
gent criteria than they do with "Difference". However 
there is no reason why such stringency criteria should 
develop for "Sam.e" and not for "Different" trials.
A l t h o u g h  p r a c t i c a l l y  t h i s  c o u l d  b e  t h e  c a s e ,  t h e r e  i s  no  
t h e o r e t i c a l  e x p l a n a t i o n  u n l e s s  o n e  assum.es t h a t  t h i s  s t r i n ­
g e n c y  c r i t e r i o n  r e f e r s  t o  b o t h  "S "  a n d  "D" a c c o r d i n g  t o  
d i s c r i m i n a t i o n  d i f f i c u l t y  a n d  o t h e r  d e f i n e d  f a c t o r s .
The two adders that Bindra et al (1965) introduce in their 
unidimensional (tones) model, make it a two process model, 
although it cannot specify in what ways these two processes 
(adders) may differ, except for the stringency criteria 
adopted. It can also not account for the reason why "Same" 
responses are faster than "Different" responses when letter 
stimuli are used. As far as predicting on a serial- 
parallel basis when different unidimensional stimuli (whose 
features could be clearer than in tones) are used, it is 
incapable of doing so.
Nickerson's unidimensional model, is mainly a single pro­
cessing model, assuming that "Same" responses are made by 
default, while "Different" responses are made when suffi­
cient information has been gathered. This model is able 
to predict fast "D" responses, but not fast "S" responses, 
limiting itself to noncodable stimuli. Again no answer 
can be given on why "S" responses should be made by default 
and not the other way round, and why should codable stimuli 
produce faster "S" responses and non codable stimuli faster
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"D" responses, as Bindra et al (1968) have assumed.
Krueger (1979) in discussing his unidimensional and single 
processing model, refers to the codability notion, proposing 
that his model can offer an explanation "if codable is taken 
to mean multifeatural and non-codable is taken to mean uni­
dimensional" . He suggests that with unidimensional and 
non-codable comparisons, the size and direction of a mismatch 
can be taken into consideration, since the scope, as he puts 
it, of the heterogeneity-of-difference factor is increased 
producing a fast "Different" response. However it seems 
arbitrary to assume non-codable stimuli as necessarily uni­
dimensional and codable stimuli as multifeatural.
The multidimensional stimuli and single process models, 
vary mainly in terms of whether they have adopted a serial 
or a parallel interpretation. For example Egeth (1966), 
prefers to interpret his results with a serial random and 
self-terminating model, while Hawkins (1969) prefers a 
parallel, random, self-terminating (interactive) model.
Such differences can lead to Rabbitt's (1971) suggestion of 
abolishing serial-parallel differentiation in developing 
models .
Other multidimensional and single processing models that 
have developed are those that assume that both "Same" and 
"Different" responses involve holistic processing (Miller 
1978), or models, more similar to two process models, which 
propose that holistic or preattentive processing is prima­
rily used, followed by analytic or focal processing if 
necessary or according to criterion levels and rechecking
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analysis used. Sometimes this rechecking refers o n l y  to 
" D i f f e r e n t "  responses (Tversky, 1969), sometimes to both 
"S" and "D", depending on the criteria reached. However 
some of these models seem too simple and general, without 
really defining the serial-parallel a s p e c t s ,  being unable 
clearly to explain why "Same" responses have been faster 
than "Different" in certain cases.
Finally, it seems that the only way to explain the "S" 
advantage with codable stimuli, is by proposing a dual pro­
cess model like Bamber's (1969). Bamber's "identity 
reporterais not so well defined and there have been experi­
menters questioning the fact that a nonemission of a "Same" 
response by t h e ’’identity reporter" does not emit a "Different" 
response.
B a m b e r ’ s m o d e l  c a n  b e  a p p l i e d  f o r  b o t h  m u l t i d i m e n s i o n a l  a n d  
u n i d i m e n s i o n a l  s t i m u l i  i f  t h e  l a t t e r  c a n  b e  a n a l y z e d  i n  t e r m s  
o f  f e a t u r e s ,
Others like Hock (1973) for example, have also favoured 
"structural", holistic processes for "Same" trials and 
analytic processes for "Different" trials, assuming that 
either can be faster, liable to individual differences how­
ever and with no specifications in terms of serial-parallel 
processing.
Some of the other questions posed in the very beginning, 
have been given less weight in reviewing some of the S-D 
literature, partly due to the fact that the experimenters 
themselves have avoided commenting on them in terms of
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their results and models.
P r o o a b l y  t h e r e  i s  a  p o i n t ,  b e y o n d  w h i c h  t h e  m o r e  s p e c i f i c  
a  m o d e l  b e c o m e s ,  a l t h o u g h  i t  c a n  b e  m o r e  e a s i l y  t e s t e d ,  
i t  b e c o m e s  l e s s  f u n c t i o n a l  a n d  l e s s  p r e d i c t i v e  w h e n  m i n u t e  
m e t h o d o l o g i c a l  c h a n g e s  a r e  i n t r o d u c e d .
What has hardly been discussed at all, is whether S-D 
matching is an active or a passive process. None of the 
studies mentioned has really dealt with this aspect except 
for Fox (1977) who considers models and theories like 
Bamber's (1969), Nickerson's (1972), Posner and Mitchell's' 
(1967), as accepting a passive view, while he considers 
himself as supporting an active view, since he was able 
to show that whenever a symmetrical item was presented 
first on a trial, whether the response was "S" or "D", RT 
was faster than when any other item was presented first.
He concluded that "it is possible to demonstrate 'active' 
selective processes in a laboratory task, which has pre­
viously been assumed to shed more light on 'passive' 
aspects of comparison. The general result that suggests 
this conclusion is that a mismatch of values of a stimulus 
attribute only affects response times when a subject may 
be assumed to know that the attribute is critical for the 
current trials, and is set to examine the subsequent 
stimulus item for that attribute. This result is a rela­
tively fast judgement. But the mere occurrence of the 
attribute-mismatch under any other circumstances does not 
have any identifiable effect on the judgement, even though 
this mismatch is as useful, in principle, as its inverse".
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2.2: "Same" and "Different" Responses and Hemisphere 
Processing
Studies on "Same-Different" responses are obviously rele­
vant to hemisphere lateralization, because a binary 
response is often methodologically used in studying hemi­
sphere differences and also because there has been an 
interest in studying hemisphere specialization on "Same­
ness" and "Difference" per se (i.e. Egeth and Epstein,
1972; Egeth, 1971) .
Therefore, some of the latest studies that will be referred 
to either study straightforwardly S-D responses and hemi­
spheric processing or use a S-D response method, from which 
one could draw conclusions from possible interactions of 
Visual Field and S-D responses.
From the studies reviewed on "Same-Different" processing, 
the overall conclusion is that there is a trend in many 
models to suggest that "Sam.e" responses involve holistic 
processing while "Different" responses involve analytic 
processing.
Since the analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory suggests 
analytic processing to take place in the left hemisphere 
and holistic processing in the right, the prediction is 
that the left hemisphere will be faster with "Different" 
responses than "Same" responses while the right hemisphere 
will be faster with "Same" responses than "Different".
Egeth (1971), in an attempt to study laterality effects in 
perceptual matching, used simple geometric forms where a
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"S" or "D" response was required. The results showed no 
significant main effect of S-D nor any interaction of S-D 
by Visual Field. During the same year, Davis and Schmit 
(1971) were also unable to show any interaction of Visual 
Field and S-D responses, although "Same" responses were 
overall faster than "Different" responses under four signal 
combinations (00, 11, 01, 10). The same result of S-D not
being differentially lateralized was found by Atkinson and 
Egeth (1973) and Geffen, Bradshaw and Nettleton (1972).
The latter authors used letter stimuli and showed "Same" 
responses to be faster than "Different" responses, supporting 
once more this well established finding.
Moscovitch (1972), in a study on the right hemisphere's 
verbal behaviour, where an auditory input was matched to 
a visual presentation (letters), showed significant hemi­
sphere differences favouring the RH within "Same" responses 
but with no hemispheric differences within "Different" 
responses.
In the experiments by Hellige et al (1979) both RH and LH 
advantages were found within "Same" trials but not in 
"Different" trials. Therefore, Egeth and Epstein's (1972) 
finding of the LH showing better performance for "Sameness" 
and the RH for "Difference", not only does not- fit with 
the above mentioned findings, but it also contradicts the 
original hypothesis that since "Same" responses involve 
holistic processing and since the RH is supposed to process
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holistically then Same" responses should predominate in 
the RH and "Different" responses in the LH.
However, Egeth and Epstein (1972) and Egeth (1971), used 
two groups of subjects, one responding only under "Same" 
trials and another responding only under "Different" trials. 
Egeth pointed out that there was a greater variability among 
the "Same" group than among the "Different" group. Hellige 
in 1975 concluded that subjects may employ different cog­
nitive strategies of processing even though they all perform 
the sam.e task, thus supporting Nishisato et al (1967), 
mentioned in the first section of this chapter, on the 
importance of individual differences.
Egeth and Epstein's explanation offered, was that probably 
their "Different" subjects who showed a RH superiority 
based their judgements on a physical match of the letter 
stimuli while the "Same" subjects who showed a LH superio­
rity, based their judgements on the namies of the letters 
instead. However, there is no reason why the subjects 
responding only for "Same" trials should match the letters 
verbally while the other group should match them visually. 
This is a post-hoc explanation which cannot be theoreti­
cally supported.
The alternative explanation offered by these authors, is 
that the analytic-holistic distinction in terms of "Same- 
Different" judgements has been over-emphasized. The fact 
however that there is not yet a clear interaction between 
S-D and hemisphere functioning does not devalue the studies 
discussed in the first section, which show differences
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between S-D processing mechanisms.
The above finding and explanation offered by the authors 
would tend to support the view that methodologically it 
is better not to separate groups in those responding only 
"S" or only "D", but to ask the same subjects to respond 
to both "S" and "D" trials, so that no specific processing 
mechanism.can develop due to responding only "S" or only 
"D" .
Cohen (1973) discusses findings referring to a LH advan­
tage within "Same" responses, in terms of a bias of 
positive judgements in the LH and negative judgements in 
the R H . This view, however, also lacks theoretical backing
Somewhat .different results were found by Davis and Schmit 
in 1973, whose main interest was in differences between 
visual and verbal coding in right and left visual field 
presentations. The responses were based on visual or 
verbal matching of letters. Their results within "Same" 
trials were opposite to those within "Different" trials.
Within "Same" trials, when visual matching was involved, 
the RH was faster than the L H . For verbal matching the 
LH was faster than the R H . However, within "Different" 
trials, for visual matching the LH was faster than the 
RH, and for verbal matching there was almost no difference 
between the two hemispheres.
The results of the "Different" responses contradict even 
the main assumption that the LH is more dominant for 
verbal matching, while the RH is more dominant for visual
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matching.
What can be s e m  from this study is that the hypothesis put 
forward and the design used cannot satisfy all the assump­
tions, The LH specializes in verbal comparisons and is 
also expected to dominate within "Different" responses, while 
the RH is specialized in visual comparisons and "Same" 
responses. However, in the case where for example, a 
verbal matching was involved within "Samie" trials, the LH 
was still faster than the RH in favour of the first assump­
tion (LH faster for verbal matchings) but against the 
second assumption (LH slower than RH within "Same" trials).
So it is obvious that with such designs, both hypotheses 
cannot be true, but one or the other will predominate.
This contradiction can only be solved if one assumes that 
both hemispheres can handle both verbal and visual matching. 
There is not much evidence for the RH handling verbal 
matchings (especially complex ones) although there is some 
evidence for the LH being able to match both verbally and 
visually (Davis and Schmit, 1973).
One of the factors that seem to affect S-D responses is 
retinal location. Lefton and Haber (1974) did a study on 
eleven different retinal locations. Their results showed 
an interaction of retinal location and S-D responses but 
none including hemispheres. The nearer to the fixation 
point, the faster were the "Same" responses, while the further 
away from the fixation point, the faster were the "Different" 
responses (in a visual matching task). Overall the error 
rate increased for more peripheral locations and for "Same"
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responses.
Interstimulus interval and task difficulty have been two 
other variables mentioned previously, which affect S-D 
latencies. These are variables that have often been mani­
pulated in hemisphere studies too; for example Patterson 
and Bradshaw (1975) found with short interstimulus intervals 
and with easy discriminations (pairs differing along all 
features), "Same" judgements to be faster than "Different" 
judgements and also the RH being faster for "Same" judge­
ments while there was a nonsignificant difference in the 
opposite direction for "Different" judgements. When the 
task involved more long termi memory (easy task again, all 
three features differing), the RH was superior for both 
"3" and "D" trials. There was no overall S-D difference. 
With more difficult tasks (difference based on only one 
feature), the LH was superior for both "S" and "D" with 
"Same" responses being slower than "Different" responses.
In the first section, Nickerson’s (1967) study was mentioned 
in which, whenever stimuli differed on all three attributes 
(figures used instead of faces), "Same" responses were 
slower than "Different" responses, which seems to contra­
dict Patterson's et al (1975) findings just mentioned. 
However, in Nickerson's study, presentation was foveal and 
simultaneous instead of sequential and peripheral as here. 
Their studies differed also in terms of material used, with 
Nickerson's material (geometric figures varying in size, 
colour and shape) being possibly considered as involving 
a more difficult task than the face comparisons involved
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in Patterson's et al study. If this is true then Nickerson's 
results fit with the findings found in the more difficult 
task of Patterson et a l . (Note that in Nickerson's task, 
task difficulty refers to the material used while in 
Patterson’s et al it refers to the number of attributes on 
which the stimuli differ.)
Patterson and Bradshaw (1975) nevertheless discussed their 
results in terms of analytic-gestalt differentiation in 
hemispheric processing instead of verbal/visuospatial 
differences.
In their study, whenever the RH was superior, "Same" res­
ponses were also faster than "Different" responses and 
whenever the LH was superior, "Different" responses were 
faster than "Same" (the only exception being the long-term 
memory tasks).
The results found in the above study and the reference of 
their results in terms of holistic-analytic processing, 
corresponds to the original hypothesis that was made where 
the RH was correlated with "Same" responses (both holistic) 
and the LH with "Different" responses and analytic pro­
cessing .
To conclude, concerning the results on "Same-Different" 
responses and hemispheres, more evidence is necessary in 
favour of a clear hemisphere by S-D interaction in the 
direction hypothesized initially (namely the LH being faster 
with "D" than "S" responses while the RH is faster with "S" 
than "D" responses) .
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Such an interaction can be studied after controlling for 
the following.
First the hands used to respond must be counter-balanced 
for the S-D responses. Some experimenters required from 
their subjects a "Same" response always from the right hand 
and a "Different" response always from the left hand. Thus 
a S-D comparison is confounded with right hand-left hand 
differences .
Secondly, a within subjects design should be preferred 
instead of a between subjects design so as to avoid biasing 
the subjects in adopting specific processing mechanisms due 
to responding only "Same" or "Different".
Thirdly, when the experimenter's interest is in studying 
S-D responses in relation to hemispheric processing, the 
simpler their design (involving few other variables) the 
less the S-D by hemisphere interaction will be confounded 
or cancelled by other main effects and interactions.
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CHAPTER 3 
SEX DIFFERENCES
A vast arr.ount of research is oriented to studying sex 
differences in overall cognitive skills. Particularly 
recently, however, a lot of attention has been directed to 
investigating sex differences in the degree of brain latera­
lization. A brief review of the theories that emerged will 
be attempted, although Fairweather (1976) claims that "we 
are far from having an adequate data base upon which to 
construct theories". The evidence that accumulated from'' 
the studies on sex differences is not highly respected by 
all researchers. Fairweather (1976) considers a lot of 
this work "ill-thought" and "ill-performed", while McGlone 
(1980) concludes that enough data exists on sex differences 
in brain lateralization, which should not be ignored.
Both Fairweather and McGlone stress, however, that indivi­
dual differences in hemisphere lateralization are important 
in their own right. Fairweather (1976) concludes that 
"legitimate studies of sex differences can only grow first 
out of observations of clear individual differences in 
the investigation of salient psychological processes; and 
second, from the observation that the groups of individuals 
thus differentiated have clearly biased compositions when 
divided by sex".
Research on sex differences which is based on general cog­
nitive skills claims that Males are superior to Females in 
spatial tasks (reviewed in Harris, 1978).
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Some such tasks listed are the embedded figures test (Males 
start being superior at the age of twelve and at the age of 
eighteen this superiority is well established), mental 
rotation and identification (from eleven years onwards), 
geometrical and mathematical skill, chess, visual mazes, map 
reading, left-right discrimination, rod and frame test and 
others. Differences between Males and Females are also 
found in auditory perception, Knox and Kimura (1970), used 
environmental and animal sounds as part of their material, 
the rest being digits. Their subjects were children from 
age five to eight. The sort of sounds employed usually 
elicit a left ear (RH) advantage, while digits elicit a 
right ear (LH) advantage (even when a non-verbal response 
method is required) . The results showed that boys more than 
girls identified correctly the environmental and animal 
sounds. Not only was there a Male superiority in auditory 
non-verbal perception, but Males also showed a large left 
ear (RH) superiority with this material which was not so 
apparent in Females (this latter finding is of importance 
in supporting model 3, which will be discussed later).
As it was claimed that Males are superior in spatial skills, 
another claim was that Females are superior in certain 
verbal tasks. These tasks involve receptive and productive 
language, "high level" verbal tasks (e.g. creative writing, 
analogies), and fluency (Maccoby and Jacklin, 1975). The 
latter notion concerning the Females superiority and Maccoby 
and Jacklin (1975), are strongly attacked by Fairweather
(1976) .
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The main dispute however, lies in the theories developed 
to interpret the sex differences found on certain cognitive 
skills. Some of these theories can be considered as comple­
mentary, while others as contradictory. The findings in the 
literature, both support and disprove most of these theories, 
thus complicating any clear cut conclusions.
As listed by Harris (1978), the theories are the following: 
"Socialization theory", "Evolutionary theory", "Genetic 
theory" (Recessive trait model), "Hormonal theory" (effects 
of sex hormones on brain specialization and nervous system 
activity), "Neurological theory" and finally the theory 
based on "sex differences in preferred mode of cognitive 
analysis" (See Harris, 1978, for details).
The only theory that will be discussed here, is the 
"Neurological theory", since.it specifically deals with 
hemisphere differences. Three main models are proposed.
The first one suggests that there is earlier right hemisphere 
lateralization in Males, The second model suggests that 
there is earlier and greater left hemisphere language 
lateralization in Females and bilateral spatial representation 
in Males. And the third model suggests greater lateralization 
in Males,
MODEL 1 (Earlier RH lateralization in Males)
In 1976, Witelson conducted a study on 200 right-handed 
children of the age 6 to 13 years. She used a new tactual 
perception test, specially devised to study spatial pro­
cessing in the right and left hemisphere. Her results showed 
that the boys at 6 years, showed a RH specialization for
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spatial processing, while the girls showed bilateral spatial 
representation. Witelson concluded that "the same mental 
structures in Males and Females may have different functions 
with respect to at least one aspect of cognition during a 
major period of development. Conversely, the same cognitive 
process may be mediated by different parts of the brain in 
boys and girls".
Rudel et al (1974) (cited inHarris, 1978), Knox and Kim.ura 
(1970), mentioned earlier, and Witelson (1976), all consi­
dered their findings as supporting an earlier RH development 
in Males.
MODEL 2 (Earlier and greater LH language lateralization in 
Females and bilateral spatial representation in Males)
Buffery in 1971, concluded that "in the human brain, acquired 
functional asymmetry is initiated and influenced by innate 
structural asymmetry - the latter being more developed in 
Females than in Males of the same age". Buffery in this 
same study, used 160 right-handed children, whose task for 
example was to draw a well proportioned square (CDT, Conflict 
Drawing Test). He found that the girls in all age groups 
(from 3 to 10-11 years), showed a non-preferred left hand 
superiority, while the boys showed the same preference only 
after seven years of age. In a tachistoscopic presentation 
and dichotic listening task (comparing a seen word to a 
simultaneously heard one), the girls from age five, found 
the easiest condition to be the one where the auditory word 
was presented to the left hemisphere and the visual to the 
right, while the most difficult condition was the one where
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both auditory and visual word were initially presented to 
the right hemisphere. This same pattern of preferences 
appeared in boys only after seven years of age. Buffery 
and Gray (1972), suggest that this innate structural 
asymmetry which is more developed in Females than in Males, 
as proposed by Buffery (1971), contributes to the sex 
differences of intellectual growth.
Buffery and Gray's model was not directly tested; indirect 
support j^imura (1967), cited in Buffery and Gray (1972^ 
however was offered, which demonstrated that five year old 
girls only show a right ear advantage for speech perception 
(boys do however later overcome this lag).
Buffery and Gray claimed that if the LH is specialized 
faster in Females for verbal skills, then the RH is freer 
to function for non-verbal skills. They also suggested 
that any linguistic skill needs quick associations and 
serial ordering, demanding "fast and intricate mental 
mechanisms". These mechanisms can be handled by a clearly 
lateralized, specifically structured hemisphere. This 
according to their evidence is more likely in Females than 
Males, On the other hand, Buffery and Gray consider spatial 
skills as skills which are "usually exercised in a three 
dimensional and completely enclosing world", which "may 
benefit from a more bilateral representation". Therefore, 
since these two authors consider the Male brain as less 
lateralized in linguistic skills, this fact gives Males a 
better opportunity to be more bilaterally represented for 
spatial skills. Buffery and Gray thus interpret M a les’ 
superiority in spatial skills.
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To summarize, both hemispheres, within the Male population, 
equally represent linguistic and spatial functions, the 
point being that this is for the advantage of spatial skills 
and the disadvantage of verbal skills.
Levy (1969), would completely disagree with Buffery and 
Gray. He believes that bilateral language representation 
(even if it is partial) leads to poor performance in tests 
of perceptual function. The reason could be the presence 
of language per se or "some pre-existing brain organization, 
which permits the development of language which is responsible 
for disfavouring Gestalt apprehension" (Levy, 1969) (suppo­
sedly when he refers to Gestalt apprehension, spatial 
functions are assum.ed) .
Buffery and Gray offer some anatomical evidence to support 
their theory. They cite for example, Matsubara (1960), who 
found that the right-sided vein of Trolard was larger than 
the left-sided vein in girls, but not in boys. This evidence 
was related to sex differences in hemisphere dominance of 
verbal skills. Harris (1978), in discussing this model, 
cited Wada et al (1975), who found that infant Females had 
a more asymmetrical frontal area in their brains than did 
Males.
Overall there has not been much support for this model from 
the literature, while there is more evidence in favour of 
Model 3.
MODEL 3 (Greater lateralization in Males)
This model contrary to the previous one, suggests that Males
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eventually surpass Females' LH lateralization, and as a 
consequence, in adulthood. Males are more lateralized than 
Females who actually exhibit bilateral language representa­
tion. This bilateral language representation in Females, 
hinders their spatial skills, thus their inferiority in / 
spatial performance when compared to Males.
Concerning the assumption that bilateral speech representa­
tion hinders spatial skills, Harris (1978), cites Milner 
(1969) who found that RH speech lateralization (due to an 
early LH damage), impaired non-verbal skills.
The main representatives of this third model are Levy and 
Sperry. In one of his latest studies. Levy together with 
Reid in 1978, found smaller overall field differences in 
Females than Males, Females performed best in LH specialized 
tasks, while Males performed best in RH specialized tasks, 
suggesting a bilateralization of the LH functions in Females, 
hindering as a consequence any RH specialization. There 
is a lot of support for this model from studies dealing with 
normal population (McGlone and Davidson, 197 3; Tucker, 1976 
(using EEG measures); Bradshaw, Gates and Nettleton, 1977; 
Bradshaw and Gates, 1978 (who claimed that secondary speech 
mechanisms at a lexical level invade RH space normally 
reserved for spatial processing in Females only); Kail and 
Siegel, 1978).
This model is also supported from evidence on subjects 
suffering from lesions (McGlone and Kertesz, 1973; McGlone, 
1977; McGlone, 1978). McGlone and Kertesz (1973), found 
that Males with RH lesion were worse on a visuospatial task
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(Block Design) than any other group suggesting a more uni­
lateral RH spatial ability. Females with LH damage, showed 
a high correlation for speech and spatial abilities, sugge­
sting a verbal mediation for non-verbal tasks. Actually 
Metzger and Antes (1976) also demonstrated that with physi­
cal matching tasks. Females' RT was lower when the rehearsal 
strategy was used, while with imagery strategy. Males' RT 
was faster.
McGlone (1978), found that the Male LH damaged patients 
were impaired in the verbal IQ much more than in the perfor­
mance IQ, while the Male RH damaged patients showed lower 
performance IQ than verbal IQ. On the contrary. Female 
patients showed no such differences whether they were right 
or left hemisphere damaged and no matter what the cause of 
the damage was (tumour or stroke).
Support for this model from anatomical data on adult brains 
is not very informative or easily interpreted and will not 
be discussed.
The neurological theory is related to the socialization 
theory by Levy and Reid (1978) who said that "the earlier 
maturing hemisphere gains a functional advantage which is 
maintained throughout development and adulthood. It is 
quite possible also that the function showing earlier 
maturation receives greater reinforcement from the environ­
ment, both because the child may seek out environmental 
experiences which exercise his or her newly acquired skills 
and because adults and other children may provide such 
experiences". The environmental view then, may complement
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a neurological or genetic theory but cannot be the sole 
explanation of sex differences.
In 1977, Rizzolatti and Buchtel suggested that "specialized 
mechanisms may be lateralized to the same extent in men 
and women, but their activation may depend on stimulus or 
experimental variables which affect the two sexes diffe­
rently". They used physiognomic material whereby Males 
exhibited a RH superiority while Females showed no hemisphere 
differences at all. According to Rizzolatti and Buchtel the 
Females showed no hemisphere differences because the condi­
tions used did not activate any RH functions. The above 
authors claim that since in clinical data, there is evidence 
of a RH superiority with face stimuli within Females, this 
indicates that "proper" conditions will reveal RH specializa­
tion in both Males and Females. It is not however clear, 
how these conditions are defined and how task specific they 
a r e .
A factor which is sometimes associated with lateralization 
is maturation rate. Waber in 1977, aimed at investigating 
the association of physical growth rate and sex differences. 
His overall results indicated that the more lateralized 
group performed better in spatial tasks, but showed no 
differences in verbal tasks. His interactions of maturation 
rate, lateralization and sex were somewhat complicated. No 
clear cut conclusions can be drawn except for what Waber 
suggested, namely that "maturational rate has been shown 
to be a more powerful determinant of individual differences 
than sex itself on a set of psychological abilities on 
which the sexes have been found to differ. (Waber, 1977) .
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Therefore, maturation rate may interact with hemisphere 
lateralization on verbal and non-verbal tasks obscuring 
interactions with sex.
Another variable that also interacts with hemisphere later­
alization is handedness (which is mainly discussed in the 
chapter on handedness). Low and Rebert (1978), stressed 
how the heaviness of processing demands differentially 
affects the sexes on how a given hemisphere will handle 
both cognitive and motor processes. McKeever and Van 
Deventer (1977a) showed that lateralization, whether of, the 
LH or the RH and whether within Males or Females, varies a 
lot depending on the degree of handedness (i.e. positive- 
negative familial sinistrals).
These and other factors not discussed here, complicate any 
clear interactions of sex with lateralization. In evalua­
ting the three neurological models, Harris (1978), put 
forward the following points.
The first model which assumes that there is earlier right 
hemisphere specialization in Males, faces problems in 
explaining evidence from infants who show RH specialization, 
but with no sex differences, or results from grown up 
children which indicate sex differences, but with Females 
showing absolutely no lateralization. One way around these 
problems as Harris suggests is to assume that sex differences 
are gradually established with age, in which case gradual 
specialization in Males is faster.
The second model, which assumes that Females show a faster
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LH language lateralization, while Males show bilateral spatial 
representation comes in direct conflict with the previous 
model and is supported by evidence of RH specialization in 
men. However, some of the results on young children do not 
fit this model, as for example results that show no sex 
differences and where both Males and Females show a hemi­
spheric language specialization.
A similar assumption of course can be suggested, namely that 
further specialization emerges later in life when more 
complex linguistic stages are involved, and which takes 
place or develops sooner in Females than Males. The second 
part of the second model (bilateral spatial representation 
in men) (hence superiority in spatial skills) has no strong 
supporting evidence to explain why Males tend to perform 
better in spatial tasks, Harris (1978) notes, that if 
bilateral spatial representation is advantageous for spatial 
skills and if unilateral language representation is advan­
tageous for verbal skills, then it is assumed that those 
lef-handers who show bilateral language representation 
should be impaired in verbal tasks. However, there is no 
evidence supporting that.
The third model has had much more support than the other two, 
by suggesting that Males show greater lateralization than 
Females, The weakness of this model as Harris points out, 
is that although it can account for adult results, it cannot 
easily account for children's results. Buffery and Gray 
(1972) consider some of the clinical evidence by Sperry and 
his colleagues (Females showing weaker lateralization) to
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be restricted to epileptics with split-brains only and not 
relevant to normal subjects.
Although the third model has had more support, it is still 
difficult to solve the argument on whether spatial skills 
benefit more from lateralization (Levy, 1969), or from 
bilateral representation (Buffery and Gray, 1972).
A different approach to all of these three models is 
Fairweather's (1976) who claims that there is no substantial 
evidence of any sex differences in cognitive abilities nor 
in cerebral lateralization.
Although the data reviewed here and elsewhere, do not over­
whelmingly confirm any of the theories, nevertheless 
Fairweather's (1976) view appears unjustified. The sex 
differences found in many of these studies, cannot be ignored 
Sex as a factor must be controlled for and this must not 
be regarded "as tempting sexism" (Fairweather, 1976).
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CHAPTER 4
HANDEDNESS
4.1: Models on Handedness
The right versus left polarity has dominated man's thinking 
for a very long time. It is obvious from the numerous 
quotations and references that researchers in the field 
tend to use, that the Greeks in antiquity, tribes in Africa, 
Latin .Americans, North American Indians and many more civili­
zations attributed negative qualities to the left hand and 
qualities like "good", "just" and "luck", to the right hand.
In most, if not all, of these civilizations, and in some 
societies today, left-handers were compelled to use their 
right hand instead of their left; and it is writing that is 
the major skill for which children are told to use their 
right hand (a skill which obviously distinguishes a right 
from a left-hander). It is true that even in cultures where 
there are no attempts any more to switch left-handers to use 
their, right hand, still the right-handers (who constitute 
the majority of the population) are favoured. An example 
of this favouritism is apparent in the tools used in everyday 
life. Tools such as scissors, can openers, fountain pens, 
some musical instruments and others are all adapted for 
right-handed people. Nowadays however, this favouritism is 
not due to any sort of biblical beliefs against the 
"different" and "suspect" left-handers but due to the fact 
that right-handers in humans, contrary to the animal kingdom 
(Lehman, 1978), have always and will always constitute the 
majority of the population. Actually, there has not been a
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single culture that has ever had a majority of left-handers; 
a fact often referred to by geneticists as an argument 
against cultural interpretations for handedness.
The important issue concerning "handedness" is whether it is 
innately determined (through the genes or other biological 
mechanisms) or whether it is learned in the early years of 
life. Other issues of importance are whether handedness is 
determined by the lateralization of speech mechanisms, whethe; 
it is a discrete or continuous variable (a matter of degree) 
and whether right hand preference for example is correlated 
with right eye and foot preference (namely tackling the 
question of whether the contralateral hemisphere determines 
such preferences or not).
Except for the above issues to be considered, the fact that 
left-handers have always been a minority in the population 
led some researchers to associate left-handedness with 
abnormalities, as for example mental deficiencies, speech 
disturbances, birth defects and emotional instability. 
Contradictory evidence on this issue will be discussed later.
A series of models and theories has been suggested, most of 
which are genetically oriented, in an attempt to clear some 
of the above issues.
Overall the theories and models offered can be grouped into:
a) Psychological-Social (non-aenetic) theories j^Jackson, 
1905; Blau, 1946) cited in Hardyck and Petrinovich, 
1977; (Collins, 1970) cited in Corballis and Beale, 
1976]. For Blau, for example, any theory on handedness
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based on heredity is erroneous. Failing to learn the 
"appropriate convention" due to a physical defect in 
the right limb or due to faulty education or "emotional 
negativism" leads to sinistrality (in Corballis and 
Beale, 1976) . As shown however by Silverberg, Obler 
and Gordon (1979), in a study in Israel, variables like 
cultural background, socio-economic group, reading 
direction and ethnic group cannot interpret the 
differences found among handedness distributions between 
the populations studied, and between the sexes within 
a culture.
b) Anatomical theories: Hardyck and Petrinovich (1977),
discuss the evidence on the one hand by Ogle in 1871, 
on differences in the brain of two left-handed women 
compared to the brains of right-handed individuals (the 
features were reversed) and on the other hand they dis­
cuss Von Bonin's (1962) work, who found insignificant 
differences to account for any specialization differences 
of function (however, no handedness data was offered). 
Hardyck and Petrinovich also refer to Di Chiro's (1962) 
study whose data on 46 patients (angiograms of predomi­
nant venous drainage were taken and handedness and 
speech lateralization, using the sodium amytal injection 
technique) were recalculated and found a chance relation­
ship between handedness and predominant venous drainage.
c) Genetic models: The genetic models are the most
important models and can be grossly categorized into 
the single gene ones, Rama ley, 1913; Rife, 1950;
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Trankell, 1955), all three are cited in Corballis and
Beale, 1976; Annett, 1964; McManus, 197^ and into two
gene models (Levy and Nagylaki, 1972).
Annett (1964) introduced through her model the existence of 
"mixed-handers" for whom Miller (1971) and Hicks, Pellegrini 
and Hawkins (1979) offered evidence in support of treating 
mixed-handers as a separate group. The former author found 
that right and mixed-handers shared identical mean levels 
on verbal tests but not on spatial tests suggesting that 
these results may reflect differences between the two groups 
in functional brain lateralization. The latter authors' 
study was on handedness and sleep duration, suggesting 
that mixed-handers sleep less and show greater deviations 
in habitual sleep durations. McManus (1979), opposes the 
existence of mixed-handers as a separate group.
Annett's (1964) model predicts that right-handed people will 
have the left hemisphere dominant for speech; left-handers 
will have the right hemisphere dominant for speech and 
ambilateral people (majority right-handers) will have either 
hemisphere (the majority the left hemisphere dominant 
for speech). Annett (1972, 1975, 1978) re-evaluated her 
earliest single gene model and tried to offer an explanation 
why the human distribution of handedness, contrary to that 
of non-humans, shows a shift towards the right hand (64% 
right-handed, 32% mixed, 4% left-handed). Parenthetically, 
Shanon (1979) suggested that "the behaviour exhibited by- 
right-handers is fully determined by the natural biological 
tendencies whereas left-handers are susceptible to
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environment influence". He specified that in cases where 
there is a biological/environmental conflict, left and not 
right-handers will exhibit a compromised behaviour.
One of the major criticisms on Annett's (1964) model came 
from Levy and Nagylaki (1972), who pointed out that there 
is a high percentage (estimates vary between authors) of 
left-handers who suffer from aphasia from left hemisphere 
lesions. This contradicts Annett's perfect correlation 
between handedness and cerebral dominance for her right and 
left-handers.
Levy and Nagylaki’s (197 2) two gene model makes certain 
assumptions. One of the assumptions is that dextrals are 
supposed to show increased lateralization while sinistrals 
do not. Thus the prediction for left-handers is that damage 
on either hemisphere may lead to aphasia.
Hudson (1975), strongly criticized the above model. He 
believes that Levy and Nagylaki used a strict handedness 
criterion as if handedness is a discrete instead of a con­
tinuous variable; he also criticizes the model on the basis 
that it disregards any sex differences (females seem to show 
a lower incidence of left-handedness). Another criticism 
comes from Corballis and Beale (1976), who said that Levy 
and Nagylaki's model cannot correctly predict data origina­
ting from paired siblings and twins.
The latest handedness gene model is proposed by McManus 
(1979). His model fits all the data upon which all models 
have been tested and no available criticism can yet be offered
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4.2: Handedness Assessment
Handedness can be assessed either by asking the subjects to 
perform certain unimanual standard tasks with the right and 
left hand (e.g. Purdue pegboard) , and then calculate an 
index of handedness by taking time and/or error scores, or 
else handedness can be assessed by the subject's self-report 
through filling in questionnaires on habitual everyday tasks 
using the two hands. Usually these questionnaires are free 
from cultural, socio-economic and national biases and some 
of them of sex differences too. It is also important that 
there is consistency among the several items of a question­
naire, so that all questions measure the same variable in 
the same way. A high internal consistency (high level of 
Kendall's coefficient) is apparent in Briggs and Nebes’
(1975) Inventory.
Oldfield (1971) criticizes the first assessment method 
mentioned above, in that the right-left differences found 
are relatively small, contrary to facts which have shown 
significant differences between the two hands as manifested 
in well-established tasks.
The first method can be also criticized on practical grounds, 
in the sense that it is time consuming and that it may 
depend on sex, age and culture; on the other hand the same 
method is free from any subjective bias (mainly unrelia­
bility) , which the inventory method may be subject to. For 
example, the reliability of an answer may be affected if the 
activities asked about are not all the same in terms of
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frequency with which they are performed. (Bryden, 1977) .
On the other hand, studies have shown that the above prob­
lems can be overcome and that questionnaires can be designed 
to not only correlate well with performance measures but 
also be reliable over at least the span of a year, as was 
tested by Coren and Porac (1978).
Questionnaire comparison to actual performance measures was 
studied by Provins and Cunliffe (1972), who found a dis­
crepancy between the two assessment methods from subject to 
subject and from task to task. For example when the ques­
tionnaires were used the dominant hand was constant for all 
tasks for each subject, while when using the better per­
formance score, the dominant hand varied from task to task.
Nowadays questionnaires are widely used, and sometimes in 
combination with performance measurements, however there are 
differences between studies in terms of what criterion is 
used to select especially left-handers, hence probably some 
of the problems in the conclusions drawn in these studies.
4.3: Pathological Left-Handedness
The concept of pathological left-handedness is used for those 
right-handers who due to brain-injury in the left hemisphere 
switch to the opposite hand (left hand) for manual activi­
ties. Pathological left-handedness is differentiated from 
natural or inheritable left-handedness. One of the questions 
arising is whether there are any pathological right-handers ^
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that is, left-handers who due to injury in the right hemi­
sphere become right-handed. Since however anyway the 
incidence of natural left—handedness is low, the incidence 
of pathological right-handedness will be restricted too 
(Satz, 197 2) .
Often, left-handedness is associated with a variety of 
deficits, like epilepsy, mental sub-normality, mental retar­
dation, stuttering and others, due to the fact that an 
increased incidence of left-handedness within these groups 
was found. For example, according to Satz (1972), the 
number of pathological left-handers will increase as a 
function of early brain injury. He suggests that sampling 
selection could be the cause behind the controversial results 
on the link between handedness and specific learning dis­
ability and handedness and cerebral speech dominance. He 
notes that in a medical setting, when there is an increased 
incidence of brain damage, the probability of selecting 
pathological left-handers will be increased; as a result it 
can easily be deduced that handedness and specific learning 
disability are related. In children's public schools on 
the*other hand, due to a lower incidence of brain damage 
the probability of selecting pathological left-handers will 
be reduced; hence the link between handedness and specific 
learning disability is weakened.
The increased incidence of left-handedness in epileptics 
and mentally retarded populations is associated with uni­
lateral (left-sided) rather than bilateral hemispheric 
dysfunction. Actually, Satz, Baymur and van der Vlugt
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(1979) explain that in the bilateral abnormal EEG condition, 
where bimanual hypofunction can be present the lower inci­
dence of left-handedness is due to maintenance rather than 
transfer of the natural hand use, while in the unilateral 
left-sided abnormal EEG condition the incidence of left- 
handedness is increased due to transfer to the normal hand 
use.
The idea of relating handedness and birth order was strongly 
stressed by Bakan (1971). In a large sample of university 
students he found a higher incidence of left-handedness in 
first or later born subjects than the second or third born 
ones. He interpreted these findings in terms of the former 
subjects running a higher birth risk which the second or 
•third born children do not. Another group of subjects that 
face greater birth risk are twins and hence Bakan hypothe­
sized that since there is an increased incidence of left­
handers within twins and since mentally retarded subjects 
and epileptics (who as a group have a pathological central 
nervous system), also show a higher left-handedness incidence, 
then there is a link between left-handedness and early 
brain insult. Satz (1973) suggests that the fact that 
there is an increased incidence of left-handedness in groups 
of CNS pathology is because of the pathological left-handers 
included in these samples.
Nevertheless, the findings concerning the link between 
sinistrality and birth risk are discrepant. In 1977,
Schwartz found no evidence of a sinistrality increase in a 
large university population due to either birth risk or
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high-risk pregnancies. Although Schwartz accepts the con­
cept of pathological sinistrality, he stresses however, 
that not all sinistrality is pathological and that some 
of the inconsistencies found in the literature could be 
due to differences between methods of selecting the left­
handers (i.e. questionnaires versus self-appraisal).
In 1977, Bakan had to revise his original theory and suggested 
that it is not birth-order per se that is important, but the 
correlation that may exist between birth-order, pregnancy 
and birth complications, which is not independent of socio­
economic status, infant mortality, nutritional factors and 
medical care.
Although methodological differences of selecting left-handers 
may account for some of the discrepancies evidenced in the 
literature, nevertheless these differences cannot account 
for the failure to replicate Bakan's original study by 
Hicks, Pellegrini and Evans in 1978. These authors found 
no relationship whatsoever between birth-order and handed­
ness, neither for males nor females, nor for the total 
sample. Nevertheless these findings did not lead the authors 
in denying the existence of pathological left-handers; what 
they deny is any belief relating left-handedness in general 
to pathology.
The concept of "pathological left-handedness" is critically 
reviewed and finally rejected by McManus (1979). He suggests 
that the evidence from four types of sources that can 
support the concept is not substantial. The first source
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is the relationship of acute anoxia of delivery and left— 
handedness. McManus notes that there is no evidence for 
any such relationship.
The second source comes from the increased incidence of 
sinistrality in twins (especially monozygotic twins (MZ)). 
McManus found no evidence to support that MZ twins have a 
higher sinistrality incidence than DZ twins, neither that 
twins in general show a higher incidence of sinistrality 
compared to singletons. No difference between twins and 
singletons, in terms of the relationship between handedness 
and brain-organization, was found by Springer and Searleman 
(1978) either.
The third source is the group of epileptics, who as men­
tioned earlier are said to have'more left-handers, McManus 
suggests that first of all as far as the less severe epi­
leptics are concerned, there is a very small increase in 
the incidence of sinistrality. His evidence from the NCDS 
data (National Child Development Study), showed no relation 
between the two variables of interest. He points out how­
ever, that the a priori expectations of the researchers of 
the incidence of sinistrality within the epileptic group 
may cause a criterion shift in the definition of sinistra­
lity, hence the supposedly increased incidence of left- 
handedness in epileptics.
The final source comes from the other pathological groups 
(mentally sub-normal, mentally retarded, and mentally ill) . 
McManus accepts the correlation between mental retardation 
snd left-handedness, however, he criticizes the way that
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such data is interpreted. He questions the cause and effect 
relationship used by other researchers, since it is not 
known for example whether "left-handers are more prone to 
certain conditions, rather than the conditions causing their 
left-handedness". (McManus, 1979). Due to the, fact that 
all four possible sources that could support the use of the 
concept "pathological left-handedness", failed to do so, 
McManus finally rejects the link between cerebral trauma 
and sinistrality, a result of which was "pathological left- 
handedness " .
4.4: Inverted Handwriting Posture
It has often been observed that left-handers vary in respect 
to hand posture in writing. The common explanation offered 
was that the inversion of hand position when writing is in 
order to adapt in writing from left to right with their left 
hand without covering what is being written. However, not 
all left-handers adopt the inverted handwriting posture.
Levy and Reid (1978), also refer to studies where some 
dextrals adopted the inverted writing style and for whom 
of course the above-mentioned explanation for inverted pos­
ture does not stand, since they are dextrals and there is 
no problem of covering what they write.
Levy (1974), questioned whether inverted handwriting 
reveals ipsilateral motor control and whether it can be 
used as a behavioural measure to indicate cerebral dominance 
Before discussing any evidence on handwriting posture, it
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is necessary to clearly define what is meant by inverted 
handwriting. In the inverted posture the pen is directed 
back towards the bottom of the page and the hand used is 
above the writing line; on the other hand in the non-inverted 
position the pen points towards the top of the page and the 
hand used is below the writing line. Levy's hypothesis 
stands as follows: In non-inverted writers the hemisphere 
contralateral to the hand used is responsible for motor- 
control and is also the speech dominant hemisphere. There­
fore non-inverted left-handers will show exactly the 
opposite language lateralization to non-inverted right­
handers. The inverted writers have ipsilateral motor-control 
and if left-handed, will show similar speech lateralization 
to non-inverted right-handers.
The schematic representation below, by Smith and Moscovitch 
(1979) shows the above-mentioned prediction.
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Levy and Reid (1978) and later in 1979, Smith and Moscovitch 
(in a dot presentation task and other verbal and spatial 
tachistoscopic laterality tests, but not in a dichotic 
listening test), supported the above hypothesis, namely 
that an inverted hand posture indicates an ipsilateral 
relationship between the motor-control and language dominant 
hemisphere while a non-inverted hand posture indicates that 
the relationship discussed is contralateral.
Handwriting posture, however, is not an independent variable, 
hence it does not always successfully predict any cerebral 
organization in left-handers (McKeever, 1979; McKeever and 
Hoff, 1979; McKeever and VanDeventer, 1980). First of all 
it seems that it is sex dependent, in the sense that more 
males manifest the inverted position than females and 
secondly it also seems that hand posture is related to 
familial sinistrality (McKeever, 1979).
No matter what the contradictions have been, nevertheless 
it is still believed by some (cautiously though) that hand 
position may assess cerebral dominance (Allen and Wellman, 
198.0) . These authors found that children using the non- 
inverted handwriting position showed higher reading scores 
than children using the inverted posture. They tentatively 
concluded that "regardless of whether the hand position 
index measures laterality, developmental level, or both, 
it would seem to have potential utility as a diagnostic 
tool in applied situations".
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4.5: Familial Sinistrality
Familial left-handedness is another variable which attracted 
attention in order to identify the left-handers who show 
atypical lateralization, namely right hemisphere or bilateral 
language dominance.
Familial left-handedness (FLH), usually refers to those 
left-handers who have at least one sinistral parent or 
sibling.
McKeever and Vandeventer (1977a) summarised evidence on 
FLH which cannot offer a clear picture of the relationship 
between familial handedness and lateralization. The authors 
tried to offer an explanation to justify all these incon­
sistencies by stressing the methodological differences 
involved in the studies summarized, namely the use of 
different tasks and the uncontrollability of familial 
sinistrality (FS) and sex effects. A left-hander .may not 
have a first-degree relative but he may have second-degree 
relatives who are left-handed. Therefore FS-i- should not 
be restricted to those who have first-degree left-handed 
relatives but should incLide those who have at least second-
I
degree relatives if they lack one first-degree relative 
left-handed, hence making the FS- group less erroneous.
Whenever a variable tends to offer some ground for being 
used predictively for another dimension, as for example FS 
and lateralization or inverted handwriting and lateraliza­
tion, there is a tendency (especially when the findings are 
contradictory) to associate it with other factors to justify
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some of the findings. So for example McKeever and Van 
Devanter (1977b) studied the relationship of degree of 
left-handedness and F S . No positive relationship was 
however found between the two. Cohen and Freeman (1978) 
studied the relationship between FS and reading strategies. 
They found that familial left-handers were slower readers 
than non-fami liai left-handers, and argued that such 
differences may underly differences in language lateraliza­
tion. It seems that the relationship between family history 
and reading strategy holds for both right-handers and left­
handers (Briggs, Nebes and Kinsbourne, 1976).
On the other hand, Bradshaw and Taylor (1979), found that 
the non-familial sinistrals (NFS) were the ones most 
affected by increasing stimulus difficulty and that the 
familial sinistrals were the ones most similar to dextrals 
in terms of magnitude of RVF superiority (vocal latencies 
were used on laterally presented words). Exactly the 
opposite (that right-handers are more similar to NFS, with 
respect to memory effects) is supported by Schmuller and 
Goodman (1979). In particular, the differences lay in 
speed of verbal processing for the two hemispheres and speed 
with which information is lost from visual storage. Right­
handers and NFS showed both hemispheres processing equally 
fast but the right hemisphere loosing information faster; 
the FS showed the right hemisphere processing words faster 
and there was no difference between the hemispheres in loss 
of information.
The results just discussed, do not again give any clear
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picture, since on the one hand familial left-handers are 
the slowest readers and on the other hand non-familial 
left-handers perform worst of all in the tasks tested; hence, 
finally, some researchers are led to believe that as a group 
the non-familial sinistrals cannot offer any information on 
their cerebral dominance, based on their handedness data. 
(Geffen and Traub, 1979.)
Task difficulties again could probably be related to these 
contradictory findings. For example, Andrews in 1977 
claimed that familiality in handedness is more associated 
with lateralization of meaningful syllables than nonsense 
syllables and with consonant trigrams than vowel trigrams 
and that these associations are found to be stronger for 
males than females. Therefore the content of a task (which 
may tackle different processing mechanisms) and task diffi­
culty as well as sex and criterion used to select FS from 
NFS are some of the important variables which, unless 
controlled, will not clarify the contradictions discussed.
Birkett (1979), claimed that eye dominance is independent
of familial handedness in left-handed people. However
,
with right-handers, who were familially sinistral, he 
found a left,eye dominance and with right-handers who were 
familially dextral, he found a right eye dominance (results 
were sex dependent). Except for eye dominance as a latera­
lity index, ear dominance has also been studied in relation 
to handedness (Porac and Coren, 1979). These authors, 
showed however that the patterns of familial resemblance 
differ for the four laterality indices (hand, ear, foot.
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eye). For example, handedness and earedness show a relation­
ship which eyedness and footedness do not show; therefore 
it is difficult to discuss all of them under a single 
causal mechanism. However the highest correlation within 
subjects is shared by handedness and footedness.
4.6: Handedness and Cerebral Dominance for Language
Handedness was primarily linked to cerebral dominance for 
language in 1865, separately by Bouillaud, Baillarger and 
Broca (Goodglass and Quadfasel/1954).
It was assumed that the dominant hemisphere for language 
also controls the preferred hand and that any. damage of 
this hemisphere leads to aphasia. Therefore the deduction 
was that left-handers have their right hemisphere dominant 
for language, contrary to right-handers.
Observations however, on "crossed aphasia" cases, where 
lesion of the hemisphere on the same side with the pre­
ferred hand led to aphasia, ruled out the above-mentioned 
old assumption of the strict correlation of handedness and 
speech dominance as a general rule. What is nevertheless 
undisputed is aphasia after left hemisphere lesions in the
majority of right-handed patients. On the other hand, 
language dominance with left-handers is not of a uniform 
type. Goodglass and Quadfasel (1954), after an extended 
study on their patients and evidence on a number of other 
studies, concluded that the proportion of right-handers is
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smaller than the proportion of aphasies after left hemi­
sphere lesion, which means that there exists a number of 
left-handers who suffer from aphasia due to a left-hemisphere 
lesion.
The direct link between language dominance and handedness 
is disputed not only due to the observation mentioned above, 
but also due to the related fact that right cerebral 
laterality for language is less often observed than left- 
handedness. Bryden (1965), suggests that "neither handedness 
nor dichotic listening is a perfect predictor of cerebral 
dominance . . . " .
On the other hand using averaged evoked potentials, Papa­
nicolaou and iMolfese (1978), suggested that "degree of 
dextrality is reflected in cerebral activity and interacts 
with activity associated with cognitive processing opera­
tions" .
Finally Hicks and Kinsbourne (1978), after reviewing the 
literature of both pathological and normal right and left- 
handed subjects, concluded that "hemispheric asymmetries 
of structure and function vary with handedness, both in 
central tendency and variability. Left-handers as a group 
tend to have a different mean asymmetry score, and a larger 
variability about the mean on almost any characteristic that 
is lateralized in right-handers".
Hécaen and Sauguet (1971), McKeever and Gill,(1972), Gloning
(1977) and Bradshaw, Gates and Nettleton (1977), showed that 
the hypothesis of bilateral language representation in
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sinistrals can be supported as long as it is accepted that 
sinistrals do not form a homogenous group. Hécaen and 
Sauguet (1971), Gilbert (1977) and Lishman and McMeekan
(1977), claim that bilaterality of language representa­
tions and cognitive functions is evidenced in the fam.ilial 
sinistrals only, and as far as the former authors just 
mentioned are concerned, degree of intensity of left-handed­
ness is independent. Thomas and Campos (1978) on the 
contrary, would argue that strong preference of either hand, 
signifies greater degree of cerebral lateralization for 
both speech and non-verbal tasks. The significance of 
degree of handedness may depend on task difficulty hence 
the contradiction on its significance. Steingrueber (1975) 
said that "the definition of handedness is obviously a 
function of test complexity. The dominance of one hand 
diminishes with a decrease in test complexity" .
A great number of studies have been conducted on normal 
subjects, in order to study the relation between cerebral 
speech and spatial laterality and hand preference. Some 
of these studies compare right and left-handed people 
(sometimes controlling for sex as well) and other studies 
compare right and left hand performances,^i.e. Luria,
McKay and Ferris (1973) (on adaptation to visual distortion 
of size and distance); Hatta (1978) (tactile pattern 
learning]] .
In 1912, Poffenberger suggested that in right-handed people, 
the right hand is faster than the left and in left-handed 
the reverse is true. He distinguished between "uncrossed
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reactions" (reactions of the hand to visual stimuli presented 
in the ipsilateral hemifield), and "crossed reactions" 
(reactions of the hand to visual stimuli presented in the 
contralateral hemifield) suggesting that the former reactions 
(uncrossed) should be faster than the latter (crossed) ones 
which involve the visual cortex in one hemisphere and the 
motor cortex in the other. This was tested by Berlucchi, 
Heron, Hyman, Rizzolatti and Umiltà (1971) and their results 
supported both Poffenberger's (1912) and Jeeves (1969) in 
showing "uncrossed''RTs to be faster than "crossed" RTs and 
concluding that different neural pathways are involved for 
ipsilateral and contralateral responses and that the left 
hemisphere is responsible for the right half of the visual 
field and the right hand and vice versa by the right hemi­
sphere .
This view was challenged by Broadbent (1974). He suggested 
that what is of importance is the correspondence between 
the side of the stimulus presentation and the key used to 
respond, jjtimulus-response compatibility theory, (Fitts and 
Seeger, 1953^ . In order to test the two interpretations, 
Berlucchi, Crea, Di Stefano and Tassinari (1977) introduced 
in their task a condition where the subjects held their 
hands in a crossed position and again ipsilateral and 
contralateral visuomotor RTs were compared. Their results 
favoured the anatomical interpretation since the ipsilateral 
responses were faster than the contralateral ones, regard­
less of the spatial compatibility relationship between the 
stimulus (light stimuli were used) and the responding hand.
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A modified version comes from Simon, Hinrichs and Craft 
(1970), from a study on auditory S-R compatibility. They 
concluded that "if the stimulus is simple and provides no 
information other than its locus then there are at least 
two components to S —R compatibility: ear-hand correspondence 
and ear-response location correspondence. However if the 
stimulus itself provides a relevant symbolic content, then 
ear-response location correspondence alone accounts for 
S-R compatibility".
The preferred hand does not necessarily execute better 
performance on all functions. For example the preferred 
hand is not better in executing isolated flexion of a single 
finger or pairs of fingers (Kimura and Vanderwolf, 1970) .
This result has been used to suggest that the usual skilled 
performance of the preferred hand compared to the non­
preferred hand is independent of fine finger movements in 
isolation. Nevertheless performance requiring precision of 
movement seems to be superior by the right dominant areas 
than the left. (See Wyke (1968) for discussion in right/left 
lesions and impairment in the ability to make precision 
movements).
One issue that has been of interest, is whether right hemi­
sphere language specialization impairs spatial abilities.
If within a group of subjects both verbal and non-verbal 
functions are lateralized within the same hemisphere (i.e.
RH) , then it is suggested, primarily by Levy (1969), that 
this group will suffer in spatial performance due to a 
"competition effect" between conflicting neural systems
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organized within the same hemisphere. If however the RH 
is specialized for verbal functions and the LH for spatial 
functions (contrary to right handers' specialization) then 
decreased spatial performance cannot be attributed to a 
competition effect, but probably only to inferior processing 
of spatial stimuli by the LH even though it may not share 
verbal functions with the right hemisphere (McGlone and 
Davidson, 1973).
Mixed or left-handed individuals have shown inferior per­
formance to right-handers in matching arcs to circles 
(Nebes, 1971b). This performance decrement was evidenced 
in the tasks involving the right hemisphere, since it was 
not obvious when parts were matched to parts or wholes to 
wholes. Nebes' (1971b). results must be cautiously treated 
since Kutas, McCarthy and Donchin (1975) and Hardyck (1977) 
failed to replicate them by controlling better the methodo­
logy (by the former authors) and handedness assessment 
and familiality (by the latter author).
When inferior performance is mentioned in some of the above 
tasks, it is unrelated to intelligence. There is no 
relationship between laterality preferences and intelligence, 
as studied in a non-clinical population (Chinese) by Teng, 
Lee, Yang and Chang (1979). However, bilateralization or 
right hemisphere language specialization has not always 
been associated with interference in spatial performance.
On the contrary there is evidence showing that the diffusion 
of cerebral organization in the brain (Semmes (1968) 
discusses in terms of focal and diffuse representations in
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the brain), evidenced in the left-hander leads to an 
enhancement instead of impairment in performance in a 
relatively complex task (matching abstract shapes) (Beau­
mont and Dimond, 1975) . Fennell, Satz, van den Abell,
Bowers and Thomas (1978), tested the hypothesis regarding 
left-handers and spatial competency using both a dichotic 
listening task and visual stimuli, and found no evidence 
in favour. There was no spatial defect present in their 
normal left-handed adults.
The dual-task method, is a method used in order to study 
the role of each hemisphere in mediating cognitive func­
tions. It was suggested in 1971, by Kinsbourne and Cook 
that "execution of a practiced skill benefits from rela­
tively undemanding concurrent activity but suffers from 
concurrent activity of a more exacting kind".
However a generalized and not lateralized interference is 
found from concurrent verbal and spatial rehearsal in 
sequential movements, but a lateralized and not genera­
lized interference is found in a non-sequential motor 
task, like finger tapping, since only the right hand was 
impaired in this task. (Summers and Sharp, 1979.) Cases 
where again only the right hand performances were disrupted 
by concurrent verbal tasks were also evidenced in McFarland 
and Ashton (1978); however for non-verbal tasks both hands 
were found to be disrupted. Low and Rebert (1978) claim 
that in cognitive motor overload tasks, there are sex 
differences which depend on task difficulty.
In 1973 (b,c), Kimura published two papers on manual
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activity (self-touching and free movements) during speaking, 
the one about right-handers and the other about left-handers, ' 
This activity was compared to activity during five minutes 
humming (without words). It seemed from the results that 
speaking was strongly tied to the free movements mainly 
and not self-touching. These movements were made by the 
hand opposite the speech hemisphere, leading Kimura to 
suggest that some common system controls both free movements 
and speaking which for the majority of people is located 
in the left hemisphere. Similar results to those mentioned 
on right-handers came from those left-handers with inferred 
left-speech laterality. However the left-handers with 
right-speech laterality differed as a group, on the basis 
of their left-hand scores only, not their right-hand 
scores . .
Gross (1972), prefers to suggest that "the hemisphere not 
involved in the processing may direct the motor output 
(possibly of both hands)". Although her results did not 
reach significance, in verbal tasks, she found the left 
hand to be faster and in spatial tasks she found the right 
hand to be faster. In a task involving Stroop stimuli,
Schmit and Davis (1974) found the right hand to respond 
quicker under colour name responses and in the colour 
response condition they found the left hand to respond 
overall faster. However in the colour response condi­
tion there was a difference between the right and left 
hand when the signals were sent to the right hemisphere 
only; namely that the mean difference between Stroop and 
non-stroop stimuli was 66 ms when the right hand was used
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and negligible when the left hand was used.
Rabbitt (1978) suggests that the effects of hand dominance 
appear only when the subjects have to make choices between 
effectors, which could be described in some cases "in terms 
of the operation of an additional bias to one effector 
field rather than another". However, in both single 
reaction times and two choice reaction times, individual 
differences unrelated to both hand dominance and sex must 
not be disregarded. (Annett and Annett, 1979.)
4.7: Conclusions
To conclude, in this review on handedness the following
points were tackled:
a) The origin of handedness. From the models and 
theories that were briefly mentioned, the genetic 
models and in particular McManus' (1979) model have 
the greatest plausibility in explaining the pattern 
of handedness in the population and in interpreting 
the related data in the literature.
b) Handedness assessment. Although most of the studies 
nowadays employ questionnaires not all of these 
studies use the same criterion to select their groups 
This is mainly important when selecting left-handers 
which as a group are more variable in terms of brain 
lateralization.
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c) "pathological left—handedness". The conclusion drawn 
regarding this concept is that it fails to show any 
justifiable reason for the way it is used.
d) Inverted handwriting posture. Handwriting posture is 
not an independent variable, therefore it cannot 
successfully predict cerebral organization. The view, 
however, that it may still have potential utility in 
diagnosing laterality is seen in the number of papers 
that are still being published on this issue,
e) Familial sinistrality. Overall the evidence on 
familial sinistrality is variable, and contradictory. 
No clear-cut conclusions can be drawn at this stage.
f) Handedness and cerebral dominance for language. The 
old assumption of a strict correlation of handedness 
and speech dominance is widely disputed. What is not 
disputed is that the majority of right-handers have 
the left hemisphere dominant for speech. Left-handers 
as a group are not of a uniform type. As claimed by 
some authors mentioned in the review, left-handers 
tend to have a different mean asymmetry score and 
larger variability than right-handers on many latera­
lity tasks.
For the purposes of this study only right-handed males 
and females were selected. Since the purpose was to test 
the analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory it was decided to 
test primarily a population in which the majority would be 
left hemisphere speech dominant subjects. Therefore all
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left-handers were excluded to avoid misinterpretation of 
their data. Such misinterpretation could be due to mis- 
classifying the left-handers in terms of degree of latera 
lization and in terms of the dominant hemisphere for 
Speech (right or left).
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CHAPTER 5
THE STROOP EFFECT AND GLOBAL AND LOCAL PROCESSING 
5.1: The Stroop Effect
The encoding and retrieval strategies that a subject 
chooses to employ in a particular experimental task are 
not independent of the structure of the stimulus or 
stimulus set used.
A dictionary definition of stimulus structure used by 
Garner (1974), refers to it as "a complex system considered 
from the point of view of the whole rather than of any 
single part". This stresses the global aspects of a 
stimulus in defining its structure and Garner points that 
this is a general definition of stimulus structure, con­
cealing the complexity of the concept.
Garner (1974), distinguishes between "intrinsic" and 
"extrinsic" structure. Intrinsic structure as defined by 
him is "inherent in the stimulus itself. It is the 
structure of stimulus properties, and these stimulus 
properties are those which can be defined independently of 
a user-organism". Extrinsic structure "occurs when the 
stimulus denotes or signifies something other than itself, 
and these significations themselves have structure". The 
example Garner uses is that of a set of printed letters.
The optical and geometric properties of the letters are 
the intrinsic structure while their phonetic representation 
which is arbitrary but learned is the extrinsic structure.
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The strategies used by the individual in processing infor­
mation are very important. As Underwood (1978) points 
out, it is of essential interest to isolate the effects 
of strategies from those of structure and then define the 
characteristics of the strategies used.
Depending on the stimulus structure and the strategies 
used by the observer, structure may either improve or 
degrade performance. Since, according to Garner, stimulus 
structure is a specifiable and measurable property (Garner 
points out that any property of a single stimulus can only 
be specified in relation to the properties of the sets 
within which it exists; hence the concept of set and sub­
set which he discusses), performance could be predicted 
through knowing or controlling the strategies employed.
Checkosky and Whitlock (1973), in a study on pattern good­
ness (see Garner and Clement (1963) for differentiation 
between "good" and "poor" patterns), and its effects on 
recognition in a memory search task concluded that "good 
patterns are stored and processed in memory as single 
units. while bad (poor) patterns require more units of 
storage". Clement and Weiman's (1970) data indicated that 
processing the pattern as a whole is a strong implicit 
response while filtering of part of the pattern is a more 
difficult process. The authors stressed that the subjects 
were processing the whole pattern even when they were not 
intending to do so. This view is similar to Navon's (1977) 
global precedence theory (this will be discussed later) 
and is also partially related to Pomerantz, Sager and
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Stoever's (1977) views in their study on configurai 
superiority effects. They concluded that recognition of 
the wholes does not follow recognition of parts (i.e. 
individual line segments). Their claim is that "wholes 
are perceived by their emergent features which are not the 
parts themselves but rather stem from the interaction of 
these parts". For example a triangle will not be detected 
by its component line segments but by more complex features 
such as intersections or closedness.
Howe (1980) also suggests that the primary processing stage 
is a global one. He showed that ratings of pattern good­
ness are consistent both under self-paced conditions and 
after very brief exposures which do not permit overt pattern 
recall. The author claims that certain precategorical 
qualities (i.e. symmetry, brightness, colour) are respon­
sible for the subjective impressions of goodness.
When dealing with multidimensional stimuli, where report 
on one dimension only is required while ignoring the other, 
it is obvious that certain dimensions are filtered or 
ignored more easily than others.
Garner (1974) discusses the differences between integral 
and separable dimensions, stressing their differences in 
terms of interference or facilitatory effects in infor­
mation processing. With integral dimensions (i.e. value 
and chroma) it is difficult to selectively attend to one 
dimension. Varying the irrelevant dimension, interferes 
in discrimination performance. With separable dimensions 
(i.e. colour and form), selective attention to either
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dimension is possible with no interference due to varia­
tion of the irrelevant dimension (Garner and Felfoldy,
1970, cited in Garner, 1974) .
The S t r o o p  e f f e c t  i s  a  p h e n o m e n o n  w h i c h  c l e a r l y  show s how  
i n  some c o g n i t i v e  t a s k s  a u t o m a t i c  p r o c e s s i n g  o f  i r r e l e v a n t  
a s p e c t s  o f  t h e  i n p u t  c a n n o t  b e  p r e v e n t e d .
The original comparisons underlying the Stroop phenomenon 
(Stroop, 1935) were between the time it takes to read a 
word printed in colour and read the same word printed in 
black, and also the time it takes to name the colour of 
the printed word and to name the same colour printed in 
squares. In the first case we are dealing with the inter­
ference caused by the colour upon reading the word and in 
the second case we are dealing with the interference caused 
by the word upon naming the colour. When word and colour 
are presented simultaneously they are of conflicting nature 
(e.g. the word "red" printed in "green") in order to 
demonstrate any interference (response delay or increased 
error rate) of either the word upon colour naming or the 
reverse,
Stroop found that a significant interference effect was 
generated only when the subjects were asked to name the 
colour in which a conflicting colour word was printed.
This interference effect, although it decreased with 
practice, was never eliminated.
The interference effect discussed has since been named the 
"Stroop effect" and as a phenomenon it is often used in
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psychology as a tool to study various information pro­
cessing mechanisms, or other psychological processes.
A brief review on the Stroop effect and the interpretations 
that have been suggested for it will be attempted, since 
the stimuli used in the experiments of this study are 
Stroop type stimuli.
The conditions and colour stimuli used by Stroop are not 
the only ones that can generate an interference effect. 
Tasks which require cognitive and perceptual activity 
other than colour naming, have often been used. Some such 
tasks involve card sorting (based on certain attributes), 
matching of either simultaneously presented stimuli or 
matching to a predetermined memory set, spatial position 
tasks (i.e. words that denote spatial positions like 
"above-below" presented congruently or incongruently with 
actual positions above or below the fixation point), key 
pressing tasks (keys labelled with words), enumeration 
tasks, word-picture comparison tasks (see Seymour, 1974), 
within and cross attribute matching (see Treisman and 
Fearnley, 1969), typeface names printed in an incongruent 
typeface (Warren and Lasher, 1974) and many others.
However it seems that most of the other material and tasks 
applied, do not generate such a strong Stroop effect as do 
colour stimuli, probably suggesting that processing 
colour stimuli may differ from processing other dimensions 
(Dyer, 1972) .
Klein (1964) showed how different attributes of the words
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may affect, although differentially, the colour naming 
response. The Stroop effect was generated by non-colour 
words as well, although to a lesser degree, depending on 
the content of the word and its relation to the colour. 
Similar findings come also from Ridley, Johnson and Braisted’s
(1978) work.
Shor (1970) studied information processing time for the 
concepts of up, down, right and left under both pictorial 
and linguistic presentations. He used either arrows 
pointing towards these directions or the words denoting 
the four spatial directions. In the more complex condi­
tions of his experiments the words were embedded in the 
arrows and they either matched or mism.atched with the 
direction of the arrows. The Ss were instructed to either 
read the word or name the direction of the arrow. Shor 
demonstrated that it is easier to read the names of the 
directions than to name the directions of the arrows. A 
Stroop effect was generated in the incongruent conditions, 
where the words embedded in the arrows did not match and 
when the subjects had to name the direction of the arrow 
while ignoring the word.
These are just a few studies to demonstrate the Stroop 
effect phenomenon. What is however of interest, are the 
theories developed to explain the mechanisms behind this 
phenomenon and its locus in the information processing 
stages (i'e. an input or output phenomenon).
The original interpretation of Stroop (1935) was in terms 
of the associations involved. Stroop claimed that the
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association between a word stimulus and a reading response 
is stronger than between a colour stimulus and a naming 
response, since colour stimuli are associated at the same 
time with many more responses other than the naming 
response. Thus, reading a colour name is faster than 
naming it, therefore, under the condition where the colour 
must be named, having read the incongruous colour name 
first, will interfere and delay naming the colour. This 
is mainly a response competition explanation, locating 
the interference at the output processing stages. A similar 
interpretation in terms of learned associations was also 
suggested by Pritchatt (1968) as well as by others.
Fraisse (1969), in his paper "Why is naming longer than 
reading?", after excluding any "training effect" (in terms 
of associations) explanation or discriminability of the 
stimulus as interpretations of the Stroop effect, concludes 
that the naming process is more complex and difficult than 
the reading process. His experiments showed a very high 
compatibility between a written word stimulus and its 
pronunciation in contrast to the low compatibility found 
between an object stimulus, whether a colour or a drawing, 
or a geometric form and its naming. Fraisse's stimulus- 
response compatibility explanation of why reading is faster 
than naming was strongly supported by Seller (1975), who 
found that words were read faster than arrows were named, 
while arrows were traced faster than words were traced»
It is interesting to note that in Egeth, Sleeker and 
Kamlet's (1969) study, where the subjects had to judge 
whether the colour of pairs of items in the Stroop test
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were the same or different, the Stroop effect was eliminated 
unless the words "same" and "different" were introduced in 
which case the interference effect was restablished. This 
result showed that the closeness of the interfering words 
to the responses used in the task was of importance. A 
response competition interpretation is also favoured by 
Doehrman, Landau and O'Connell (1978). In some of the 
studies, sex differences are mentioned, referring to females 
as being faster in naming colours than males, explaining 
these differences culturally (Stroop, 1935; Rich, 1977). 
Nevertheless the Stroop effect is still present within the 
female samples and thus sex differences will not be dis­
cussed here further.
Shor (1970), explains the advantage of reading over naming 
in terms of the coding steps involved in each case.
Reading words involves fewer coding steps in transforming 
a written word into a spoken word while it involves more 
coding steps and hence it takes longer to transform a 
positional arrow direction into spoken words. Seymour 
(1973) , represents this distinction between reading and 
naming in terms of coding steps involved, through a 
modification of Morton's Logogen model. Morton's (1968) 
original model (cited in Seymour, 1973) , which is a response 
competition model, allowed for a single response channel.
The reading response which is faster tends to occupy the 
channel before the colour naming response, hence the 
response,competition. Seymour's modification allows for 
two separate channels, one for pictorial analysis and one 
for graphemic analysis. While Morton's model cannot
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simultaneously handle naming and reading, Seymour's 
modification can,
Stirling (1979), criticizes the Logogen model, by ques­
tioning the fact that the response to the distractor 
stimulus is not an output on the trials whenever it arrives 
first in the buffer. Stirling points out that the model 
does not have any decision mechanism in the response 
buffer by which to reject the first arriving distractor 
related response and adds that even if it did, it would 
be difficult to explain any facilitatory effects which are 
often found under congruent trials (where the colour and 
the distractor are the same).
In contrast to the response conflict explanation stands 
the perceptual conflict theory which localizes the Stroop' 
effect at the input stage. (Hock and Egeth, 1970; White^
B, 1969.) This theory claims that the semantic informa­
tion of the stimulus, impairs and diverts the identification 
or encoding of the ink colour. The perceptual conflict 
theory is however incapable of dealing with any facilitatory 
effects as evidenced for example by Hintzman, Carre,
Eskridge, Owens, Shaff and Sparks (1972), in their congruent 
condition (i.e. blue in blue ink). A perceptual conflict 
interpretation would predict an interference effect whether 
the conditions tested are congruent or incongruent. It also 
seems that the speed of visual scanning for a set of colours 
is important in determining whether or not the incongruent 
colour waves will interfere. So when "simple" classifica­
tions are involved, then the rapid visual perceptual
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decisions are not interfered with by the incongruent 
colour names, while in "complex" classifications of various 
target set sizes, visual discriminability and sensory 
heterogeneity, the visual scanning speed for a colour set 
is slowed down and hence is vulnerable to interference by 
the incongruent colour names. (Flowers and Dutch, 1976.)
These authors just cited, consider verbalization important 
in generating the Stroop effect. This is a view also 
shared by Martin (1978) . More criticisms of the perceptual 
conflict theory are reviewed by Dyer (1973a).
A third approach in explaining the Stroop effect comes from 
the conceptual encoding theory (Seymour, 1977), which 
localizes the interference between the perceptual and the 
response stages. Seymour refers to three major operational 
stages. First the "conceptual encoding stage" which is 
"a process of pattern recognition and interpretation by 
which incoming information makes contact with semantic 
structures in permanent memory". The second stage is the 
"semantic transformation stage" where translation of one 
conceptual representation to another takes place and the 
final stage is the "response selection" stage which is the 
stage where a conceptual representation is translated to 
a speech output.
When the irrelevant word and the pictorial attribute lead 
to the same conceptual code then no interference will be 
present, as this code will pass through the logogen systems 
(Seymour's earlier (1973) model), to the appropriate exit.
If, however, two different (but highly associated) conceptual
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codes are formed, then since the Stroop task demands as an 
output only one conceptual code to be converted via the 
Logogen system into a response, some time is necessary to 
"disambiguate" the two conceptual codes. The more features 
in common the two conceptual codes have the longer the delay 
before the response is elicited.
Stirling (1979) criticizes again this theory, in that no 
clear account is given on how this "disambiguation" process 
works and what are the mechanisms involved in selecting 
the relevant conceptual code. Nevertheless Stirling 
acknowledges the fact that this model explains satisfac­
torily the facilitatory effects in terms of the identical 
conceptual code elicited under the congruent condition as 
discussed before.
This model could also be criticized as follows: if the 
interference effect is localized at the conceptual level, 
before any necessary further conversions have taken place, 
one should expect the "reversed Stroop effect" to take 
place as often and to be of equal size to the usual Stroop 
effect. However, most of the evidence in the literature 
shows that the reversed Stroop effect is rarely evidenced 
and only under special methodological conditions. It 
would also be of interest to create a Stroop task where 
more than two incongruent dimensions are involved, hence 
creating more than two conceptual codes to be disambiguated 
and test whether the delay has any additive RT characteris­
tics or whether there is a limited channel capacity in 
which case only two conceptual codes at a time could be
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disambiguated with the third one being ignored or lost, or 
processed later.
As far as facilitatory and inhibitory effects in general 
are concerned, they are according to Posner and Snyder 
(1975) separate and non-symmetric processes, and performance 
in Stroop tasks is more flexible than originally thought.
It depends on the strategy adopted (Logan and Zbrodoff,
1979) and the nature of the subject's task (Egeth, Bleaker 
and Kamlet, 1969) whether and how much the irrelevant stimu­
lus or dimension will interfere and delay or facilitate the 
response. Irwin (1978) claims that Stroop interference 
is dependent on verbal coding (as mentioned earlier by 
others) , but he also adds that a multiple-loci approach 
should be considered in explaining the Stroop effect which 
will involve both semantic processing and response processing
The input and output distinction is best clarified by 
Darlymple-Alford and Azkoul (1972). The perceptual 
(input) theory deals with either a serial processing of 
the word and the colour, with the word being processed 
first most of the times and delaying the colour processing, 
or it deals with a limited processing capacity which is 
divided among colour and word perception. On the other 
hand, the response competition (output) theory, could be 
either due to the fact that responding to the word impairs 
selecting the colour response or it could be that the 
responses to the word and to the colour compete before the 
appropriate response is elicited. However, one assumes 
as far as the last possibility is concerned, that the
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interference effect would be generated both ways, no 
matter whether reading the word or naming the attribute is 
required, which is however generally contrary to facts.
To conclude, "any theory of the Stroop effect which assumes 
only a single locus for interference or facilitation is 
at best incomplete as both stimulus and response effects 
occur" (Stirling 1979) , Stirling concludes that distrac- 
tors related to the stimulus will interfere equally whether 
or not they represent items in the stimulus set. Distrac- 
tors related to the response, cause greater interference 
if they "represent potential responses than if they repre­
sent items related to the response domain that do not 
occur as response^', and Proctor (1978) said that "inter­
ference is substantially greater when the printed words 
are also members of the response set".
5.2: Hemispheric Differences and the Stroop Effect
The Stroop effect has been used as a technique to study 
hemispheric processing differences. Primarily the stimuli 
used were the original colour-word stimuli and the hypo­
thesis put forward was that when the response required 
is naming the colour, the LH will generate a Stroop effect 
since it is unable to ignore the verbal information 
(printed word) of the stimulus. The RH on the other hand, 
will not elicit a Stroop effect, since it processes only 
visually, being thus unaffected by the verbal information. 
The main assumption under this hypothesis (Schmit and Davis, 
1974) is that the LH processes information both visually
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and verbally, while the RH does so only visually.
In the "reverse" Stroop effect condition (response based 
on the printed word, ignoring the colour of the print), 
the predictions would be that since only the LH processes 
verbally, then signals presented to the RH would be delayed 
due to transferring to the LH for processing. Once the 
information is in the LH, according to the assumption that 
the LH processes both verbally and visually then a reversed 
Stroop effect should be generated, since the LH cannot 
ignore the visual information (the colour of the stimulus).
However, Schm.it and Davis (1974), when the response 
required was to name the colour, found that both the LH 
and the RH generated an interference delay, contrary to the 
predictions of the above mentioned primary hypothesis.
As however the results were further analyzed, it was found 
that when the signals were presented to the RH, there was 
a Stroop-non-Stroop difference apparent only when the 
right hand was responding. When the left hand responded, 
the difference between these conditions was negligible.
For the LH presentations there were no such hand differences. 
The authors consider this finding as supporting their 
hypothesis since whenever the LH was not involved in either 
receiving and analyzing the stimulus or in responding, 
there was no interference with the responses. As far as 
the reversed Stroop effect was concerned, for the reasons 
mentioned earlier, both hemispheres generated a Stroop 
effect and the LH was overall faster than the R H . The 
reversed Stroop effect is not often evidenced in
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other studies, but methodological differences (i.e. manual 
responses instead of verbal responses) could probably 
account for this reversed effect found here.
Other important methodological differences, can be found 
in presentation procedures of the stimuli. For example, 
the colour and the word can be presented in an integrated 
manner like the Stroop colour-word stimuli, or they can 
be presented sequentially with the word in black first and 
the colour in XXs second (Dyer and Severance, 1973, cited 
in Dyer, 1973b). In these cases the Stroop effect elicited 
is less than in physically combined stimuli. Another 
presentation procedure is when the colour and the word are 
presented simultaneously, but separately in space, with 
the colour patches 2° to the right of fixation and the black 
word 2^ to the left of fixation (Dyer, 1973b). In this 
latter case, a strong Stroop effect is generated, resembling 
the original Stroop, (1935) one. However, Dyer found no 
visual field differences in colour naming under any of the 
three conditions employed (congruent - incongruent - 
neutral).
Goolkasian (1978), was also unable to find any field 
differences in colour naming, although he generated the 
usual Stroop effect when the stimuli were foveally instead 
of parafoveally presented. His interpretation for the 
disappearance of the interference effect in parafoveal 
positions was that at retinal locations further away from 
the fovea (6^ were used), reading is a weak response, 
hence the interference of reading upon naming the colour
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is reduced.
Many, if not most of the studies on Stroop effect are based 
on RT measurements only. Tsao, Feustel and Soseos (1979) 
recorded the error rates in addition to RT. Testing the 
hypothesis that the LH should generate a Stroop effect (when 
naming the colour is required), while the RH should not, 
they found that the hypothesis was supported by the error 
data only and not by the RT data. Finding no field diffe­
rences in interference when RT was recorded supports some 
of the results discussed; however the error rates revealed 
a significant increase of errors in the LH under the incon­
gruent condition. RT and errors are probably affected 
differentially by variables such as the task employed, and 
type of responses required hence accepting or rejecting 
the original hypothesis should be cautiously treated (see 
also Warren and Marsh, 1978) .
An overall conclusion that can be drawn is that it is 
difficult to avoid eliciting a general Stroop effect no 
matter what the procedure is, or even the modality used, 
since auditory Stroop effects are evidenced too (Cohen and 
Martin, 1975). Cohen and Martin actually found that al­
though both hemispheres showed an interference effect, the 
LH's Stroop effect was more marked.
Another point to be made is the following: Warren and 
Marsh (1978) concluded that "when attention is directed 
toward a particular target value of the relevant stimulus 
dimension, as in the memory conditions, the ususal inter­
ference from automatic processing of irrelevant stimulus
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features can be avoided, but only when stimulus processing 
is initiated in the preferred hemisphere for the selected 
stimulus feature ' . Both these authors and others in the 
literature assume that while the LH is dominant for verbal 
coding, the RH is more responsible for colour coding. 
However, as far as the RH and colour processing is con­
cerned, the evidence in the literature is conflicting.
Many studies on hemisphere differences in colour processing 
have been done on brain-damaged patients. However, both 
populations, brain-damaged and normal, produced results in 
favour of either LH lateralization in colour processing, 
or RH or both.
Boiler and Spinnler (1967), tested their patients in two 
colour tasks, one where verbal mediation would make the 
task easier, and one where verbal mediation would actually 
make the task more difficult, hence the patients would be 
discouraged from verbalizing the colour stimuli (same 
colour in different shades) . It was predicted that left- 
hemisphere-damaged patients, would perform worse only in 
the task involving verbal mediation. However the results 
showed that the left-hemisphere-lesioned patients were 
worse in both the verbalizable and "non-verbalizable" 
test. Greater impairment in colour perception was however 
demonstrated by De Renzi and Spinnler, 1967 (cited in 
Boiler and Spinnler, 1967) in the RH damaged patients.
The conclusion drawn by Boiler and Spinnler was that "the 
left hemisphere makes a greater contribution than the 
right one to memory of visual patterns independent of
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dominance of language". Under this conclusion the term 
"visuel patterrits includes colour patches which however 
should not be treated as any visual pattern, since colour 
perception may be affected by other variables in a diffe­
rent way than any other visual pattern (i.e. geometric 
shapes, etcj . This concluding statement by Boiler and 
Spinnler was tested in 1978, by Malone and Hannay; using 
a normal population. They thought that after all. Boiler 
and Spinnler's second "non-verbalizable" test, did not 
totally preclude verbalization, hence if one guarantees 
no verbalization, then RH colour dom.inance should be 
elicited.
Malone and Hannay's findings were consistent with some 
clinical data, showing LH dominance for colour memory, 
however they were finally unable either to demonstrate 
independence between verbalizability and LH dominance for 
colour memory, or to show any RH dominance in any of the 
memory tasks employed.
A RH superiority in colour perception with normals was 
for^example demonstrated by Davidoff (1976) and Pennal
(1977), and with patients by Capitani, Scotti and Spinnler,
(1978). Pennal (1977) in particular tested also eye 
dominance and sex, and found that these two variables 
played no role in colour discrimination.
In the few studies mentioned here one main difference 
lies in the tasks used. Some employ simple and complex 
memory tasks, while others involve tests like the Farnsworth 
Munsell 100 Hue test or the Ishihara test, and similarly
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others emphasize impairment on brightness, saturation and 
hue (Cohen and Kelter, 1979) instead of only one of these 
colour dimensions, under sometimes unilateral and other 
times bilateral colour presentations (Dimond and Beaumont, 
1972) . Therefore, on the one hand it is difficult to 
compare some of the studies with normals due to these 
differences mentioned above, on the other hand it is prob­
lematic to compare clinical studies due to differences 
between the patients in terms of the brain-dam.age, location 
and degree involved.
Contradictory evidence in this field as often happens with 
other areas, is probably again in part the result of task 
requirement differences, involving either memory or per­
ceptual processes, and methodological differences as dis­
cussed previously. In order, however, to justify the 
assumption that these differences account for the contra­
dictory results concerning the Stroop effect and colour 
processing, it must at least be assumed, that these 
differences evoke different cognitive processes for which 
the two hemispheres are differentially dominant, qualita­
tively and/or quantitatively.
5.3: Global and Local Processing
The structure of all Stroop-type stimuli, is a multidimen­
sional structure, out of which a speeded response to one 
of the dimensions is required while ignoring the other. 
Therefore, one of the important issues concerns the way
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in which and the extent to which both these dimensions are 
analyzed. The interrelationship of these dimensions is of 
significance for whether or not a response to one of the 
dimensions will be affected by the other.
One of the levels of stimulus structure that is of main 
interest here is the "global-local" structure. The Stroop- 
type stimuli discussed up to now are not characterized by 
any global-local distinction; in most of them the dimen­
sions evoked incompatible responses with one of them 
usually eliciting a naming response, while the other dimen­
sion elicited a reading response, which was faster than the 
naming one. Often these dimensions are not matched for 
complexity and familiarity or speed of processing and in 
studies where hemispheric processing is of interest, it 
can often be the case that one of the hemispheres is domi­
nant in processing one of the dimensions (i.e. LH for 
processing the word), while the other dimension (colour) 
may be processed either by both or by the other of the 
hemispheres, thus complicating the findings and the inter­
pretations .
In order to study the analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory, 
Stroop type visual stimuli were chosen, whose dimensions 
are compatible with the response, match for familiarity and 
complexity but which at the same time are independent (one 
dimension not predicting the other). These stimuli are 
characterized by both a global and a local structure. The 
global level, in the first series of stimuli used (letter 
stimuli), is the large uppercase letter, which is made out
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of smaller uppercase letters constituting the local level. 
Of course not all stimuli, whose structure is made out of 
global and local elements, share the above mentioned 
characteristics of matched familiarity, complexity and 
independence of the two levels. For example with a face 
stimulus, if the local level (its features) is manipulated, 
then the global level, the whole is immediately altered. 
Hence the global and the local levels of a face are not 
independent, as is the case with the Stroop-type letters 
(i.e. if an "H" is made out of "P's" or "X's", it is still 
an "H" globally).
One can probably then differentiate between the whole/ 
feature distinction where the features are necessary parts 
of the whole and the global/local distinction where the 
local elements are irrelevant to the whole. Although 
features are local, the local elements need not be features
Kinchla (1977), recognizes that the Stroop-type letter 
stimuli are stimuli found only under laboratory conditions 
but she is right in pointing out that there are problems 
in using "completely naturalistic" images in that for 
example, biologically a face can be structured by its 
features in only one way otherwise it is not a face.
The global/local structure is a characteristic not only 
of forms and visual scenes but of language as well. A 
writing can be analyzed into sentences, phrases, words; 
actually Fu (1971) (cited in Hoffman, 1980), refers to the 
utility of "syntactic scene analysis" illustrating the 
analogy between language analysis and analysis of visual
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scenes. The question to be answered is whether analysis 
proceeds from the global level to the local level, a view 
approaching the Gestalt view of perception, or whether the 
reverse is true, namely local-to-global perception, where 
the local elements are perceived first in order to construct 
the global level.
Palmer (1975), mentions the "parsing paradox" to illustrate 
the above question. The parsing paradox refers to the case 
where in order to recognize a face, its features (eyes, 
nose, etc.) must be recognized first and on the other hand 
in order to recognize the eyes, mouth, etc. you have to 
know that they are part of a face. Palmer actually pro­
poses a third alternative where processing the global and 
the local levels takes place simultaneously in both "bottom- 
up and top-down directions" (also supported by Palmer,
1980) .
Most of the discussion that will follow regarding global/ 
local analysis will be restricted to studies which used the 
Stroop-type-letter stimuli mentioned earlier. These letters 
were originally referred to by Kinchla (1974) (see Table 
5.1A) .
In 1977, Navon studied global versus local processing 
differences, using similar Stroop letters. He conducted 
u series of experiments some of which involved both the 
visual and the auditory modality, while the rest dealt with 
the visual modality only. In one of the latter experi­
ments, the subjects were presented with displays like those 
in Table 5.1b and were asked to respond as fast as possible
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whether an "H" or an "S" was present. in half of the 
trials the subjects decision was globally directed and 
in the other half it was locally directed. Navon con­
cluded that a) global perception is faster than local and 
b) one can voluntarily attend to the global level dis­
regarding the local level, but cannot do the reverse.
This is also expressed in terms of low spatial frequency 
processing (global level, earlier stage), and high spatial 
frequency processing (local level, later stage) by 
Broadbent (1977) .
However, part of N a von's second conclusion was disputed 
primarily by Stirling and Coltheart (1977), who used a 
larger variety of letters than Navon, presenting them 
around the fixation area. They generated a Stroop inter­
ference from the conflicting local level, even when 
attention was globally directed. Locally oriented res­
ponses were not required in this study. Some of the pro­
cedural differences between Navon's (1977) study and 
Stirling and Coltheart's (1977) can probably account for 
the discrepancy found. Navon used a very fast exposure 
time (40 ms), while Stirling and Coltheart's stimulus 
presentation was terminated only when the vocal response 
was made, hence allowing for longer exposure times of the 
stimuli. Navon argues that his subjects could process the 
local level when required to name it with no more errors 
than the global level and therefore the absence of a 
Stroop effect in the global naming condition could not be 
due to poor resolution of the local level. However, it 
does not necessarily follow that the subjects processed
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the local level adequately at this exposure time when they 
were required to concentrate on the global level. Even 
if it is assumed that the local level was being processed, 
nevertheless part of Navon's stimuli extended well into 
peripheral vision, allowing for possible differences 
between RVF and LVF presentations in terms of local inter­
ference during global naming of the letters, and as the 
results were not analyzed separately, this may conceal 
a possible Stroop effect similar to that found by 
Stirling and Coltheart. It is important to ensure that 
both global and local elements are seen either foveally 
or peripherally so that they share the same visibility.
Another difference between the two studies lies in the 
size of matrix used. Navon's matrix was a 6 x 7 one while 
Stirling and Coltheart concluded that a 5 x 5 matrix 
generates a larger Stroop effect than a 5 x 7 one. It is 
of importance to use an optimal letter and matrix size, 
so that the global level will not be so dominant as to 
overwhelm processing at the local level. There are no 
studies that can suggest, depending on the viewing distance 
and visual angle used, which are the optimal stimulus and 
matrix sizes to be used for inducing unbiased global and 
local processing. There have been however since 1977 a 
few studies which offer empirical evidence, in clearly 
showing the importance of certain variables in affecting 
the speed with which the global and the local level are 
processed.
In 1979, Kinchla and Wolfe, revalued Navon’s "global
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precedence theory . Th.ey found that the global level is 
processed faster than the local level only when the display 
is smaller than about 6 — 9 , with larger displays the
local level is processed faster than the global level.
However even Kinchla and Wolfe's conclusion that below 
6° - 9° the global precedence theory would be favoured 
is disputed by Hoffman (1980). Hoffman's visual angle 
was smaller than 2°, and his results showed global and 
local interference to be of equal magnitude. In the task 
involving divided attention (both the global and the local 
level were relevant) global and local target detection was 
equally fast. The latter finding contradicts Navon's
(1977) finding (experiment 4) where global differences 
(matching task on both levels was involved) were detected 
more frequently than local differences. However this finding 
was mainly evidenced in the accuracy data. Navon's RT data 
confirmed it only under sequential but not under simulta­
neous presentations. Hoffman's task was a combination of 
Navon's interference task and Kinchla and Wolfe's target 
task, but his exposure time was 200 ms., which is one of 
the longest exposures used with centrally presented Stroop 
letters. Although the long exposure time did not prevent 
the Stroop effect from taking place, it is still important 
not to use either too long exposures or too short ones.
Going back to describe Kinchla and Wolfe's (1979) experi­
ment, the following procedure was used. The subjects heard 
at the beginning of each trial, the name of a target letter 
(E, H or S ) . Then followed the Stroop-letter in the centre
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of the screen for 100 ms, and the subjects had to rapidly 
reply whether or not the target letter was present in 
the display (a "yes" response for either a global or a 
local presence and a "no" response otherwise). The letters 
constituted a 6 x 7 matrix and the small letters (local 
elements) were always different from the large letter.
The comparisons thus involved were not between Congruent 
(C) and Incongruent (I) trials, but between global and 
local letter detection, while visual angle was manipulated. 
It would have been interesting to include a Congruent con­
dition and see whether there would be any facilitation 
effects and whether these would remain unchanged under all 
visual angles of the displays used. The viewing distance 
was 64 cm, and the visual angles of the letters used varied 
from 4.8°, 6.7°, 8.0°, 10.3° and 22,1°. When the display
is as large as the one for example subtending 2 2 .1°, some
local elements of the display fall within higher visibility 
areas than other local elements may do. Therefore, one 
reason why the local level was perceived faster in the big 
displays could be that it was easier to process those local 
elements nearest to the fovea first and then the overall 
global level part of which extended to the periphery.
One way of testing whether that is the case, would be to 
use the Stroop letters used by Kinchla (1974, 77) where the
local elements are different letters (i.e. an "H" made out
of "T's" and "S's" etc, see Table 5.1A) and allow for the 
target to appear sometimes near the fixation and sometimes 
further away. Being part of the same global letter RT 
differences in detecting the target could confirm the
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criticism just mentioned.
The manipulation employed by Kinchla and Wolfe (1979), 
biases in favour of better and faster processing at the 
local level, not allowing for optimum global processing.
The larger the display the easier it is to perceive some 
of the local elements first. Looking at their data, the 
larger the display the larger was the RT difference between 
global and local processing (local being faster). It seems 
that when the display was about 8° - 9° the difference 
between global and local processing was negligible compared 
to the same difference under smaller or larger visual 
angles of the displays. Probably with 8°- 9° visual angle, 
optimum global and local processing was acquired under the 
conditions employed in this study and where both the global 
and the local level was relevant. That does not mean that 
at 8° - 9° one can find the fastest global or local res­
ponse, since the fastest global detection was at the 
smallest visual angle used and the fastest local response 
was at 10° visual angle of the letters (global letters) 
used.
Finally Kinchla and Wolfe (1979) suggested that the sequence 
of visual processing is neither "top-down" nor "bottom-up" 
but "middle-out". As they explain, "what is meant is to 
imply that the subject initially accesses some intermediate 
level of structural knowledge with subsequent associative 
activation of both higher and lower levels of hierarchi­
cally organized structural information". The authors add 
that "middle-out" processing does not refer to the middle
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stage in a sequence of processing stages.
McLean (1978) suggests that the "middle-out" terminology 
is unfortunate. Kinchla and Wolfe's (1979) suggestion 
implies serial processing of an intermediate size primarily, 
followed by processing larger and smaller stimuli. McLean
(1978) comments that "serial models are often viable when 
processing is undirectional, but to start in the middle 
and go simultaneously toward more global processing in one 
direction and toward more local processing in the opposite 
direction might well drive a serial processor positively 
schizophrenic". McLean's statement reveals a preference 
for a concurrent channels model whereby both levels are 
concurrently processed and where the relative speed of 
processing either level determines the interference effect. 
(McLean's Experiment 4 shows that; although the speed of 
processing was indirectly manipulated by varying stimulus 
intensity. )
A similar view to that of Kinchla and Wolfe (1979) is 
shared by Martin (1979a), but the variable she manipulated 
instead was stimulus sparsity (stimuli with either many or 
few local elements). The task (Experiment 1) involved 
naming either the global or the local level while stimulus 
sparsity was manipulated. The two matrix sizes used were 
7 x 5  and 5 x 3 .  For both matrices the global size was 
identical (see Table 5.1C). However the local elements 
in the 5 x 3  matrix were not only fewer but also larger 
than those in the 7 x 5  matrix. Hence both sparsity was 
manipulated and local element size. If the size of the
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local elements was kept constant, then with the low sparsity 
stimuli the space between the local letters would have 
been larger, affecting thus the continuity (the image of 
the global letter) . Actually looking at the stimuli of 
Figure 5.1C, the manipulation of sparsity, (especially with 
the letter "S") affected the image of the large letter. 
(Letter "S" in many-element stimulus patterns looks better 
than letter "S" in few-element stimulus patterns).
Pomerantz and Sager (1975) claimed that in some pilot 
experiments of theirs, the configurations that contained 
more elements were more discriminable than the ones con­
taining fewer elements.
In Martin's (1979a) study the letters were placed in one 
of the four quadrants, adjacent to the central and vertical 
axes of the card. The viewing distance was 50.8 cm and 
"thus the global shape subtened 2 .8° to the left or right 
of centre and 4.1° above or below it". The quotations are 
necessary because this study will be later related to 
another study by the same author, where the same visual 
angles were used but where the study was directed toward 
hemispheric differences (presentations in the RVF were 
compared to those in the LVF). In Martin's (1979a) study 
the results showed that first of all global processing was 
faster than local, when there were many local elements in 
the stimulus, while local processing was faster than global 
with few local elements, A Stroop effect was generated 
in both globally and locally oriented responses (for the 
latter the effect was smaller) when many local elements 
were used. With few local elements however, and when
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attention was globally oriented, then the local incongruent 
level delayed the response, while when attention was at 
the local level, the global level did not generate any 
response delays (the error rate followed the RT data) .
These findings can be used against the generality of Navon's 
global precedence theory, since it is shown that sparsity 
is another variable which may define whether global 
processing will be favoured or not independently of the 
visual angle that it subtends (visual angle was kept con­
stant in Martin's study). Therefore the conclusion is 
that a maximum Stroop effect will be generated by the global 
level in many-element stimuli and by the local level in 
few-element stimuli. It is also important to bear in mind 
as Martin finally specifies that some inherent and probably 
important metrics were involved in the two sparsity 
conditions, which may have affected the results; namely the 
numerical ratio of local to global elements, the average 
distance between local elements and the ratio of lengths 
of continuous contour of local to global elements. Hoffman 
(1980) also suggested that the levels of a form are encoded 
in parallel and that the "quality" of information at each 
level affects the encoding speed.
Up to now the letters used were composed of a global level 
whose local letters were made out of straight lines.
Hoffman's local elements were made out of smaller local dots 
Hence he was able to manipulate and distort both the global 
and the local level. His findings were interesting
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in that when the relevant level (either global or local) 
was distorted, RT was increased, and when the irrelevant 
level was distorted it was unable to produce any inter­
ference when the relevant level was encoded. This shows 
that any experimental manipulation which affects the quality 
of either level will also affect the global/local relation­
ship.
Most of the experimental manipulations discussed affect 
one level more than the other thus biasing their speed 
of processing (sometimes to such a degree that no Stroop 
effect is generated).
Unless unbiased processing of both levels is guaranteed, 
testing whether the global level generates larger Stroop 
effects and whether or not it is unavoidable (global 
precedence being an intrinsic stimulus characteristic) 
is not valid.
It is also of importance to guarantee unbiased global/local 
processing (to allow a Stroop effect to be generated from 
both directions) when such Stroop stimuli are used in order 
to test the analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory. If the 
local level does not interfere in global processing then 
it is difficult to know whether results which did not 
generate a Stroop effect (when global attention is required) 
are due to a holistic mechanism being employed or not.
There is only one study, Martin (1979b) which stresses 
hemispheric differences in global and local processing. 
Martin used the same letter stimuli and procedure as 
Navon (1977). Her subjects had to name either the global
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or the local level of Hs and Ss, and her results showed 
that when global naming was involved, only the LH produced 
a Stroop effect due to interference from the local level. 
Another of her findings was that the LH is faster in local 
processing while there is no overall hemisphere difference 
in global processing. In this study Martin was interested 
in hemispheric differences, unlike the study mentioned 
earlier (Martin, 1979a). Nevertheless in both these studies 
the visual distance was the same (50.8 cm) and the global 
shape of the stimuli subtended 2 .8° to the left or right 
of centre and 4.1° above or below it. The letters were 
placed in one of the four quadrants of the card, along the 
central and vertical axes. Since in both her 1979 studies, 
the stimuli were located in identical positions and since 
in her 1979b study (on hemispheric differences) RVF and 
LVF differences were found, the data in the 1979a study 
should be analyzed for right and left side presentations.
On the other hand since in her second paper, the main interest 
was hemispheric differences, the stimuli should not be 
placed at positions adjacent to the vertical axis of the 
cards but outside the foveal area. It is not thus clear 
from the 1979b study whether Martin has omitted to mention 
the exact location.of the stimuli or whether the stimuli 
in both studies were really located at identical positions. 
(Martin, 1979b, is further discussed and related to the 
experiments conducted in this thesis in the discussion 
section of Experiments 1 and 2).
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OVERVIEW
Research referring primarily to the analytic (LH)/holistic 
(RH) theory can be divided into two main categories. The 
first concerns research in which the experimental results 
on laterality are interpreted in terms of the analytic/ 
holistic dichotomy and the second category concerns 
research designed specifically to test the analytic (LH)/ 
holistic (RH) theory.
Both groups of research face important problems. One such 
problem is that the process-oriented dichotomy, analytic/ 
holistic, cannot easily be discriminated from the well- 
established stimulus-oriented dichotomy, verbal/non-verbal, 
since the two overlap. The LH is faster and more accurate 
with verbal information and employs analytic processing 
(which could be due to the sequential nature of language 
(Albert, 1972)), while the RH predominates in "non-verbal" 
information and processes holistically.
One way with which the stimulus-oriented and the process- 
oriented interpretation can be disentangled is the following, if 
the degree of difference between two stimuli (i.e. two 
faces) in a matching task is varied, with an increased level 
of difficulty (when the target face and nontarget faces 
differ on only one feature) analytic processing is anti­
cipated, which may lead to LH superiority (as in Patterson 
and Bradshaw, 1975, Experiment 3); with simpler comparisons 
(when the faces differ according to all features) holistic 
processing is anticipated, which may lead to a RH superio­
rity (as in Patterson and Bradshaw, Experiment 2).
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Therefore using the same stimuli, the degree of difference 
is manipulated and is expected to determine the processing 
mechanism that will be adopted. As a result, either a 
LH or a RH superiority is expected.
Most visual stimuli consist of both a gestalt and of more 
detailed elements. There is however no clear indication 
as to which of these directs the subjects’ analysis. A 
second problem therefore, is that the mode of processing 
of the information (analytic or holistic) varies both 
between subjects and within subjects in the same task.
Thus for the experimenters it is difficult to know what 
strategy the subjects employed. Even where the subjects 
are directed towards a particular mode of processing there 
is no guarantee that they will utilize this form (as in 
Webster and Thurber, 1978).
Thirdly, because the design of most experiments relies on 
a difference (RT or error rate) between the right and the 
left hemisphere, the experimenters are not in a position 
to distinguish whether the two hemispheres have exclusive 
processing strategies or whether they differ in the effi­
ciency by which they process analytically or holistically 
(this problem mainly concerns the hemisphere which is 
found to be slower and/or less accurate).
A further problem is the fact that some of the assumptions 
used by experimenters in relation to the analytic/holistic 
theory in order to predict visual field differences are 
often questionable. For example Bever and Chiarello 
(1974), assumed that musically sophisticated subjects process
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music in terms of internal components by breaking down 
sounds into sequences of units (an analytic mechanism) 
while naive subjects process music in a unitary form 
(holistically). Hence Bever and Chiarello, confirmed their 
prediction that sophisticated subjects would show a right 
ear advantage for melody recognition and naive subjects a 
left ear advantage. Evidence in the literature has however 
questioned whether aptitude or experience is more important 
(Gaede, et a l , 197 8 ) or whether differences between 
musicians and non-musicians should always be expected 
(Zatorre, 1979; Peretz and Morals, 1980). Consequently, 
studies which have been based on such or similar assumptions 
and failed to confirm their hypothesis, are not necessarily 
disproving the analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory since 
alternative explanations can be offered.
The present study belongs to the second category mentioned 
where the theory that the LH processes analytically and 
the RH holistically is tested. The purpose was to find 
stimuli and a design which would allow both analytic and 
holistic processing and where the type of processing 
strategy adopted by each hemisphere would be evidenced by 
the pattern of results. By adopting this technique one does 
not rely on an overall RT or error rate difference between 
the RVF and LVF presentations. The design overcomes 
difficulties of having to discriminate between process and 
stimulus-oriented dichotomies as alternative interpretations 
of the data, and it can be seen from the results which 
strategy the subjects employed.
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The stimuli chosen in the first series of experiments were 
Stroop-type letter stimuli which consist of two levels. 
Examples of such stimuli are presented in Chapter 5. The 
global level refers to the large uppercase letter, and 
the local level refers to the small uppercase letters which 
make up the large uppercase letter. The advantage of 
these stimuli is that both the global and the local level 
are matched for complexity and familiarity, without the 
one level predicting the other. When the global and the 
local level of these letters are in conflict then a response 
delay (Stroop effect) is expected. The details and the 
manner of testing are given in Experiment 1. In the con­
text of this study, holistic processing of the stimuli 
used will refer to the gross, overall contour of the stimuli 
which corresponds to processing the global level, while 
analytic processing refers to processing both the global 
and the local level (whether serial or parallel).
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CHAPTER 6
LETTER STIMULI AND GLOBAL OR LOCAL MATCHING 
Experiment 1 - Global Matching
Experiment 1 deals with differences between RVF and LVF 
presentations, in terms of whether or not a Stroop effect 
will be generated in matching two Stroop type letter 
stimuli. In this experiment only the global level was 
relevant, the subjects being required to disregard the 
local level.
The purpose of the experiment was to reveal such differences 
by allowing both analytic and holistic processing to take 
place and test whether the hemispheres would adopt one or 
other of these. It was considered important to avoid 
biasing in favour of one visual field. An attempt to 
achieve this was made by (a) selecting a matching task and 
a manual response instead of a naming response, (b) 
avoiding visually and acoustically confusable letters both 
within each letter (global-local level) and within each 
pair (central letter-lateralized letter), (c) allowing for
both a verbal and a physical match, since the task involved 
matching of single uppercase letters and the instructions 
avoided stressing one or the other, (d) designing the 
stimuli in accordance with the evidence from Stirling and 
Coltheart (1977) who showed a local interference in global 
naming.
This experiment was first conducted with twenty subjects 
(ten males, ten females), using "fluorescent lamps F6T5/D
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straight" in the tachistoscope. Following a paper first 
presented at the Experimental Psychology Society Confer­
ence (1978) (later published, Mellon and Polden (1978)), 
the lamps of the tachistoscope were changed to "Fast ED3" 
lamps since it was shown that the decaying trace of the 
previously used lamps is of more than 40 ms duration. The 
same experiment was repeated with the new lamps for another 
twenty subjects (ten males, ten females). An analysis of 
variance (see Appendix 1), was used to test for differences 
between the two experiments (old lamps (Task A) vs new 
lamps (Task B)) and as there were no differences in any 
effect involving lamps, the data were combined and will be 
presented together as one experiment.
METHOD
Sub iects
Twenty males and twenty females, all Beford College students, 
voluntarily participated for a single twenty-five minute 
session. All subjects were right-handed (laterality 
quotient 75 and above), as measured by the Edinburgh 
Handedness Inventory (revised item-analysis) (Oldfield,
1971). This shortened version is both reliable and valid 
(Bryden, 1977). Vision was normal or corrected to normal. 
Since eye dominance (sighting dominance) has been found 
not to influence visual laterality experiments (White, M, 
1969), it was not controlled in any of the experiments of 
this thesis .
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Materials
A three-field tachistoscope (Electronic Developments Ltd) 
with a viewing distance of 52 cm, was used at maximum field 
illumination. Reaction time was measured in milliseconds 
by a millisecond stop clock (TSA3314) (1 ms accuracy) . The
subjects were positioned in a head and chin rest, so as to 
keep the viewing distance constant and to avoid any head 
movements. Binocular vision was required. Two response 
keys were placed on the right and left side of the midline, 
in front of the subject's hands. These were connected to 
the timer and to two small coloured lamps at the back of 
the tachistoscope. Pressing either key stopped the timer 
and illuminated one of the two lamps.
Stimuli
The stimuli used were letters produced by using a Fortran 
program on a CDC 7600 computer. (These are illustrated in 
Table 6.1.1). The outcome of these letters came in micro­
films, a print was made for each of them, which was photo­
copied and glued on tachistoscopic white cards. The 
computer was programmed to place each letter within a 
rectangle of the size of the cards in the appropriate posi­
tion (centre, right or left).
The size of the cards on which the letters were placed was 
10.2 cm high by 15.2 cm wide. The letters used were black,
1.7 cm high by 1.1 cm wide (visual angle of the letters
1.7 X 1 cm corresponds to 1°) . All stimuli were
uppercase letters composed of smaller uppercase letters
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whose size was 2.5 mm high by 1,5 mm wide, making up a
5 x 5  matrix. In the case of the lateralized letters, the
nearest point to the fixation dot was at a visual angle of
2 , 2 ^' and the letters extended up to 3* 3o' from the dot.
The conditions in the experiment were defined by the 
relationship of the global (large uppercase letter) and 
the local level (small uppercase letters) of the latera­
lized stimulus (see Table 6.1.1.). In the Congruent (C) 
condition (A^, A^) both the global and the local level of 
the lateralized stimulus were the same, hence matching on 
either level would lead to identical conclusions. In the 
Incongruent (I) condition (B^, B^), the global level was 
different from the local level, hence matching on one level 
would lead to the opposite conclusion from matching on the 
other level. In the Neutral (N) condition (C^, C^)/ the 
lateralized letters were made out of asterisks. Global 
matching of the letters will be neither facilitated nor 
interfered with from the local level. The size of the 
asterisks were equal in both width and length. Unlike the 
letters, this resulted in a slightly larger space between 
them in the vertical axis (see Table 6.1.1, C^, C ^ ) . The 
consequence of this was that the global size of these 
letters was smaller in length by 0.1 mm compared to those 
composed of letters.
No visually and acoustically confusable letters were used 
(Chase and Posner, 1965; Stirling and Coltheart, 1977), in 
order to avoid any biasing towards physical or verbal 
Matching. Moscovitch and Gatlin (1970) showed that visual
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confusions are mainly found to take place in the right 
hemisphere, and auditory confusions in both hemispheres.
Twenty-two. different letters were used. These were:
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T,
U, X, Z. These letters were used either as global letters
or as local letters. The letters I, V, W, Y were not 
included due to an unsatisfactory design generated by the 
computer. Therefore since the letters used were insuffi­
cient in number for the number of trials presented to each
subject, some letters (E, H, K, X) were presented more
than once in each visual field (see Appendix 2, which lists 
all the trials used under each condition, for each subject),.
Design and Procedure
Each subject was presented with 48 trials equally divided 
between "Same" and "Different" responses. Both visual 
fields were presented with exactly the same stimuli, there­
fore each Central-Lateralized pair (C-L pair) was presented 
twice to each subject. Each subject was tested under all 
conditions with a different random order with one restric­
tion; an exact repeat of a C-L pair or of the same centrally 
presented letter would never appear within three trials 
since there is evidence that repetitions shorten choice 
reaction times (Bertelson, 1961).
Presentation of the pairs of stimuli was sequential, the 
first appearing centrally and the second stimulus being 
lateralized. Simultaneous presentation was avoided, in 
order to exclude biasing towards the RH (Heron, 1957;
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Brabender, 1978) .
When instructed about the experiment, the subjects were 
shown an example of the type of letter stimuli they were 
going to be presented with
The stimulus sequence was as follows:
1) Fixation dot.
2) A verbal warning signal of "ready" was given by the
experimenter when she was ready to initiate the trial.
3) Presentation of a central letter stimulus replacing 
fixation dot for 1 second.
4) Fixation dot reappearing for 1 second.
5) Lateralized stimulus presented for 100 ms, either in
the RVF or the LVF (fixation dot was not present). The 
onset of the lateralized stimulus presentation, triggered 
the timer which was only stopped after the subject's
key response.
6) Dark interval for 4 seconds.
7) Fixation dot for the next trial.
The inter-trial interval was not fixed. The "ready" signal 
was given after the experimenter took down the subject's 
response and placed the new cards in the tachistoscope for 
the next trial.
The subjects were instructed to disregard the local level 
and to match the two letters only according to their global 
levels.
Half the subjects responded with their right index finger 
for "Same" responses and with their left index finger for
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"Different responses. The remaining subjects responded 
in the opposite fashion. The keys used to respond were 
counterbalanced within and between subjects. Both accuracy 
and speed of response were stressed. The instructions for 
matching the letters avoided biasing the subjects towards 
a name match or a physical match by not specifying either. 
Twelve practice trials were used, (2 for each condition) 
to familiarize the subjects with the material, speed of 
presentation and the task (letters used in the practice 
trials were not used in the main experiment). After the 
first 24 trials, the subjects were allowed a break of 
approximately five minutes.
Subject's error trials were not repeated and only the 
initial response was recorded. For the purposes of analysis 
only correct reaction time measurements were used.
Analytic processing (in terms of the stimuli employed in 
this study) refers to processing both the global and the 
local level of the stimuli before eliciting a response 
and holistic processing refers to processing the global 
level only.
According to the analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory the 
following would be predicted: (a) when matching is based
on the global level only as in this experiment, the LH 
will produce a RT delay (Stroop effect) whenever the local 
and global level matching conflict (as in the Incongruent 
condition) (b) the RH will show no such effect (no RT 
difference is expected between the Congruent and the In­
congruent condition) since there will be no interference
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from the local level.
r e s u l t s
An analysis of variance was done on the mean reaction times, 
after performing a logarithmic transformation on each 
reaction time measure in milliseconds. This transformation 
was performed to reduce skewness in the distribution.
Results will be reported as geometric means (i.e. the means 
of the logarithmic transformations reconverted to milli­
seconds) .
There were three within-subjects variables ^Response ("Same- 
Differenfj] , |j/isual Field (RVF-LVF^ , [pattern (C-I-N)]
j—
and two between subjects variables >Sex (Males-Femalesjj
(HA) ~
and ^ a n d  Assignment/(the group responding with their right
hand for "Same" and the left hand for "Different" responses. 
Group A, versus the group doing the reverse. Group ^
(see Table 6.1.2 for the summary of the analysis of 
variance and see Appendix 3 for the summary table of means), 
(the logarithmic mean RT raw data upon which the analysis 
of variance was done, of all experiments is available on 
Microfiche.)
Two significant main effects were found:
a) Response, F(l, 36) = 26.276, P <. 0.001, and
b) Pattern, F(2, 72) = 10.504, P ^ 0.001. "Same" responses 
(geometric mean latency = 587 ms) were significantly faster 
than "Different" responses (626 m s ) . The Pattern factor 
indicated that the Neutral responses (585 ms) were faster, 
then the Congruent (612 ms) with the slowest responses
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Table 6.1.2: Summary of the Analysis of Variance 
from Experiment 1
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX 1 0.015870 0.015870 0.118
HA 1 0.025521 0.025521 0.190
SEX.HA 1 0.213363 0.213363 1 .589
RESIDUAL 36 4.832412 0.134234 48.683
TOTAL 39 5.087166 0.130440 47.307
SUBJ.RESPONSE STRATUM 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE.SEX 
RESPONSE .HA 
RESPONSE .SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
1 0.092963 0.092963 26.276***
1 0.002521 0.002521 0.713
1 0.000563 0.000563 0.159
1 0.001687 0.001687 0.477
36 0.127365 0.003538 1.283
40 0.225100 0.005627 2.041
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM
FIELD 1 0.000120 0.000120 0.038
FIELD.SEX 1 0.000301 0.000301 0.095
FIELD.HA 1 0.008333 0.008333 2.631
FIELD.SEX.HA 1 0.000067 0.000067 0.021
RESIDUAL 36 0.114045 0.003168 1.149
TOTAL 40 0.122867 0.003072 1.114
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 2 0.060515 0.030257 10.504*
PATTERN.SEX 2 0.002405 0.001202 0.417
PATTERN. HA 2 0.007432 0.003716 1.290
PATTERN. SEX. HA 2 0.000607 0.000303 0.105
RESIDUAL 72 0.207408 0.002881 1.045
TOTAL 80 0.278367 0.003480 1.262
SUBJ.RESPONSE .FIELD STRATUM 
RESPONSE.FIELD 
RESPONSE.FIELD.SEX 
RESPONSE.FIELD .HA 
RESPONSE.FIELD.SEX .HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ .RESPONSE .PATTERN STRATUM 
RESPONSE .PATTERN 
RESPONSE .PATTERN. SEX 
RESPONSE.PATTERN.HA 
r e s p o n s e .PATTERN.SEX.h a  
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
1 0.007841 0.007841 3.903
1 0.003853 0.003853 1.918
1 0.000067 0.000067 ■ 0.034
1 0.000480 0.000480 0.239
36 0.072325 0.002009 0.729
40 0.084567 0.002114 0.767
2 0.005727 0.002863 1.059
2 0.003292 0.001646 0.609
2 0.003422 0.001711 0.633
2 0.000455 0.000227 0.084
72 0.194605 0.002703 0.980
80 0.207500 0.002594 0.941
. . . cent . /
Table 6.1.2
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SUBJ. FIELD .PATTERN STRATUM 
FIELD .PATTERN 
FIELD. PATTERN. SEX 
FIELD.PATTERN.HA 
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM 
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN 
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.HA 
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.SEX,HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
2 0.009260 0.004630 2.030
2 0.006452 0.003226 1.414
2 0.000372 0.000186 0.081
2 0.003095 0.001547 0.678
72 0.164255 0.002281 0.827
80 0.183433 0.002293 0.832
2 0.007632 0.003816 1.384
2 0.000762 0.000381 0.138
2 0.004955 0.002477 0.899
2 0.005360 0.002680 0.972
72 0.198525 0.002757
80 0.217233 0.002715
GRAND TOTAL 479 6.406232
GRAND MEAN
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
2.7829
480
*** = P <  0.001.
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occurring in the Incongruent condition (622 ms) . A 
Newman-Keuls test was used to examine the C-I-N means 
further. In the Incongruent trials, responses were signi­
ficantly slower than in the Neutral trials (P <  0.01), the 
Congruent trials generated significantly slower responses, 
than the Neutral trials (P 0.01) but there was no signi­
ficant difference between the Incongruent and Congruent 
condition (P > 0.05) .
No visual field differences were found (RVF(LH) = 607 ms, 
LVF (RH) = 606 ms) and none of the interactions in the 
analysis of variance reached significance.
It was earlier predicted that in terms of the analytic 
(LH) holistic (RH) theory, only the LH would generate a 
Stroop effect. Accordingly, the interaction that is of 
main importance is Visual Field (RVF-LVF) x Pattern (C-I). 
This interaction will indicate whether the interference 
from the local level acts differently in the two hemi­
spheres. The Neutral stimuli were excluded as the local 
elements were not letters. Therefore a planned comparison 
of the Visual Field (RVF-LVF) x Pattern (C-I) interaction 
was performed, which was significant, F(l, 72) = 4.05,
P <0.05. (See Fig. 6.1.1 for the overall Visual Field x 
Pattern (C-I-N) interaction, P >  0.05, part of which is 
the interaction tested with the planned comparison,
P <  0.05).
As can be seen in Fig. 6.1.1, responses in the Congruent 
trials were faster.than in the Incongruent trials but only 
in the RVF presentations. The LVF responses showed no
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difference in RT between the Congruent and Incongruent
conditions.
Due to some evidence in the literature on laterality dif­
ferences between males and females, (reviewed in Harris, 
1978), the interaction examined above was further tested 
with Sex as a factor. A planned comparison on Visual 
Field (RVF-LVF) x Pattern (C-1) x Sex (M-F) failed however 
to reach significance, F(l, 72) = 0.37, P > 0.05.
Further, an unplanned comparison was done to test the 
interaction Response x Visual Field x Pattern (C-1). This 
interaction failed to reach significance (F(l, 72) = 2.67, 
P > 0.05) . The purpose of this test will be discussed 
later.
The overall error rate in this experiment was 5.7%, which 
was too low for a meaningful overall analysis of variance 
to be attempted, as the majority of error scores in the 
separate conditions were zero. Table 6.1.3 represents 
the mean number of errors of all forty subjects, on the 
"Same-Different" responses of the RVF and LVF in all three 
conditions (C-l-N). (The Hand Assignment factor is not 
included in the table since it was not involved in any of 
the t tests performed), (See Appendix 4 for the error raw 
data). Nevertheless, some of the important main effects 
and interactions relative to the experimental predictions 
were tested using related t tests. The two main effects 
tested (RVF vs LVF) and ("Same" vs "Different") were not 
significant. The total number of errors in the RVF was 
44 and in the LVF it was 66 (t = -1.75, df = 39, P > 0.05)
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and the total number of errors in "Same" responses (judging 
two stimuli as being "Different" instead of "Same") was 62 
and in "Different" responses (judging "Same" instead of 
"Different") was 48 (t = 1.50, df =39 ,  P > 0.05).
The first interaction tested was Visual Field x Pattern (C-I) 
as with the RT data, to test whether there was any difference 
between the two visual fields in the differences between the 
C and I conditions in the number of errors. The t tests were 
carried out on the appropriate differences calculated for 
each subject in this and the following test. This inter­
action was not significant (t = 0.76, df = 39, P>0.05) and  ^
neither was the Response x Visual Field x Pattern (C-I) inter­
action significant (t = 1.17, df = 39, P>0.05). All the P 
values for the t tests in this and the other experiments are 
for two tailed tests unless otherwise specified.
DISCUSSION
The results of this experiment showed that when the subjects 
are instructed to attend to the global level only and dis­
regard the local level, processing the local level was not 
avoided in the RVF (LH) . The responses in the Incongruent 
trials in the RVF presentations were the slowest of all 
signifying that the local level interfered in matching the 
letters globally. This finding within the RVF (LH) contra­
dicts Navon's (1977) conclusion that one can voluntarily 
process the global level and avoid processing the local 
level. The results are in accordance with Stirling and 
Coltheart's (1977) findings which demonstrated local 
interference in naming the letters globally, although 
Stirling and Coltheart used foveal presentations, while
184
this experiment involved lateralized presentations.
AS predicted earlier the RVF(LH) as opposed to the LVF(RH) 
was expected to generate a Stroop effect. This was confirmed 
by the planned comparison (Visual Field x Pattern (C-I),
P < 0.05). An Incongruency delay was evidenced only within 
the RVF(LH) supporting the analytic processing adopted by 
this hemisphere (both the global and the local level were 
processed) . The LVF(RH) showed no RT difference between the 
Congruent and Incongruent condition supporting the holistic 
processing adopted by the right hemisphere (only the global 
level was processed) . This difference in processing mechanism 
did not generate any overall reaction time difference between 
the two visual fields.
These findings are supported by Martin (1979b), who found no 
overall RT difference between the two visual fields and an 
incongruency effect only within the RVF (LH) when the subjects 
had to name the letters globally.
"Same" responses were overall faster than "Different" res­
ponses, and this variable did not interact with any other 
variable. That "Same" responses were found to be signifi­
cantly faster than "Different" responses is consistent with 
existing evidence on single letter matching (e.g. Nickerson, 
1965, 1968; Krueger, 1973a; Geffen et a l , 1972). As dis­
cussed in the review of the literature, models have been 
proposed to account for such findings (see Chapter 2 on 
"Same-Different" responses). There is however a difference 
between the letter stimuli used in those experiments mentioned 
above and the ones used in this study. The letters used in
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the other studies are simple letters made out of lines, 
while the letters used here consist of two levels (global/ 
local) hence the unit of analysis may be different, (and 
less familiar), based on two structural levels and as a 
result delaying "Same" responses. Nevertheless, this 
difference did not prevent faster "Same" responses from 
occurring. Bamber's (1969) two process model would suggest 
that "Same" responses are faster because they are treated 
holistically by the "identity reporter" and "Different" 
responses are slower because they are treated analytically 
by the "serial processor" which is slower than the "identity
reporter". If this is true and taking also into consideration
that the LH processes analytically while the RH processes 
holistically, then the following pattern of results could 
be expected:
a) information sent to the LVF(RH) (holistic processor) 
requiring a "Same" response (involving holistic processing) 
should generate no Stroop effect, since processing will be 
only globally done,
b) information sent to the RVF(LH) (analytic processor) 
requiring a "Different" response (involving analytic pro­
cessing) should generate a Stroop effect, since both the 
global and the local level will be processed,
c) and d) with information sent to the RVF(LH) (analytic
processor) requiring a "Same" response (holistic processing) 
and with information sent to the LVF(RH) (holistic processor) 
requiring a "Different" response (analytic processing), in 
both of these cases Visual Field (RVF-LVF) and Response 
("Same-Different") are in conflict. Predictions on a Visual 
f’ield basis in the former condition (c) would assume analytic
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processing and in the latter condition (d) would assume 
holistic processing. Predictions on a Response basis in the 
former condition would assume exactly the reverse, holistic 
processing and in the latter condition, analytic processing. 
Because of this problem no clear predictions were made for 
"Same-Different" responses in this study.
The unplanned comparison of Response x Visual Field x Pattern 
(C-I) tested was not significant. Thus there was no indica­
tion of differences in the effect of the local level between 
"Same" and "Different" responses in the two visual field 
presentations. To conclude, the advantage of "Same" responses 
over "Different" responses in RT, cannot be interpreted by 
Bamber's model nor by any model which assumes holistic pro­
cessing for "Samie" trials. Such an assumption would exclude 
any Stroop effect within "Same" responses. The evidence of 
this experiment signifies that the RVF(LH) generates an 
Incongruency delay whether the responses are "Same" or 
"Different". On the other hand, no analytic model can apply 
for either "Same" or "Different" responses within the LVF(RH) 
trials, since there was no Stroop effect in the LVF, One 
model which does not assume analytic and holistic processing 
mechanisms for "Same" and "Different" responses is Krueger's 
(1978) "Noisy-Operator" model, which handles similarly both 
error and RT data. (See Chapter on "Same-Different" responses 
for description of Krueger's model).
To conclude, predictions on a ",Same-Different" basis are less 
determining than predictions on a Visual Field basis, because 
the former are easily overshadowed by other strongly lateralized
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variables when used within the same experiment.
Experiments dealing with interference effects in Stroop-type 
stimuli/ often discuss facilitation effects in the Congruent 
condition. A comparison between the Congruent and the 
Neutral condition in this experiment revealed no such 
facilitation effects. The Congruent responses were slower 
than the Neutral responses in both visual fields. One 
reason for not finding any facilitation effects could be 
the following. A comparison between the Congruent condition 
and a Neutral condition consisting of letters made out of 
asterisks (as in this experiment) may not be able to reveal 
any facilitation effects because letters whose local level 
is not cognitively loaded (asterisks instead of i.e. letters) 
will be processed faster. Stirling and Coltheart (1977) who 
also used letters composed of asterisks as Neutral stimuli, 
failed to show a significant difference between the Congruent 
and the Neutral trials. A failure to show significant 
facilitation effects was also the result in Navon's (1977, 
Experiment 3) study and Martin's (1979b). Both of these 
latter authors used "O's" to compose their Neutral letters.
In order to test facilitation effects a comparison between 
the Congruent and the Neutral trials was attempted and to 
test interference effects (Stroop effect) a comparison between 
the Congruent and the Incongruent trials was performed. Other 
authors (Stirling and Coltheart (1977), and Martin (1979,b)) 
when they discuss the Stroop effect, refer to comparisons 
between the Incongruent and the Neutral trials. These two 
studies mentioned used Neutral stimuli of a different nature
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(the former used asterisks, the latter used "O's".
It is true that within a C-I difference, the I trials may be 
slower than C due to interference effects or the C trials may 
be faster than I due to facilitation effects in the C trials. 
Thus a C-N comparison is necessary to show whether or not 
Congruent trials facilitated the responses. In cases where 
facilitatory effects are present (C faster than N ) , then the 
Stroop effect should be revealed by an I-N comparison. In 
case however, the C trials are as fast or slower than the 
N trials then the Stroop effect should be tested by comparing 
the C and I trials as was done in Experiment 1.
The difference in the nature of the Neutral stimuli employed 
by various authors impairs comparisons across studies. A 
Neutral stimulus in this study was defined as one whose local 
level was not verbally loaded. Therefore Neutral letters were 
made out of asterisks (as in Stirling and Coltheart, 1977) , 
to avoid any interference or facilitation from occurring.
Martin (1979b) referred to her Neutral condition as the 
condition where the irrelevant aspect was neither of the possi­
ble responses. Both she and Navon (1977) used "O's" (that 
is another letter) as Neutral irrelevant elements. This 
was possible because they used a very limited set of letters 
(H's and S's) in the whole experiment. It is not, however, 
certain that by employing such "Neutral stimuli" reading the 
O's is avoided, jjt would have been highly unsatisfactory in 
Experiment 1 to construct Neutral letters whose unattended 
level was composed of another letter since such stimuli would 
not differ from the stimuli in the I condition].
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It is difficult to conclude what a Neutral stimulus should 
be in order to test facilitation effects. Even if it is 
agreed that Neutral elements with Stroop-type letter stimuli 
should be of a "non-verbal" nature (i.e. asterisks or per­
centage signs) there is still the problem of possible differ­
ential influences in the speed of processing Neutral stimuli 
comprising asterisks or other "non-verbal" elements. 
Consequently even comparisons across studies which employ 
"non-verbal" Neutral stimuli but of a different nature would 
be difficult.
The results in this experiment revealed that the LVF(RH) 
showed/interference from the local level. However, both 
visual fields were faster with the Neutral trials compared 
to the Congruent trials. This finding can be accounted for 
as follows: It is assumed that "preattentive processes"
(Neisser, 1967) (Neisser names the global, holistic processes, 
"preattentive processes". In this study as in Navon's 
(1977) , global and local processing does not discriminate 
between stages of attention but instead refers to whatever 
is attended to.) operate, which are affected by stimulus 
properties such as brightness, clarity, and which do not 
necessarily generate any visual field differences. Using 
asterisks as local elements gives a clearer picture of the 
global (large uppercase) letter and as a result both visual 
fields generate faster RTs with the Neutral stimuli.
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f^priment 2 - Local Matching
In Experiment 2, visual field performance differences were 
tested by using the same Stroop-type stimuli as in 
Experiment 1. The difference in this experiment was that 
the local level and not the global level was relevant. 
According to Navon (1977), processing the global level is 
unavoidable, and as in this experiment responses must be 
based on the local level, both levels will be processed 
before eliciting a response. Therefore, since a holistic 
strategy (as originally defined) would not be sufficient 
to handle the task, both hemispheres are "forced" to process 
analytically.
If processing the global level is unavoidable, it is pre­
dicted that when matching the letter stimuli according to 
their local level only, both visual fields should generate 
a Stroop effect. In the event that the global level can 
be avoided, then no Stroop effect should be present. If 
no transfer of information takes place in handling the task, 
then it is also predicted that the LVF (RH) will generate 
a larger Stroop effect than the RVF (LH) , due to being 
generally less efficient in analytic processing.
METHOD
Sublects
Twenty males and twenty females, all Bedford College students, 
voluntarily participated in a twenty-five minute session.
None of the subjects participated in Experiment 1. All were 
right-handed, with the same selection criteria as in the
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first experiment, with normal or corrected vision.
M a t e r i a l s
The apparatus and the nature of the stimuli were the same 
as in Experiment 1. However, in the Neutral "Same" con­
dition, letters made out of asterisks were displayed 
centrally. (See Table 6.2.4, C ^ ) . This alteration was 
necessary since the responses were locally oriented. In order 
for a response in the Neutral "Same" condition to be "Same", 
both the centrally presented letter and the lateralized one 
must be made out of asterisks. The change introduced 
may speed the responses within this condition due to possi­
ble anticipatory effects, as asterisk stimuli were always 
followed by asterisk stimuli. Cautious interpretation of 
the Neutral "Same" responses is thus necessary. (See 
Appendix 5 for the trials used in Experiment 2).
The design and the procedure of this experiment were the 
same as in Experiment 1, with the exception that the sub­
jects were instructed to disregard the global level and 
match the letters on the local level only.
RESULTS
The reaction times of the correct responses were trans­
formed into logarithms, as in Experiment 1, and an analysis 
of variance was performed on the mean scores. The factors 
in the analysis were the same as in Experiment 1 (see Table 
6.2,5 for summary of the analysis of variance and Appendix 
6 for the summary table of means).
The two main significant effects were Sex, F (1, 36) =
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Table 6.2.5: Summary of the Analysis of Vari
from Experiment 2
ance
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX 1 0.406585 0.406585 4.187*
HA 1 0.013547 0.013547 0.139
SEX.HA 1 0.002042 0.002042 0.021
r e s i d u a l 36 3.496249 0.097118 22.663
TOTAL 39 3.918423 0.100472 23^d^
SUBJ.RESPONSE STRATUM
RESPONSE 1 0.010175 0.010175 1.870
RESPONSE. SEX 1 0.000175 0.000175 0.032
RESPONSE .HA 1 0.017642 0.017642 3.242
RESPONSE.SEX.HA 1 0.013760 0.013760 2.529
RESIDUAL 36 0.195889 0.005441 1.270 .
TOTAL 40 0.237642 0.005941 1.386
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM
FIELD 1 0.004380 0.004380 0.602
FIELD.SEX 1 0.000935 0.000935 0.129
FIELD.HA 1 0.040517 0.040517 5.569**
FIELD.SEX .HA 1 0.016450 0.016450 2.261
RESIDUAL 36 0.261892 0.007275 1.698
TOTAL 40 0.324175 0.008104 1.891
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 2 0.207352 0.103676 14.393***
PATTERN. SEX 2 0.001167 0.000583 0.081
PATTERN. HA 2 0.031335 0.015667 2.175
PATTERN. SEX. HA 2 0.009485 0.004742 0.658
RESIDUAL 72 0.518628 0.007203 1.681
TOTAL 80 0.767967 0.009600 2.240
SUBJ.RESPONSE.FIELD STRATUM
RESPONSE .FIELD 1 0.000992 0.000992 0.153
flESPONSE. FIELD. SEX 1 0.003467 0.003467 0.534
RESPONSE.FIELD.HA 1 0.000350 0.000350 0.054
RESPONSE.FIELD.SEX .HA 1 0.000500 0.000500 0.077
RESIDUAL 36 0.233566 0.006488 1.514
TOTAL 40 0.238875 0.005972 1.394
SUBJ .RESPONSE .PATTERN STRATUM 
RESPONSE.PATTERN 2 0.038652 0.019326 3.706*
RESPONSE .PATTERN.SEX 2 0.026247 0.013125 2.516
RESPONSE.PATTERN.HA 2 0.031335 0.015667 3,004
RE SPONSE.PATTERN.SEX.HA 2 0.013812 0.006906 1.324
RESIDUAL 72 0.375488 0.005215 1.217
TOTAL 80 0.485533 0.006069 1.416
cent./
Table 6.2.5
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SUBJ .FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM 
FIELD.PATTERN 
FIELD .PATTERN.SEX 
FIELD .PATTERN .HA 
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ .RESPONSE .FIELD .PATTERN STRATUM 
RESPONSE .FIELD .PATTERN 
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 
RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN.HA 
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL 
GRAND MEAN
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
2 0.006247 0.003125 0.654
2 0.014582 0.007291 1.527
2 0.006125 0.003062 0.642
2 0.003832 0.001916 0.401
72 0.343715 0.004774 1.114
80 0.374500 0.004681 1.092
2 0.000300 0.000250 0.058
2 0.000015 0.000007 0.002
2 0.013522 0.006761 1.578
2 0.001222 0.000611 0.143
72 0.308542 0.004285
80 0.323800 0.004047
479 6.670915
2.9389
480
* = P <0.05 
** = P<0.025
*** = ?< 0.001
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4.187 P C  0.05, and Pattern, F (2, 72) = 14.393, P <  0.001. 
Maies (geometric mean = 812ms) were faster than females 
(929 ms), and the Neutral responses were faster (822 ms) than 
the Congruent (864 ms) and slowest of all were the Incon­
gruent responses (923 ms), indicating a Stroop effect. A 
Newman-Keuls test was used to examine the C-I-N means 
further. Responses in the Incongruent trials were signifi­
cantly slower than in the Neutral trials (P < 0.01) and 
significantly slower than in the Congruent trials (P 0.01). 
In the Congruent trials, responses were also significantly 
slower than in the Neutral trials (P < 0.05) . These 
results signify the presence of a significant Stroop effect. 
Responses from both visual fields were overall equally fast 
(RVF = 875 ms, LVF = 863 ms) .
There were two interactions in the analysis of variance
of this experiment which reached significance, the first 
being Response x Pattern (C-I-N), F (2, 72) = 3.706,
P ^ 0.05, and the second being Visual Field x Hand Assign­
ment, F (1, 36) = 5. 569, P 0.025. The first interaction 
reveals a larger Stroop effect within the "Same" responses, 
than the "Different" responses. In "Same" responses, the 
geometric mean reaction times were: C = 851 ms, I = 940 ms,
N = 795 ms, and in "Different" responses C = 877 ms, I =
90S ms, N = 850 ms (See Fig. 6.2.2). Unplanned comparisons 
revealed that the Response x Pattern (C-I) interaction was 
not significant (F (1, 72) = 2.85, P >  0.05). Note that 
the Neutral condition is excluded in the above unplanned 
comparison, so as to reveal whether the Response x Pattern 
(C-I-N) significant interaction was mainly due to the
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Neutral condition and in particular due to the speeded RTs 
in the Neutral "Same" condition (this was revealed to be 
the case since Response x Pattern (C-I) was not significant 
as tested with the unplanned comparison).
The second significant interaction mentioned above (Visual 
Field X Hand Assignment) reveals that when information was
sent to the RVF, the group using their right hand for "Same"
and left hand for "Different" matches (Group A) was faster 
than the group doing the reverse (Group B ) . However,
when the information was sent to the LVF, there was no
difference between the two groups (See Fig. 6.2.3).
It was earlier predicted that if no transfer of information 
takes place the LVF(RH) responses will generate a larger 
Stroop effect than the RVF(LH) responses. Thus the inter­
action, that was of importance to examine this, was Visual 
Field X Pattern (C-I). This interaction indicated whether 
the interference from the global level acted differently 
in the two hemispheres.
Planned comparisons were performed similar to those in 
Experiment 1. The Visual Field (RVF-LVF) x Pattern (C-I) 
interaction failed to reach significance F (1, 72) = 1.07,
P > 0.05 (see Fig. 6.2.4, P >  0.05).
Although in both visual field presentations a Stroop effect
was generated, the tendency for the LVF to show a larger 
Congruent-Incongruent difference did not reach significance.
The second planned comparison. Visual Field x Pattern (C-I)
X Sex, also failed to reach significance, F (1, 72) = 2.36,
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P ^  0.05.
The error rate in this experiment was larger than in the 
first experiment (10.1%). No overall analysis of variance 
was attempted for the same reasons as in the previous 
experiment. Related t tests were employed comparing the 
rVF v s  the LVF (t = -1.80, df = 39, P )> 0.05) and "Same" 
vs "Different" responses (t = 5.56, df = 39, P <  0.001).
"Same" trials produced significantly more errors (141) than 
"Different" trials (55). The C-I comparison tested with 
RT data in this experiment, was also tested with the error 
data. C vs I yielded a t = -3.77, df = 39, P <  0.001, 
showing that more errors were present in the Incongruent 
condition than the Congruent. The interaction Visual 
Field X  Pattern (C-I) yielded a t = 0.88, df = 39, P >  0.05 
and the interaction Response x Visual Field x Pattern 
(C-I) yielded t = 1.91, df = 39, P > 0,05. (Table 6.2.6 
represents the error data as in Experiment 1) (See Appen­
dix 7 for the error raw data.)
The results of this experiment showed a significant diffe­
rence between the C and I conditions indicating that proce­
ssing the global level was unavoidable, hence generating 
a Stroop effect; however there was no difference between 
the two visual fields in the degree of this effect. Thus 
the hypothesis that responses in LVF(RH) would show a larger 
effect was not confirmed statistically, though there was a 
tendency in the predicted direction.
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As there was no overall visual field difference in this 
task, the results contradict Martin's (1979b) finding that 
the LH responses are faster in local processing. However, 
methodological differences may account for this. Martin's 
subjects had to name the letters, a task which may introduce 
a bias towards faster LH processing. (See however Berlucchi 
et al, 1979).
Martin (1979b) as well as Navon (1977) used masks immedi­
ately after stimulus presentation. Cohen (1977) pointed 
out that in a letter display task with delayed backward 
masking (Navon and Martin used immediate masking) read out 
is faster from the RVF than the LVF. As McLean (197 8) also 
pointed out, masks m.ay affect or interfere more with high 
than low spatial frequency information. Although specula­
tive, an interaction of masking effects with visual field 
and on global/local processing may have contributed in the 
advantage of the LH in processing the local level in 
Martin's study. It is also possible that a RVF advantage 
may have been enhanced by the very small subset of letters 
from the alphabet than Martin used in her experiment (see 
Miller and Butler, 1980) .
In Experiment 2, "Same" responses were not significantly 
faster than "Different" responses.' This can be discussed 
in terms'of Bamber's model. In this model the analytic 
processor ("serial processor" in Bamber's terminology) 
elicits both "Same" and "Different" responses. When "Same" 
responses are faster then they are elicited from the fast 
'identity reporte^l (However, for Experiment 1 this
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possibility was excluded for the reasons explained). The 
conditions in this second experiment require analytic pro­
cessing, therefore the identity reporter would not elicit 
a correct response, thus allowing for the slower "serial 
processor" to elicit the response which could be of the 
same speed as "Different" responses. (Note that in the 
review of the literature it was mentioned that analytic 
processing is not necessarily serial. However, since 
Bamber’s model is under discussion here, his terminology 
for the analytic processor is used).
At this stage both the data from Experiment 1 and Experi­
ment 2, regarding "Same-Different" responses cannot be 
incorporated under a single model.
The error results followed a similar pattern to the RT data.
With the RT data there was a strong Incongruency effect as 
was the case with the increased error rate within this 
condition compared to the Congruent. The increased 
number of errors in the "Same" trials is not due to speeded 
RT since they are not faster than the "Different" trials. 
Therefore the speed-accuracy trade off explanation (Fitts,
1966) cannot be applied here.
Bamber offers interpretations for increased numbers of 
false "Same" responses to explain his data, while Krueger’s 
Model interprets an increased number of false "Different" 
responses (as he found).in a similar way that he interprets 
his RT data. Only the latter could be used to interpret the 
srror data found in Experiment 2. However, since with 
^T "Same" responses were not found to be faster than "Different'
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responses, it is doubtful whether Krueger's model should be 
used to interpret only error rates and not the RT data as 
well.
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Qgneral I2i_scu.ss_ipn. _and Conclusions of Experiments; 1 and 2
When global matching of single uppercase Stroop-type letter 
stimuli which are successively presented is required, then 
the RVF responses generate a Stroop effect while the LVF 
responses do not. This was revealed by the significant 
Visual Field x Pattern (C-I) interaction in Experiment 1.
When local matching of the same stimuli is required (Experi­
ment 2) then there is no significant difference in perfor­
mance between the two visual- fields. The responses in both 
the RVF and LVF presentations were slower for the Incon­
gruent than for Congruent trials, signifying a Stroop effect. 
The hypothesis in the second experiment predicting a larger 
Stroop effect in the LVF presentations was not met, though 
the direction of the results was as predicted.
The findings in the first experiment suggest that the Stroop 
effect found in the RVF presentations reveals analytic 
processing by the L H . The LVF responses showed no Stroop 
effect revealing thus a holistic processing strategy em­
ployed by the RH. The results of the second experiment, 
where a Stroop effect was present in both visual field pre­
sentations and an overall visual field difference was absent, 
suggest analytic processing by both the left and the right 
hemisphere, j/ui alternative interpretation is that the error 
measurement is larger than the difference between the two 
hemispheres. Equal efficiency of the two hemispheres in 
handling a task can only be shown as support to the null 
hypothesis. In the experiments of this thesis where no 
hemispheric differences were found, accepting the null 
hypothesis is considered as suggestive of equal efficiency
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and similar processing by both hemisphere^ .
The importance of the findings from Experiments 1 and 2 is 
that they do not confirm the accepted dichotomy of the LH 
processing analytically and the RH processing only holisti- 
cally. The evidence from the second experiment showed that 
it is possible under specifically designed experimental 
conditions to "force" the RH to use analytic processing 
mechanisms. The task requirements of the first experiment 
allowed for both analytic and holistic strategies to be 
employed, though it was more "economical" and efficient 
to employ a holistic processing strategy. The LH neverthe­
less failed to do so, while the RH showed evidence of 
holistic processing. Consequently, since analytic processing 
was the only strategy that could deal with the task require­
ments in the second experiment, the absolute inequality 
between the hemispheres in mode of processing is not suppor­
ted .
Bever (1975) claimed that "analytic processing requires 
more mental activity than holistic processing". In Experi­
ment 1 where the LH processed analytically and the RH 
holistically there was no RT difference between the LH 
(analytic processing) and the RH (holistic processing). 
Reaction time differences between analytic and holistic 
processing strategies may depend on factors such as stimulus 
complexity, task difficulty, mode of response. These may 
not become apparent with the highly overlearned (letter) 
stimuli which were used in Experiments 1 and 2. More 
research is necessary in order to draw any conclusions
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about the speed of holistic and analytic processing. Such 
studies must be conducted both in relation to lateralized 
presentations and central presentations so as to unconfound 
differences in the lateralized presentations which could be 
due to other factors than just the mode of processing em­
ployed.
The Stroop-type letter stimuli that were used in these 
experiments to study the analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory 
have one disadvantage. The size of the global level and 
the size of the local level is different. The former is 
larger than the latter. It can thus be concluded that the 
larger elements are processed faster than the smaller ones 
(Navon, 1977; Stirling, 1980) . Navon said that "to the 
extent that globality and relative size are ecologically 
correlated, it would just be a matter of personal choice 
which term to use". Stirling said "it may be the case that 
size differences allow attentional strategies based on 
spatial frequency to be used to attenuate the irrelevant 
aspect". Evidence from the first experiment and from the 
literature showed that when attention is globally directed, 
the* irrelevant local elements were not attenuated. Martin 
(1979a) also showed that by manipulating stimulus sparsity, 
local processing can be faster than global processing even 
though the global level is still larger in size than the 
local level. Consequently it is possible that "globality" 
is an intrinsic stimulus characteristic and its precedence 
is not due to an advantage of size over the local level 
(see also Navon, 1977) .
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The Stroop effect has frequently been interpreted in terms 
of the irrelevant information reaching the response prior 
to the relevant information. In the first experiment where 
global processing was relevant while local processing was 
irrelevant, the relevant information reached the response 
prior to the irrelevant information (global processing is 
faster than local processing (Navon, 1977)). Nevertheless 
a Stroop effect was present in the RVF presentations. It 
can thus be concluded that for the Stroop effect to occur 
it is not necessary that the irrelevant information reaches 
the response before the relevant information. If that happens 
though, as in Experiment 2, the magnitude of the Stroop 
effect may be larger.
What remains to be seen is hemispheric functioning when the 
subjects are required to consider both the global and the 
local level as relevant, hence placing equal importance 
on both these levels before responding. Experiment 3 deals 
with such a task. This experiment enforces processing both 
levels, hence requiring analytic processing.
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CHAPTER 7
LETTER STIMULI AND GLOBAL AND LOCAL MATCHING
Experiment 3 - Global and Local Matching
The purpose of Experiment 3 was to study hemispheric 
functioning in matching Stroop-type letters both globally 
and locally at the same time. Since both levels are rele­
vant to the response, analytic processing is required in 
handling the task.
According to the second experiment, the evidence showed 
that both hemispheres can apply analytic processing mecha­
nisms. There is a difference between Experiments 2 and 3 
which may increase the level of difficulty of the latter. 
Although in both Experiments 2 and 3, both the global and 
the local level are processed, in Experiment 2 this was not 
required by the task. Processing of the global and the 
local level was an interaction of automatic processing 
(global level) (involuntary processing) and voluntary con­
trolled processing (local level). In Experiment 3, both 
levels are considered relevant by the task instructions thus 
both levels are voluntarily attended to.
In summary, in Experiments 1 and 2 the Stroop effect referred 
to automatic processing of irrelevant information while in 
Experiment 3 the Stroop effect refers to a conflict between 
global level matching and local level matching when both 
levels are voluntarily attended to.
NffiTHOD
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S u b j e c t s
Ten males and ten females, all Bedford College students, 
voluntarily participated in a twenty to twenty-five minute 
session. None of the subjects participated in any of the 
two previous experiments. All were right-handed, with the 
same selection criteria as in the other experiments, with 
normal or corrected vision.
M a t e r i a l s
The apparatus and the nature of the stimuli used were the 
same as in Experiments 1 and 2. However, in this experiment 
only two Pattern conditions were employed (the Congruent 
and the Incongruent) . The Neutral condition was excluded 
for the following reasons. The comparison that was of 
interest, to reveal the Stroop effect, was between the Con­
gruent and the Incongruent trials. In the two previous 
experiments the Congruent trials when compared to the Neutral 
trials revealed no facilitation effects. Responses in the 
Neutral condition were always faster than responses in the 
Congruent condition. On the other hand, since in this experi­
ment within "Same" responses no Stroop effect was involved, a 
Neutral condition would be meaningless. Within "Different" 
responses the trials were either globally or locally different 
hence in the absence of a Congruent condition, where the 
pairs of letters are both globally and locally different, no 
facilitation effects had to be tested. It was thus decided 
to exclude the Neutral condition of Experiment 3.
Different pairs of stimuli were used in order to generate 
the trials (see Table 7.3.1 and Appendix 8 ). There were 
two conditions in "Sam.e" trials and two conditions in
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"Different" trials. In the former, in condition A, the 
centrally presented letter was a congruent letter, while 
in condition B the centrally presented letter was an 
incongruent letter (see Table 7.3.1). In the latter, 
"Different" responses, in condition C the centrally pre­
sented letter was a congruent letter and the C-L pairs 
were globally different. In condition D the centrally 
presented letter was incongruent and the C-L pairs were 
locally different. (See Table 7.3.1) (the conditions in 
all the experiments were labelled according to whether the 
centrally presented letter was a congruent or an incongruent 
letter, unless otherwise specified). To conclude, half of 
the overall number of trials had a congruent centrally 
presented letter while the remaining trials had an incon­
gruent centrally presented letter (this was equally divided 
between "Same" and "Different" trials).
Design and Procedure
Each subject was presented with 40 trials, equally divided 
between "Same" and "Different" responses. As can be seen 
in Table 7.3.1, all "Same" trials match both globally and 
locally, hence no Stroop conflict was involved. On the 
other hand, both conditions within the "Different" trials 
may generate a Stroop effect since half of these trials 
were globally different, but locally the same and the 
remaining trials were locally different and globally the 
same.
Both visual fields were presented with exactly the same 
C-L pairs. Each subject was tested under all conditions 
and the pseudorandomization that was followed was the same
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as in Experiments 1 and 2.
The procedure was identical to the procedure in the two 
previous experiments, with the exception that the subjects 
were instructed to pay attention to both the global and 
the local level. They were informed that a "Same" response 
should be elicited only when the letters matched both 
globally and locally (as in conditions A and B in Table ■ 
7.3.1). If the letters mismatched either globally or 
locally (as in conditions C and D in Table 7.3.1), the 
subjects were then instructed to consider the C-L pairs 
"Different".
Eight practice trials were used, two for each condition. 
RESULTS
The reaction times of the correct responses were transformed 
as in the other experiments and the analysis of variance 
was performed on the mean scores.
"Same" and "Different" responses were analyzed separately, 
since only the "Different" trials involved a Stroop conflict 
as defined earlier. The level of difficulty between "Same" 
and "Different" trials was thus not matched. "Same" res­
ponses were overall expected to be faster, mainly because 
they did not involve any Stroop interference.
For each analysis of variance, the variables included were 
Visual Field (RVF-LVF) and Pattern (C-I) as within subjects 
variables, and Sex (M-F) and Hand Assignment as between 
subjects variables. The factor of Hand Assignment refers
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to the following. For the analysis of variance on "Same" 
trials, the Hand Assignment factor compares the right hand 
of Group A (the group using their right hand for "Same" 
responses) versus the left hand of Group B (the group using 
their left hand for "Same" responses) . For the analysis of 
variance on "Different" trials, the reverse comparison is 
done, (the left hand of Group A versus the right hand of 
Group B) .
First the analysis of variance on "Same" trials will be 
reported and then that of the "Different" trials will 
follow.
Analysis of Variance on "Same" Trials (see Table 7.3.2 and 
Appendix 9) .
None of the main effects reached significance. Congruent 
trials (geometric mean latency = 697 ms) tended to be faster, 
although not significant, than Incongruent trials (747 ms) .
(F (1, 16) = 4.40, P >  0.05.)
One interaction was found to be significant. This was 
Visual Field x Hand Assignment F (1, 16) = 5. 804, P ( 0.05, 
(See Fig. 7.3.1). This interaction shows that the right 
hand response of Group A was faster when information was 
presented in the RVF (LH) than when presented in the LVF (RH) . 
The left hand response of Group B was slower when information 
was presented in the RVF(LH) than the LVF(RH). The diffe­
rence of the right hand (Group A) versus the left hand 
(Group B) was larger in LVF (154 ms) presentations than in 
FVF (3 ms) presentations.
2-15
Table 7.3.2: Summary of the Analysis of Variance on
"Same" Responses from Experiment 3
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX 1 0.005611 0.005611 0.151
HA 1 0.042781 0.042781 1.149
SEX.HA 1 0.147061 0.147061 3.951
RESIDUAL 16 0.595510 0.037219 10.213
TOTAL 19 0.790964 0.041630 11.423
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM
FIELD 1 0.006301 0.006301 0.934
FIELD.SEX 1 0.000281 0.000281 0.042
FIELD.HA 1 0.039161 0.039161 5.804*
FIELD.SEX.HA 1 0.000781 0.000781 0.116
RESIDUAL 16 0.107950 0.006747 1.851 V
TOTAL 20 0.154475 0.007724 2.119
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 1 0.018301 0.018301 4.400
PATTERN.SEX 1 0.008611 0.008611 2.070
PATTERN. HA 1 0.000661 0 .000661 0.159
PATTERN.SEX.HA 1 0.001051 0,001051 0.253
RESIDUAL 16 0.066550 0.004159 1.141
TOTAL 20 0.095175 0.004759 1.306
SUBJ.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD.PATTERN 1 0.002311 0.002311 0.634
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 1 0.000101 0.000101 0.028
FIELD.PATTERN.HA 1 0,009901 0.009901 2.717
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 1 0.001051 0.001051 0.288
RESIDUAL 16 0.058310 0.003644
TOTAL 20 0.071675 0.00 3584
grand TOTAL 79 1.112289
GRAND MEAN 2.8584
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 80
'k zz P<0.05
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The interaction that will always be reported in the global 
and local letter matching experiments (whether significant 
or not) is Visual Field x Pattern since it is the inter­
action that reveals hemispheric functioning in matching 
the letters both globally and locally.
The Visual Field x Pattern interaction was not significant 
(F (Ir 16) = 0.634, P y 0.05) (see Fig. 7.3.2) . There was 
only a tendency for responses in the RVF to be faster than 
responses in the LVF, however in both visual fields, res­
ponses tended to be faster with the Congruent trials than 
the Incongruent ones.
The error rate within "Same" trials (false "Different"), 
was 8 % (see Table 7.3.3 and Appendix 10) .
Table 7.3.3: Total Number of Errors in "Same" Responses 
from Experiment 3
PATTERN C I
SEX MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES TOTALS
'VISUAL FIELD
2 6 8 3 19RVF
LVF 0 3 6 6 15
TOTALS 2 9 14 9 34
Related t tests were performed to compare the Congruent 
versus the Incongruent errors. There were significantly 
fewer erros in the Congruent than the Incongruent condition 
This difference was significant at the S % level for a one
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tailed test (t = -1.76, df = 19, P / 0.05, one tailed). As 
can be seen in Table 7.3.3 the RVF had 19 errors and the 
LVF 15. This difference is very small and therefore not 
tested.
The interaction tested was Visual Field x Pattern, which 
failed to reach significance (t = 1.25, df = 1 9 ,  P >  0.05).
Analysis of Variance on "Different" Trials (see Table 7.3.4 
and Appendix 11) .
There were three significant main effects. The first one  ^
was Hand Assignment (F (1, 16) = 4.695, P <. 0.05) . The right 
hand (Group B) (geometric mean latency = 737 ms) was signi­
ficantly faster than the left hand (Group A) (881 m s ) .
The second significant main effect was Visual Field (F (1,
16) = 5.332, P ( 0.05). Responses in the RVF presentations 
were significantly faster (787 ms) than in the LVF presen­
tations (826 m s ) . This finding is consistent with the 
tendency found within "Same" responses.
The third significant main effect was Pattern (F (1, 16) =
5.756, P < 0.025). Globally different C-L pairs (766 ms) 
generated significantly faster RTs than locally different 
C-L pairs (848 ms) .
None of the interactions in this analysis of variance was 
significant. Fig. 7.3.3 represents the Visual Field x 
Pattern interaction (F (1, 16) = 0.316, P ^ 0.05). As can 
be seen from Fig, 7.3.3, the globally different responses 
were significantly faster than the locally different
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Table 7.3.4: Summary of the Analysis of Variance on
Different" Responses from Experiment 3.
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX 1 0.009031 0.009031 0.355
HA 1 0.119351 0.119351 4.695
SEX.HA 1 0.057781 0.057 781 2.273
RESIDUAL 16 0.406760 0.025422 7.649
TOTAL 19 0.592924 0.031207 9.389
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM
FIELD 1 0.008611 0.008611 5.332
FIELD.SEX 1 0.000011 0.000011 0.007
FIELD.HA 1 0.002531 0.002531 1.567
FIELD.SEX.HA 1 0.000281 0.000281 0.174
RESIDUAL 16 0.025840 0.001615 0.486
TOTAL 20 0.037275 0.001864 0.561
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 1 0.038281 0 .038281 6.756
PATTERN. SEX 1 0.001051 0.001051 0.186
PATTERN. HA 1 0.000781 0.000781 0.138
PATTERN.SEX.HA 1 0.001201 0.001201 0.212
RESIDUAL 16 0.090660 0.005666 1.705
TOTAL 20 0.131975 0.006599 1.985
SUBJ.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD.PATTERN 1 0.001051 0.001051 0.316
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 1 0.000361 0.000361 0.109
FIELD.PATTERN.HA 1 0.004651 0.004651 1.399
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 1 0.000031 0.000031 0.009
RESIDUAL 16 0.053180 0.003324
TOTAL 20 0.059275 0.002964
GRAND TOTAL 79 0.821449
GRAND MEAN 2. 9064
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 80
■k-k
* = P <0.05 
** = P<0.025
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responses in both visual fields. Overall in the RVF,
responses were faster than in the LVF.
The error rate was 15% (see Table 7.3.5, and Appendix 12)
Table 7.^ 3 .5.1_ Total Number of Errors in "Different" R e s p o n s e s  
from Experiment 3
PATTERN
C
Globally Diff.
I
Locally Diff.
SEX MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES TOTALS
VISUAL FIELD
RVF 2 4 10 16 32
LVF 3 3 13 10 29
TOTALS 5 7 23 26 61
-------
Related t tests were performed to compare the globally 
different C-L pairs (C condition) versus the locally diffe­
rent C-L pairs (I condition). This difference was signi­
ficant (t = -6.60, df = 19, P <C 0.001) . Significantly more 
errors were generated when the C-L pairs were locally 
different than when they were globally different. This 
result shows that the subjects often failed to detect local 
differences, and a response based on the global level 
("Same") led to an error. The RVF had 32 errors and the 
LVP had 29. errors. This difference is very small and no t 
test was performed. A t test was performed for the errors 
in the Visual Field x Pattern interaction which failed to
reach significance (t = -0.62, df = 19, P > 0.05) . 
DISCUSSION
In the discussions within each experiment of this chapter.
on
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ly the important main effects and interactions will be 
discussed which show right and left hemisphere matching 
efficiency of the Stroop letters, when both the global and 
the local level are relevant to the response. A general 
discussion on the other findings from these experiments 
will follow at the end of the chapter.
Discussion on "Same" Responses
As mentioned earlier no Stroop conflict was involved in 
"Same" trials. Since according to the task instructions 
both the global and the local level were relevant to the 
response analytic processing was necessary to handle the 
task efficiently. The results showed no overall significant 
RT difference or accuracy difference between the two visual 
fields, nor a significant Visual Field x Pattern inter­
action. Since the task could only be handled analytically 
it can be claimed that both hemispheres employed analytic 
processing strategies with no significant difference in 
their efficiency.
Discussion on "Different" Response^
With all the "Different" trials a Stroop conflict was 
involved. In the globally different trials matching on 
the global level led to the correct response, while matching 
on the local level led to the incorrect response, thus the 
Stroop conflict. In the remaining half trials (locally 
different) matching on the local level led to the correct 
response, while matching on the global level led to an 
error. For all the "Different" trials as in the "Same" 
trials, both levels were relevant and therefore analytic
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processing was necessary.
The results revealed a significant RT difference between 
responses in the RVF and LVF presentations. The RVF res­
ponses were faster than the LVF responses and this difference 
was not accompanied by a decrease in accuracy since both 
visual fields had the same number of errors. The RT diffe­
rence between the two visual fields was of 39 ms and could 
be either due to transfer time or due to the RH being less 
efficient in detecting global or local differences of letters 
when both levels are relevant. If the visual field diffe­
rence was due to transfer time it must be assumed that it 
was due either to the RH not processing analytically 
(processing-oriented difference) or due to the RH not pro­
cessing the letter stimuli (stimulus-oriented difference) 
or even due to both of the above. The evidence from Experi­
ments 1 and 2 (where the same letter stimuli were used and 
where analytic processing was involved) does not support 
the above possibilities.
If on the other hand the visual field difference was due to 
the RH being less efficient than the LH in analytic processing 
of letter stimuli, then it is possible that such a diffe­
rence may have been enhanced by an increased task diffi­
culty. In this experiment both levels had to be voluntarily ■ 
attended to unlike in Experiment 2 where only one level was 
relevant to the response (though both experiments involved 
analytic processing).
For both the RVF and the LVF presentations it was easier 
(faster RT and fewer errors) to detect global differences
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than local differences. This shows that when the correct 
response comes from local matching, global interference is 
greater than when the correct response comes from global 
matching which is in conflict with local level matching.
The above finding is consistent with evidence from Navon 
(1977, Experiment 4). Navon ' s subjects had to match pairs 
of simple patterns of geometrical forms and found that 
global differences were more frequently detected than local 
differences.
In addition, because global processing is faster than local 
processing (Navon, 1977), in the globally different trials 
the correct response (global comparison) arrives faster 
than the incorrect interfering response (local comparison). 
In the locally different trials the incorrect response 
(global comparison) arrives faster than the correct response 
(local comparison). Self-terminating the response in the 
former case may generate faster reaction times compared to 
the latter. However evidence from Experiment 1 (global 
matching) showed that responses were not self-terminated 
when global matching (correct responses) was completed (the 
presence of a Stroop effect excluded self-terminating 
responses in Experiment 1) . Consequently the former inter­
pretation, namely that global interference is larger than 
local interference in matching Stroop-type letters is 
favoured.
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F . x p eriment. 4 - Global and Local Matching
As was mentioned in Experiment 3, within the "Different" 
trials, the globally different trials had congruent 
letters presented centrally, while the locally different 
ones had incongruent letters presented centrally. The 
significant delay found with the locally different trials 
could be also due to the incongruent letters presented 
centrally unlike in the globally different trials. The 
purpose of Experiment 4 was to control for possible diffe­
rences between the globally and locally different trials 
due to the kind of stimulus presented in the centre.
Experiment 3 was therefore repeated with only one diffe­
rence. In the condition where the C-L pairs were globally 
different, the centrally.presented letter was incongruent, 
and in the condition where the C-L pairs were locally 
different the centrally presented letter was congruent. 
Therefore, if the difference in Experiment 3 between the 
globally and locally different trials was mainly due to 
other reasons than the nature of the centrally presented 
letter, then in Experiment 4, global differences should be 
detected faster than local differences as was found in the 
third experiment.
Concurrently, since the rest of the experiment is identical 
to Experiment 3, it is of interest to test whether the 
RVF(l h ) superiority evidenced in the previous experiment 
(in "Different" responses mainly) will re-appear here.
METHOD
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Ten males and ten females, all Bedford College students, 
voluntarily participated in a twenty to twenty-five minute 
session. None of the subjects participated in any of the 
three previous experiments. All were right-handed, with 
the same selection criteria as in the other experiments, 
with normal or corrected vision.
M a t e r i a l s
The apparatus, the nature of the stimuli, the design and 
procedure were all exactly the same as Experiment 3. The 
only differences was in the "Different" trials. The globally 
different trials had an incongruent centrally presented 
letter (Incongruent condition) and the locally different 
trials had a congruent centrally presented letter (Congruent 
condition) (see Table 7.4.6, D, C , ,and Appendix 13).
RESULTS
The reaction times of the correct responses were trans­
formed as in the previous experiments and the analysis of 
variance was performed on the mean scores. The variables 
included in the analysis for "Same" responses and for 
"Different" responses were the same as in Experiment 3.
Analysis of Variance on "Same" Trials (see Table 7.4.7 and 
Appendix 14)
The only significant main effect was Pattern (F (1, 16) =
29.691, P <( 0.001) . Responses in the Congruent trials 
(geometric mean = 714 ms) were significantly faster than
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Table IA^.7: Summary of the Analysis of Variance on
"Same" Responses from Experiment: 4
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX 1 0.041405 0.041405 1.565
HA 1- 0.000080 0.000080 0.003
SEX.HA 1 0.012500 0.012500 0.472
r es i d u a l 16 0.423310 0.026457 4.347
total 19 0.477295 0.025121 4.128
SUBJ.f i e l d STRATUM
FIELD 1 0.002645 0.002645 0.629
FIELD.SEX 1 0.000245 0.000245 0.058
FIELD,HA 1 0.007220 0.007220 1.717
FIELD .SEX.HA 1 0.000500 0.000500 0.119
RESIDUAL 16 0.067290 0.004206 0.691
TOTAL 20 0.077900 0.003895 0.640
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 1 0.076880 0 .076880 29.691 *
PATTERN. SEX 1 0.002420 0.002420 0.935
PATTERN. HA 1 0.003125 0.003125 1.207
PATTERN. SEX.HA 1 0.000845 0.000845 0.326
RESIDUAL 16 0.041430 0.002589 0.425
TOTAL 20 0.124700 0.006235 1.025
SUBJ.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD. PATTERN 1 0.000320 0.000320 0.053
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 1 0.002880 0 .002880 0.473
FIELD.PATTERN.HA 1 0.000005 0.000005 0.001
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX .HA 1 0.001125 0.001125 0.185
RESIDUAL 16 0.097370 0.006086
TOTAL 20 0.101700 0.005085
GRAND TOTAL 79 0.781595
GRAND MEAN 2 .8847
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 80
* = P 40.001
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in the Incongruent trials (824 m s ) . This result is in 
agreement with the tendency found in Experiment 3 , in 
"Same" responses. There was no other significant main 
effect or interaction in this analysis. The non-significant 
Visual Field x Pattern interaction (F (1, 16) = 0.053,
P >  0.05) is represented in Fig. 7.4.4. As can be seen 
from Fig. 7.4.4, responses from both visual fields were 
faster with the Congruent trials than the Incongruent trials, 
with no significant reaction time diffference between the 
two visual fields.
The error rate was 12.5% (See Table 7.4.8 and Appendix 15).
Table 7.4.8: Total Number of Errors in "Same" Responses 
from Experiment 4
PATTERN C I
SEX MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES TOTALS
VISUAL FIELD 
RVF 3 8 6 4 21
LVF 5 10 5 9 29
TOTALS 8 18 11 13
-
50
Related t tests showed no significant difference between 
the errors made in the Congruent condition versus the 
Incongruent condition (t = 0.30, df = 19, P ^ 0.05). There 
was also no difference between the number of errors found 
in the RVF versus the LVF (t = -1.21, df = 19, P > 0.05) .
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Finally the interaction tested, Visual Field x Pattern, also 
failed to reach significance (t = 0 , df = 19, p ) 0.05).
Analysis of_Variance on "Different" Trials (see Table 7.4.9, 
and Appendix 16) .
The only significant main effect was Pattern (F (1, 16) = 
34.296, P C  0.001) . The globally different trials (Incon­
gruent condition) (geometric mean = 7 5  3 ms) generated 
significantly faster responses than the locally different 
trials (Congruent condition) (875 m s ) .
Visual Field interacted significantly with Hand Assignment 
(F (1, 16) = 4.704, P < 0.05) (see Fig. 7.4.5). The inter­
action shows that with the left hand responses (Group A ) ,
RT was faster in the RVF presentations than the LVF. With 
the right hand responses (Group B), RT was slower in the 
RVF presentations than the LVF. The difference of the 
right hand (Group B) versus the left hand (Group A) was 
larger in LVF (82 ms right hand faster) presentations than 
in RVF presentations (15 ms, left hand faster).
No'other interaction reached significance. Visual Field x 
Pattern (not significant) is represented in Fig. 7.4.6 
(F (1, 16) = 0.002, P y  0.05). As can be seen in Fig. 7.4.6 
there was no RT difference between the RVF and LVF responses 
Both detected globally different C-L pairs faster than 
locally different C-L pairs.
The error rate for the "Different" responses was 9 %  (see 
Table 7.4.10 and Appendix 17).
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Table 7.4.9: Summary of the Analysis of Variance on
/Different Responses from Experiment 4
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX 1 0.015125 0.015125 0.516
HA 1 0.006480 0.006480 0.221
SEX .HA 1 0.041405 0.041405 1.412
r e s i d u a l 16 0.469170 0.029323 14.026
TOTAL. 19 0.532180 0.028009 13.398
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM
FIELD 1 0.000720 0.000720 0.250
FIELD.SEX 1 0.001125 0.001125 0.391
FIELD.HA 1 0.013520 0.013520 4.704*
FIELD.SEX.HA 1 0.006845 0.006845 2.381
RESIDUAL 16 0.045990 0.002874 1.375
TOTAL 20 0.068200 0.003410 1.631
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 1 0.085805 0.085805 34.296**
PATTERN.SEX 1 0.000320 0.000320 0.128
PATTERN.HA 1 0.009245 0.009245 3.695
PATTERN.SEX .HA 1 0.000500 0.000500 0.200
RESIDUAL 16 0.040030 0.002502 1.197
TOTAL 20 0.135900 0.006795 3.250
SUBJ.FIELD .PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD. PATTERN 1 0.000005 0.000005 0.002
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 1 0.000180 0.000180 0.086
FIELD.PATTERN.HA 1 0.001445 0.001445 0.691
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 1 0.002420 0.002420 1.158
RESIDUAL 16 0.033450 0.002091
TOTAL 20 0.037500 0.001875
GRAND TOTAL 79 0.773780
GRAND MEAN 2.9095
TOTM. NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 80
* = P<0.05
** = P<0,001
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Tsble 7.4.10: Total Number of Errors in "Different" Responses
from Experiment 4
PATTERN CLocally Diff.
!
I
Globally Diff.
SEX MAXES FEMALES MALES FEMALES TOTALS
VISUAL FIELD 
RVF 5 10 2 1 18
LVF 2 12 2 2 18
TOTALS 7 22 4 3 36
The globally different (I) trials generated a significantly 
lower number of errors than the locally different (C) trials, 
(t = -2.39/ df = 19/ P <  0.05). Both visual fields gene­
rated exactly the same number of errors. The interaction 
Visual Field x Pattern was not significant (t = 0.45/ df =
19/ P) 0.05) .
Discussion on "Same" Responses
The conditions and the trials used in this experiment for 
"Same" responses were identical to those of the previous 
experiment. The results revealed no hemispheric difference 
in processing analytically. There was no difference either 
in RT or accuracy/ between responses from the RVF and LVF 
presentations. These results are consistent with Experiment 
3.
Responses from both the RVF and the LVF presentations were 
faster with Congruent trials than Incongruent trials. This 
significant C —I difference is consistent with the same C—I
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tendency found in Experiment 3. In "Same" trials, both in 
the Congruent and in the Incongruent condition the two 
letters to be matched were completely identical (matched both 
globally and locally). As mentioned earlier the C-I compa­
rison within "Same" trials does not reveal any Stroop effect 
since there is no Stroop conflict involved in matching the 
letters. The C-I comparison then is of interest in terms 
of facilitation effects arising in the Congruent condition.
In Experiment 4 the significant C-I difference reveals a 
facilitation effect originating from the Congruent trials. 
This facilitation effect was present in both the RVE and 
LVF responses .
Discussion on "Different" Responses
As in Experiment 3, half of the "Different" trials were 
globally different while the remaining half were locally 
different. The difference between Experiments 3 and 4 lay 
in the nature of the centrally presented letter in each 
condition. For the globally different trials in Experiment 
4,' the centrally presented letter was incongruent and for 
the locally different trials it was congruent.
The results revealed neither RT nor accuracy differences 
between the RVF and LVF responses. Visual Field did not 
interact with Pattern; both hemispheres were significantly 
faster in responding to globally different than locally 
different trials. As the results in both Experiments 3 and 
4 showed similar differences between the globally and
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locally different trials can be claimed that the nature of 
the centrally presented letter (congruent or incongruent) 
(which varied between the two experiments) did not affect 
the direction of the differences between detecting global 
and local differences.
The significance of the finding in this experiment is that 
the analytic mechanism which was (necessarily) adopted by 
both hemispheres did not generate any difference between 
them. This finding is inconsistent with Experiment 3, where 
the RVF responses were found to be faster than the LVF 
responses. This discrepancy between Experiments 3 and 4 is 
difficult to account for, and the difference in the design 
between the two experiments is unlikely to have caused it. 
This issue will be discussed further in relation to all the 
letter experiments.
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Experiment 5 - Global and Local Matc h i n g
The interest underlying Experiment 5 was to study analytic 
processing further in the two visual fields under slightly 
different conditions. It was decided to present the sub­
jects, in the "Different" condition, with centrally presented 
letters which would always be incongruent and with latera- 
lized letters which would always be congruent. As in 
Experiments 3 and 4, half of these "Different" trials 
would be globally different while the remaining would be 
locally different. The purpose of the above manipulation 
was to test whether the results in the RVF and LVF presen­
tations of Experiments 3 and 4 in "Different" trials were 
determined more by the nature of the lateralized letters 
(100 ms exposure) which were always incongruent or by the 
centrally presented letters (1 second exposure). Thus it 
was decided to have only incongruent central letters and 
congruent lateralized letters; hence increasing the memory 
load of all the centrally presented letters. The "Same" 
trials were identical to the other two experiments, 
since they cannot be similarly manipulated.
METHOD
Sub iects
Ten males and ten females, all Bedford College students, 
were paid to participate in this experiment, which lasted 
for twenty to twenty-five minutes. None of the subjects 
participated in any of the previous experiments. All were 
right-handed, with the same selection criteria as in the 
other experiments, with normal or corrected vision.
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Materials
The experiment was similar to Experiments 3 and 4 with only 
the following difference, in the "Different" trials. All 
the centrally presented letters were incongruent in nature 
and all the lateralized letters were congruent (see Table 
7.5.11 and Appendix 18). Half of these were globally 
different and the remaining were locally different. The 
two conditions in "Different" responses were labelled 
according to whether the trials were globally different 
(Global) or locally different (Local) .
RESULTS
The reaction times of the correct responses were transformed 
as in the other experiments and an analysis of variance was 
performed on the mean scores. "Same" responses were again 
analyzed separately from "Different" responses, and the 
variables included in each analysis of variance were the 
same as in Experiments 3 and 4.
Analysis of Variance on "Same" Trials (See Table 7.5.12 and 
Appendix 19) .
The only significant main effect was Pattern (F (1, 16) =
10.147, P <  0.01). Responses from the Congruent trials were 
faster (geometric mean = 765 ms) than from the Incongruent 
trials (894 ms) , as was found in Experiment 4 and similar to 
the tendency in Experiment 3. It must be mentioned however, 
that in this experiment, the Congruent condition in "Same" 
responses was the only condition that had as centrally 
presented letters Congruent letters. Possible anticipatory
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Table 7.5.12: Summary of the Analysis of Variance on
"Same" Responses from Experiment 5
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX 1 0.012251 0.012251 0.187
HA 1 0.001201 0.001201 0.018
SEX.HA 1 0.020801 0.020801 0.317
r e s i d u a l 16 1.050220 0.065639 26.099
TOTAL 19 1.084474 0.057078 22.695
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM
FIELD 1 0.005951 0.005951 0.867
FIELD.SEX 1 0.003001 0.003001 0.437
FIELD .HA 1 0.000031 0.000031 0.005
FIELD.SEX .HA 1 0.000661 0.000661 0.096
r e s i d u a l 16 0.109780 0.006861 2.728
TOTAL 20 0.119425 0.005971 2.374
SUBJ .PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 1 0.091801 0.091801 10.147
PATTERN. SEX 1 0.001901 0.001901 0.210
PATTERN.HA 1 0.006301 0.006301 0.696
PATTERN.SEX .HA 1 0.000061 0.000061 0.007
RESIDUAL 16 0.144760 0.009048 3.597
TOTAL 20 0.244825 0.012241 4.867
SUBJ.FIELD .PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD.PATTERN 1 0.015401 0.015401 6.124
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 1 0.004651 0.004651 1.849
FIELD .PATTERN.HA 1 0.001051 0.001051 0.418
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 1 0.003781 0.003781 1.503
RESIDUAL 16 0.040240 0.002515
TOTAL 20 0.065125 0.003256
GRAND TOTAL 79 1.513849
GRAND MEAN 2.9176
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 80
* = P<0.05 
** = P< 0.01
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effects may have also contributed in the significant C-I 
difference found.
There was only one significant interaction. This was 
Visual Field x Pattern (F (1, 16) = 6.124, P <0.05) and is 
represented in Fig. 7.5.7. As can be seen from Fig. 7.5.7, 
there is a smaller RT difference between the two visual 
fields in the Congruent condition while in the Incongruent 
condition the LVF responses are slower. This interaction 
was not present in Experiments 3 and 4. The means were 
tested further by using the Newman-Keuls test. The only 
difference that was not significant was the difference 
between the two visual fields in the Congruent condition.
The important differences were the following: C versus I
in the RVF (P <  0.05) , C versus I in the LVF (P 0.01), 
and RVF versus LVF in the I condition (P <  0.05) .
The error rate was 16.25% (see Table 7.5.13 and Appendix 20)
Table 7.5.13: Total Number of Errors in "Same" Responses
from Experiment 5
PATTERN C I
SEX MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES TOTALS
VISUAL FIELD
RVF 5 6 10 9 30
LVF 6 10 12 7 35
t o t a l s 11 16 22 16 65
Related t tests revealed no significant differences between
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the Congruent and Incongruent conditions in the number of 
errors (t = 1.61, df = 19, P >0.05) nor between the RVF 
and LVF presentations (t = 0.80, df = 19, P'> 0.05). The 
interaction Visual Field x Pattern was also not significant 
(t = 0.65, df = 19, P >0.05) .
Analysis of Variance on "Different" Trials (see Table 7.5.14 
and Appendix 21).
There was only one significant main effect. This was 
Pattern (F (1, 16) = 9.151, P < 0.01), which revealed that 
responses in globally different trials were significantly 
faster (geometric mean = 785 ms) than in locally different 
trials (891 ms) .
The only interaction that reached significance was Pattern 
X Hand Assignment (F (1, 16) = 5.069, P < 0.05). This 
interaction is represented in Fig. 7.5.8 and reveals that 
the right hand responses (Group B) showed a larger RT 
difference between the globally and locally different 
trials while the left hand responses (Group A) showed a 
smaller such difference. Overall (although not signifi­
cantly so) the right hand (Group B) tended to be faster 
than the left hand (Group A) .
The Visual Field x Pattern interaction was not significant.
It is represented in Fig. 7.5.9 (F (1, 16) = 0.001, P > 0.05) 
As can be seen from Fig. 7.5.9 responses from both visual 
fields were faster when detecting global differences than 
local differences.
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Table 7«5.14. Summary of the Analysis of Variance on
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX 1 0.00741 0.00741 0.146
HA 1 0.15931 0.15931 3.146
SEX .HA 1 0.01830 0.01830 0.361
RESIDUAL 16 0.81030 0.05064 2.987
TOTAL 19 0.99532 0.05239 3.090
SUBJ .FIELD STRATUM
FIELD 1 0.00496 0.00496 0.494
FIELD.SEX 1 0.00066 0.00066 0.066
FIELD.HA 1 0.03655 0.03655 3.639
FIELD.SEX.HA 1 0.00010 0.00010 0.010
RESIDUAL 16 0.16070 0.01004 0.592
TOTAL 20 0.20297 0.01015 0.599
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 1 0.05995 0.05995 9.151**
PATTERN.SEX 1 0.01431 0.01431 2.185
PATTERN.HA 1 0.03321 0.03321 5.069*
PATTERN.SEX.HA 1 0.00078 0.00078 0.119
RESIDUAL 16 0.10482 0.00655 0,386
TOTAL 20 0.21308 0.01065 0.628
SUBJ.FIELD .PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD. PATTERN 1 0.00001 0.00001 0.001
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 1 0.04851 0.04851 2.861
FIELD .PATTERN.HA 1 0.01378 0.01378 0.813
FIELD. PATTERN. SEX .HA 1 0.01711 0.01711 1.009
RESIDUAL 16 0.27126 0.01695
TOTAL 20 0.35067 0.01753
GRAND TOTAL 79 1.76205
GRAND MEAN 2. 922
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 80
* =P4:0.05
** =P< 0.01
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The error rate was 11.25% (see Table 7.5.15 and Appendix 
22).
Table 7.5.15: Total Number of Errors in "Different
Responses from Experiment 5
PATTERN Globally Diff. Locally Diff.
SEX MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES TOTALS
VISUAL FIELD 
RVF 1 3 10 7 21
LVF 4 4 3 13 24
TOTALS 5 7 13 20 45
The only significant difference was found between the 
globally different and locally different trials (t = -2.41, 
df = 19, P <  0.05) . There were significantly more errors 
in the local detection differences. The RVF and LVF 
difference was not tested (RVF = 21 errors, LVF = 24 errors) 
Visual Field x Pattern was not found to be significant 
(t = 0.89, df = 19, P >  0.05) .
Discussion on "Same" Responses
The conditions and the trials used in "Same" responses were 
again identical to both Experiments 3 and 4. Although 
there was no significant difference between the two visual 
fields in this experiment. Visual Field interacted signifi­
cantly with Pattern. This interaction was not present in 
Experiments 3 and 4. In Experiment 5, responses in the
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Incongruent condition were significantly slower in the 
LVF than in the RVF presentations. Although "Same" trials 
were always identical in the experiments of Chapter 7, 
because the nature of the letters (congruent or incongruent) 
in "Different" trials was altered, this affected the overall 
frequency of congruent and incongruent lateralized letters.
For example, because it was decided in this experiment, 
that all "Different" lateralized letters would be congruent, 
the overall frequency of the incongruent lateralized letters 
was decreased. As can be seen in Table 7.5.11, (unlike 
in the other experiments) the I condition in "Same" trials 
was the only condition where the lateralized stimuli were 
incongruent in nature.
It is therefore suggested that the delay found in this 
condition from the LVF(RH) responses only, may indicate 
that the RH is sensitive to the low frequencies of incon­
gruent lateralized letters.
In Experiments 3 and 4 where there was a low frequency 
of congruent lateralized letters there was no significant 
difference in RT between the two visual field presentations. 
It is therefore suggested that the significance of the 
above Visual Field x Pattern interaction may lie in the 
combination of the low frequency and the incongruent nature 
of the lateralized letters in the Incongruent, "Same" 
condition. A difference in efficiency of analytic processing 
between the two hemispheres, could predict such an impair-' 
ment in the RH's performance in tasks which increase the 
level of difficulty of analytic processing by manipulating
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such variables as stimulus complexity, task difficulty, 
stimulus frequency, mode of response and others.
niscussion on "Different" Responses
In the "Different" trials the centrally presented letters 
were always incongruent and the lateralized letters were 
always congruent. The results revealed no significant 
visual field differences. Both hemispheres employed 
analytic processing mechanisms with equal efficiency. This 
finding is consistent with Experiment 4. Detecting global 
differences was faster than detecting local differences in 
both RVF and LVF presentations. This latter finding is in 
accordance with both Experiments 3 and 4. Making all the 
centrally presented letters incongruent and the lateralized 
letters congruent did not change the pattern of results 
found in the two previous experiments within "Different" 
responses for comparisons between globally and locally 
different trials.
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riment 6 - Global and Local Matching
E x p e r i m e n t  6 w as  d e s i g n e d  t o  t e s t  w h e t h e r  a  p o s s i b l e  
d e c r e a s e  i n  RT d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e  g l o b a l l y  a n d  l o c a l l y  
d i f f e r e n t  t r i a l s  ( " D i f f e r e n t "  r e s p o n s e s )  w o u l d  i n t e r a c t  
w i t h  V i s u a l  F i e l d  t o  r e v e a l  p e r f o r m a n c e  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  
th e  tw o  h e m i s p h e r e s .
In order to achieve a reduction in RT difference between 
the two conditions in the "Different" trials, these conditions 
were manipulated as follows. In the globally different 
trials (which in all experiments were found to generate 
faster RTs), the lateralized letters were always incong­
ruent and in the locally different trials the lateralized 
letters were always congruent. In all the "Different" 
trials the central letters were incongruent as in Experiment 
5 (see Table 7.6.16. C, D) .
If matching central letters to congruent lateralized 
letters is easier than matching to incongruent lateralized 
letters (with equal stimulus frequencies) then a smaller 
RT difference is expected between the Global and Local 
conditions and an interaction with Visual Field if either 
the congruent or the incongruent lateralized letters affect 
the comparison task within "Different" responses differently 
in either hemisphere.
In this experiment frequencies of the congruent and incon­
gruent lateralized letters were equal unlike in the other 
experiments of this chapter.
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m e t h o d
snhjects
Ten males and ten females, all Bedford College students, 
were paid to participate in a twenty to twenty-five minute 
session. None of the subjects participated in any of the 
previous experiments. All were right-handed, with the same 
selection criteria as in the other experiments, with normal 
or corrected vision.
Materials
The whole experiment was similar to Experiments 3, 4 and 5, 
with only one difference. Half of the "Different" trials, 
had a congruent letter lateralized and were locally diffe­
rent (LOCAL (C)) and the remaining had an incongruent letter 
lateralized and were globally different (GLOBAL (I)) (See 
Table 7.6.16 and Appendix 23). "Same" responses were as in 
the previous experiment.
RESULTS
The reaction times of the correct responses were transformed 
as previously and the analysis of variance was again per­
formed on the mean scores. The variables included in the 
analysis of variance for "Same" and for "Different" res­
ponses were the same as in Experiments 3, 4 and 5.
Analysis of Variance on "Same" Trials (see Table 7.6.17 and 
Appendix 24).
There were two significant main effects. The first one was 
Hand Assignment (F (1, 16) = 7..679, P < 0.025). The left 
band responses (Group B) were faster (geometric mean = 675 
than the right hand responses (Group A) (852 ms) .
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Table 7.6.17: Sunmiary of the Analysis of Variance on "Same"
Responses from Experiment 6.
SOURCE OF VARIATION
SUBJ STRATUM 
SEX 
HA
SEX.HA
r e s i d u a l
TOTAL
SUBJ. FIELD STRATUM 
FIELD 
FIELD .SEX 
FIELD.HA 
FIELD.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM 
PATTERN 
PATTERN.SEX 
PATTERN. HA 
PATTERN. SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.FIELD .PATTERN STRATUM 
FIELD. PATTERN 
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 
FIELD.PATTERN.HA 
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL 
GRAND MEAN
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
DF SS MS F
1 0.044180 0.044180 1.663
1 0.204020 0.204020 7.679*
1 0.008000 0.008000 0.301
16 0.425100 0.026569 13.080
19 0.681300 0.035858 17.653
1 0.002000 0.002000 0.331
1 0.000500 0.000500 0.083
1 0.010580 0.010580 1.750
1 0.002000 0.002000 0.331
16 0.096720 0.006045 2.976
20 0.111800 0.005590 2.752
1 0.160205 0.160205 39.532**
1 0.000125 0.000125 0.031
1 0.001125 0.001125 0.278
1 0.000605 0.000605 0.149
16 0.064840 0.004053 1.995
20 0.226900 0.011345 5.585
1 0.003125 0.003125 1.538
1 0.000125 0.000125 0.062
1 0.004205 0.004205 2.070
1 0.000845 0.000845 0.416
16 0.032500 0.002031
20 0.040800 0.002040
79 1.060800
2.8800
80
* = P< 0.025
** = P<0.001
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The second significant main effect was Pattern (F (1, 16)
= 39.532/ P 0.001) . The Congruent trials generated 
faster responses (684 ms) than the Incongruent trials 
(841 ms) . No other main effect or interaction was signi­
ficant. The non-significant Visual Field x Pattern inter­
action (F (1, 16) = 1.538, P >  0.05) is presented in Fig. 
7.6.10. As can be seen from Fig. 7.6.10, responses from 
both visual fields were faster with Congruent C-L pairs 
than Incongruent C-L pairs and there was no overall RT 
difference between the RVF and the LVF responses.
The error rate was 15.7% (see Table 7.6.18 and Appendix 
25).
Table 7.6.18: Total Number of Errors in "Same" Responses
from Experiment 6
PATTERN C I
SEX MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES TOTALS
VISUAL FIELD 
RVF 5 7 7 16 35
•LVF 5 8 8 7 28
TOTALS 10 15 15 23 63
Related t tests revealed no significant difference between 
the Congruent and Incongruent condition (t = -2.09, df = 19 
P = 0.05) . The number of errors tended to be larger in the 
I condition. There was also no significant difference 
between the RVF and the LVF (t = 1.52, df = 19, P > 0.05)
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nor did the Visual Field x Pattern interaction reach signi­
ficance (t = -1.50, df = 19, P>0.05).
Analysis of Variance on "Different" Trials (see Table 7.6.19 
and Appendix 26).
The following main effects were significant. Hand Assignment 
(F (1/ 16) = 9.460, P < 0.01). The right hand responses
(Group B) were faster (geometric mean = 713 ms) than the left 
hand responses (Group A) (903 ms) .
Visual Field was also significant (F (1, 16) = 4.588,
P <  0.05). The LVF (RH) responses were faster (783 ms) than 
the RVF(LH) (822 ms) responses.
The third significant main effect was Pattern (F (1, 16) =
48.546, P 0.001). The globally different trials generated 
faster (744 ms) RTs than the locally different trials (865 ms) , 
even though in the globally different C-L pairs the laterali­
zed letters were incongruent, which could have as a result 
delayed responses in this condition.
There were two significant interactions. Visual Field x
Pattern x Hand Assignment (F (1, 16) = 4.984, P 0.05)
and Visual Field x Pattern x Sex x Hand Assignment (F (1, 16)
= 4.738, P <  0.05) (see the summary table in Appendix 26 for 
the four way interaction).
The error rate was 9.50% (see Table 7.6.20 and Appendix 27).
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Table 7.6.19: Summary of the Analysis of Variance on
"Different” Responses from Experiment 6
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS
SUBJ STRATUM 
SEX 
HA
SEX.HA
r es id u al
TOTAL
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM 
FIELD 
FIELD.SEX 
FIELD.HA 
FIELD.SEX.HA
res id u al
TOTAL
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM 
PATTERN 
PATTERN. SEX 
PATTERN. HA 
PATTERN. SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM 
FIELD. PATTERN 
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 
FIELD.PATTERN.HA 
FIELD.PATTERN .SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL 79 0.829580
GRAND MEAN 2.9043
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 80
MS
1 0.021125 0.021125 0.951
1 0.210125 0.210125 9.460**
1 0.028880 0.028880 11.300
16 0.355400 0.022212 13.840
20 0.615530 0.032396 20.185
1 0.008820 0.008820 4.588*
1 0.003645 0.003645 1.896
1 0.008405 0.008405 4:372
1 0.000020 0.000020 0.010
16 0.030760 0.001923 1.198
20 0.051650 0.002583 1.609
1 0.085805 0.085805 48.546'
1 0.005780 0.005780 3.270
1 0.000080 0.000080 0.045
1 0.000005 0.000005 0.003
16 0.028280 0.001767 1.101
20 0.119950 0.005998 3.737
1 0.000845 0.000845 0.526
1 0.000320 0.000320 0.199
1 0.008000 0.008000 4.984
1 0.007605 0.007605 4.738
16 0.025680 0.001605
20 0.042450 0.002122
■k-k-k
* = P<0.05
** = P< 0.01
*** = P< 0.001
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Table 7.6.20: Total Number of Errors in "Different Responses
frnm Experiment 6
PATTERN Globally Diff. Locally Diff.
SEX MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES TOTALS
VISUAL FIELD 
RVF 1 0 11 5 17
LVF 5 0 9 7 21
TOTALS 6 0 20 12 38
Related t tests revealed significantly more errors within 
the locally different than the globally different trials 
(t = -3.42, df= 19, P < 0.01). The RVF and LVF had a very 
small and insignificant difference (t = -0.60, df = 19,
P > 0.05) in errors and the Visual Field x Pattern inter­
action was not significant (t = -0.64, df = 19, P > 0.05).
DISCUSSION
Discussion on "Same" Responses
As was found in the previous experiments, responses in 
the Congruent condition were faster than in the Incongruent 
condition, revealing facilitation effects in matching 
Congruent pairs of letters. The magnitude of the C-I 
difference may have also been increased by possible antici­
patory effects in the C trials as a congruent central letter 
Was always followed by a congruent lateralized letter. As 
in Experiments 3 and 4, there was no difference in analytic 
processing between the two hemispheres. Responses from
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both visual field presentations were equally fast and 
accurate within both the C and I condition. Contrary to 
Experiment 5, as in this experiment the frequencies of the 
congruent and incongruent lateralized letters were equal, 
there was no RT difference between the two hemispheres in 
the Incongruent "Same" condition. It is thus possible, 
though further investigation is necessary, that the right 
and the left hemisphere are not similarly affected by 
changes in the frequencies of incongruent lateralized 
letters.
Discussion on "Different" Responses
In this experiment the globally different trials had incon­
gruent lateralized letters while the locally different 
trials had congruent lateralized letters. This however, did 
not decrease the difference between these two conditions as 
initially expected. The LVF(RH) responses were found to be 
significantly faster than the RVF(LH) responses, however, 
the significant four-way interaction found in this experiment 
complicates the results and no clear-cut conclusions can be 
drawn.
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qnmmarv. Conclusions and Discussion of Experiments 3-6
The purpose of Experiments 3-6 was to study hemispheric 
functioning in matching Stroop-type letter stimuli when 
both the global and the local level are relevant to the 
response. Unless the mode of processing adopted by the 
hemispheres was analytic, the task requirements could not 
have been met.
One major difference between the first two experiments (1-2) 
and the four later experiments (3-6) was that the former 
incorporated reporting on one level of the stimulus (either 
the global or the local) while in the later experiments 
divided attention on the two levels of the stimulus (both 
the global and the local level) was required. In Stroop 
experiments it is usually assumed that automatic processing 
of the unreported dimension takes place which may either 
interfere (if conflicting) or facilitate responses (if 
congruent). Logan (1980) challenged this interpretation.
He claimed that with unequal frequencies of congruent and 
incongruent stimuli, facilitation and interference effects 
will occur not only from automatic processing but from 
attentional processing also. By attentional processing he 
referred to divided attention between an unreported and a 
reported dimension which is a possible strategy that can 
be employed with unequal stimulus frequencies (the stimulus 
frequency will determine whether an incongruent stimulus 
will generate interference or faciliation in divided atten­
tion (Logan and Zbrodoff, 1979)). It is not possible 
however in Experiments 1 and 2 to know whether the Stroop
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effect was due to automatic processing of the irrelevant 
level (involuntary attention) or due to divided attention 
(voluntary attention) between the relevant and the irrele­
vant level. Neverthelesss whether automatic processing is 
involved or divided attention between a relevant and an 
irrelevant dimension or divided attention between two rele­
vant dimensions (as in Experiments 3-6) analytic processing 
is involved.
The differences in design between Experiments 3-6 lay in 
the "Different" responses only. "Same" responses were 
always'identical in these experiments. "Different" responses 
were divided into globally and locally different trials.
The following are the differences in design in "Different" 
trials between Experiments 3-6.
Experiments 3 and 4: The lateralized letter (fast exposures)
was always incongruent. The centrally presented 
letter (long exposures) was congruent for the 
globally different trials and incongruent for the 
locally different trials in Experiment 3 (Table 
7.3.1. C, D ) . Exactly the reverse was the case 
for the centrally presented letters in Experiment 
4 (Table 7.4.6. C, D ) . (The conditions were 
labelled according to the nature of the centrally 
presented letters; the Congruent condition always 
had a congruent central letter, and the Incongruent 
condition always had an incongruent central letter.)
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Experiment 5: Unlike Experiments 3 and 4, the lateralized
stimulus was always congruent and the centrally 
presented stimulus was always incongruent. (The 
conditions were labelled according to whether the 
pairs of letters were globally different (Global) 
or locally different (Local) (Table 7.5.11,C, D)).
Experiment 6: The centrally presented letter was always
incongruent as in Experiment 5 but the lateralized 
letter was incongruent for the globally different 
pairs of letters and congruent for the locally 
different pairs (Table 7.6.IB. C, D ) .
The important findings from Experiments 3-6 are the
following:
1) In all the experiments, both in "Same" and in "Different" 
responses, there was no overall reaction time difference 
between the two visual field presentations. There were 
only two exceptions of the above finding. In Experi­
ment 3, in "Different" . trials, RVF responses were 
faster than LVF responses. This finding cannot readily 
. be accounted for by the experimental design of Experi­
ment 3 when contrasted to the other experiments and in 
particular Experiment 4 (which was very similar to 
Experiment 3). It may thus be a chance finding and it • 
will not be emphasized. The other exception was 
evidenced in Experiment 6, in "Different" trials, 
where LVF responses were found to be faster than RVF 
responses. This finding is also difficult to consider 
since it was accompanied by a four-way significant
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interaction (Visual Field x Pattern x Sex x Hand 
Assignment) which cannot be accounted for.
To conclude the general evidence of these experiments 
(no hemisphere RT differences) is against any theory of 
an absolute hemispheric difference in analytic processing 
Both hemispheres had to adopt an analytic strategy since 
the global and the local level of the letters were 
relevant to the response; this did not generate any 
overall difference between the two hemispheres either in 
RT or error rate.
2) In "Same" responses (where no Stroop conflict was 
involved) Congruent trials always generated faster 
reaction times than Incongruent trials without this 
speeded response producing more errors in the Congruent 
condition. This finding is interpreted in terms of 
facilitation effects in the Congruent condition.
3) In "Different" trials, globally different trials always 
generated faster RTs and fewer errors than locally 
different trials, regardless of the nature of the 
central and lateralized letters (i.e. congruent or in­
congruent) . This finding supports Navon's (1977) global 
precedence theory. Global processing is faster than 
local processing and this affects the magnitude of the 
Stroop conflict in the locally different compared to 
the globally different trials.
4) In Experiment 5, in "Different" trials, the purpose 
was to test whether loading the central letters with
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incongruent letters (memory load) , while at the same time 
all the rapidly presented lateralized letters were congruent/ 
would affect the speed of detecting global and local 
differences and whether this would generate differences in 
RVF and LVF reaction times. Although this experimental 
manipulation neither affected global and local detection 
differences nor generated differences between the two hemi­
spheres, an interesting finding was obtained which is worth 
pursuing further. The experimental manipulation of 
Experiment 5 decreased the frequency of the trials with 
incongruent lateralized letters. These trials generated 
significantly slower RTs but only in the LVF (RH). It is 
mainly the nature of the lateralized and not the central 
letter that is of more significance in these matching tasks 
and in particular the low frequencies of the more difficult 
(incongruent) patterns may impair the RH's analytic pro­
cessing. This finding needs further testing for its 
replicability and its precise nature.
5) In Experiment 6 where the frequencies of congruent and
incongruent lateralized letters were equal it is of interest 
that the RH's delay in matching C-L pairs with incongruent 
lateralized letters (as in Experiment 5) disappeared.
On the other hand in the "Different" trials of Experiments 
5 (no significant Visual Field effect) and 6 (no clear 
significant Visual Field x Pattern interaction) there were 
no differences between the two hemispheres in matching 
the C-L letter pairs when the lateralized letters were
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all congruent (Experiment 5) or when the frequencies 
of congruent and incongruent lateralized letters were 
equal. (Experiment 6.)
Most of the inconsistent findings which were not discussed 
in the main section in each experiment involved interactions 
with Hand Assignment. These are summarized and discussed 
below:
1) A significant, advantage of "uncrossed" (RVF/right hand 
and LVF/left hand) versus "crossed" responses (RVF/ 
left hand and LVF/right hand) was found in "Same" 
trials from Experiment 3 only. This advantage could be 
due to either compatibility effects between the position 
of the stimulus (right or left) and the response key or 
due to the fact that uncrossed as opposed to crossed 
responses involve only one hemisphere. Since the subjects 
in these experiments responded always with their hands 
uncrossed (right hand always pressing the right key and 
left hand always pressing the left key) it is not 
possible to choose between the above interpretations. 
Evidence from the literature tends to support the ana­
tomical interpretation, but see also Wallace (1971),
Harvey (1978), Jeeves and Dixon (1970) and Newman, 
Pickersgill and Valentine (1980), for four different 
findings and approaches on the issue. Wallace favours 
compatibility effects between position of stimulus and 
response key, Harvey favours the anatomical inter­
pretation, Jeeves and Dixon did not find an "uncrossed" 
versus "crossed" advantage and finally Newman et a_la. 
found an "uncrossed" advantage only with familial
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left-handed subjects,
2) Contrary to the above finding, in Experiment 4, in
"Different" trials, "crossed" responses were faster
than "uncrossed" responses, as revealed by the signifi­
cant Visual Field x Hand Assignment interaction. In 
Experiments 3 and 4 although the direction of the Visual 
Field X Hand Assignment interaction was opposite, in 
both cases the largest difference between the two hands 
came from the LVF presentations.
3) The right hand was found to be significantly faster 
than the left hand in Experiment 3 in "Different" 
responses and in Experiment 6 in "Different" responses.
4) Contrary to the above, the left hand responses were
found to be faster than the right hand responses in
Experiment 6, in "Same" trials (it is reminded that 
right and left hand comparisons are between subjects 
and not within subjects comparisons as explained in 
the experiments) . As can be seen from points 3 and 4, 
in Experiment 6, in "Same" trials, left hand responses 
(Group B) were faster and in "Different" trials, right 
hand responses were faster (Group B) . Thus in the 
sixth experiment Group B was faster than Group A. On 
the other hand the significant four-way interaction
in Experiment 6 makes any discussion of main effects 
difficult.
5) Only in Experiment 5 did Pattern interact significantly 
with Hand Assignment. Left hand responses generated
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smaller Global/Local RT differences while right hand 
responses showed a large difference. Because responses 
from the two hands represent both reaction times from 
the hemisphere initiating the response and the hemi­
sphere analyzing the data, it is not easy to know what 
the Pattern by Hand Assignment interaction reveals, 
since it cannot be simply concluded that right hand 
responses reveal left hemisphere processing and left 
hand responses reveal right hemisphere processing.
It is obvious that the results from Experiments 3-6, where 
Hand Assignment was significant or interacted with other 
variables, were not consistent. Not only did some of the 
findings not appear more than once but for some of them 
exactly the opposite was found in other experiments. The 
inconsistencies found, correspond to the inconsistent 
picture the literature offers on Hand effects and inter­
actions. This is true for simple reaction time experiments 
but even more so for more complicated cognitive tasks. As 
happens with other variables (i.e. "Same/Different") so 
hand effects, including interactions, are complicated by 
thé presence of other variables in complex tasks.
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General Conclusions from the Letter Experiments (1-6)
The purpose of the experiments described was to test the 
analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory. This was attempted 
in three different situations. First the theory was tested 
in a global matching task where both analytic and holistic 
processing was a possible strategy to be employed, though 
holistic processing was a more efficient and "economical" 
strategy to handle global matching. Secondly the theory 
was tested in a local matching task. Due to the stimulus 
size and structure, processing the global level was 
unavoidable and as a result analytic processing was involved 
in matching the pairs of letters locally. Finally the 
theory was tested in global and local processing conditions 
where the task instructions enforced analytic processing 
(both levels were relevant to the response).
The results from the first experiment support the analytic 
(LH)/holistic(RH) theory. The LH generated a Stroop effect 
due to analytic processing while the RH did not due to 
employing a holistic strategy. In the experiments however, 
where there was no alternative on which strategy to employ, 
either because of the type of stimuli used or because of 
the task instructions, the evidence revealed no overall 
hemispheric differences in handling the matching tasks.
It is thus concluded that the RH is capable of employing 
analytic strategies when requested. It is not clear enough 
though from these experiments whether certain variables 
(i.e. task difficulty, stimulus complexity, frequencies of 
congruent/incongruent stimuli) may impair the RH's performance
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„ore than the L H 's when analytic strategies are necessary, 
revealing thus a hemispheric difference in efficiency of 
analytic processing (a quantitative and not qualitative 
difference). Some evidence from the experiments suggested 
that low frequency of incongruent lateralized letters 
delays RTs in LVF presentations.
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CHAPTER 8 
GLOBAL PROCESSING OF ARROW STIMULI
Tni-roduction
One of the problems that research dealing with the analytic 
(LH)/holistic (RH) theory faces is the difficulty of dis­
entangling the analytic/holistic dichotomy from the verbal/ 
non-verbal one.
The analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory was never meant to 
replace the verbal (LH)/non-verbal (RH) theory. The question 
is whether the former should be considered as an independent, 
related, or identical hypothesis to the latter.
It is important therefore, to test the analytic (LH)/ 
holistic (RH) theory with more than one kind of stimuli 
(verbal, "non-verbal") and with varying complexity. It must 
be noted of course that with verbal stimuli it does not 
necessarily mean that verbal mediation is always used.
Cohen (19 7 3) concluded that with simple tasks both hemi­
spheres are able to process non-verbal stimuli holistically. 
If this is true in "simple" Stroop-type "non-verbal" tasks, 
when the global level is relevant neither the RVF nor the 
LVF should generate a Stroop effect.
The difficulty lies in defining simple tasks and in choosing 
"non-verbal" material that will share the same Stroop-type 
characteristics as the letter stimuli.
The primary aim of the experiments to follow was to test 
the analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory with a different kind
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of stimulus material. The stimuli chosen were arrows 
pointing right, left, up, down which were made out of 
smaller arrows which pointed either towards the same 
direction as the global arrows (Congruent) or towards the 
opposite direction (Incongruent). (See Table 8.7.1).
The material used does not exclude the possibility of 
verbalization just as the letter stimuli did not exclude 
the possibility of visual matching. Nevertheless the 
arrow stimuli are less verbally loaded than the highly 
overlearned letter stimuli.
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Fvperiment 7 - Global Matching
Experiment 7 tests whether a Stroop effect will be generated 
in the RVF and LVF presentations in globally matching two 
Stroop-type arrow stimuli. This experiment is similar to 
Experiment 1 in that only the global level was relevant, the 
emphasis being to disregard the local level.
Unlike the letter stimuli, the Stroop-type arrow patterns 
have not been tested before either with foveal presentations 
or lateralized presentations. They do however share the 
same stimulus characteristics as the Stroop-type letter 
stimuli though they differ in degree of verbal codability.
METHOD
Subjects
Ten males and ten females all Bedford College students, 
voluntarily participated for a single twenty to twenty-five 
minute session. Subjects who participated in the letter 
experiments were not excluded from participating in the 
arrow experiments. However no subject was allowed to 
participate in more than one arrow experiment. All subjects 
were right-handed, selected with the same criteria as in 
the letter experiments, with normal or corrected vision.
Materials
The apparatus was the same as in all previous experiments. 
Stimuli
The stimuli used were arrows pointing right, left, up, down, 
produced by using a Fortran program on a CDC 7600 computer.
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in a similar way as in Experiment 1. (The arrow stimuli 
are illustrated in Table 8.7.1).
The arrows (global level) were composed of smaller arrows 
(local level) pointing towards either the same direction as 
the global arrow (Congruent condition) or the opposite 
direction (Incongruent condition). Some arrows were made 
out of asterisks (Neutral condition). Therefore, both 
Experiments 7 and 1 incorporated the same conditions in the 
design (C-I-N) (See Table 6.1.1 in Experiment 1).
The computer program could not generate exactly the same 
design for the up/down arrows and the right/left ones.
(See Table 8.7.1.) Both designs were, however, used in this
experiment.
The size of the cards was as in all other experiments. The
arrows were black, 1.5 cm high by 1.1 cm wide, for the 
right/left arrows (1°5^ x 1^1' )^ and 1.6 cm high by 1.1 cm 
wide for the up/down arrows (1^6^ x l°l' ). The size of the 
local arrows was 1.5 mm high by 2 mm wide, for the right/ 
left arrows and 2 mm high by 1.5 mm wide for the up/down 
arrows. The size of the asterisks was 1.5 mm high by 1.5 mm 
wide. Both types of arrows made a 5 x 5 matrix. In the case 
of the lateralized arrows, the nearest point to the fixation 
dot was at a visual angle of 2^20^ and the arrows extended 
up to from the fixation dot.
Design and Procedure
Each subject was presented with 48 trials equally divided 
between "Same" and "Different" responses. Both visual
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fields were presented with exactly the same stimuli. All 
subjects were tested (one at a time) under all conditions 
with a different random order for each subject with one 
restriction. An exact repeat of a C-L pair would never appear 
within three trials.
Presentation of the pairs of stimuli was sequential, the 
first appearing centrally and the second stimulus being 
lateralized.
The stimulus sequence and the experimental procedure was 
exactly the same as in Experiment 1 with only one difference. 
Because the arrows (global and local level) were slightly 
smaller than the letters in the letter experiments, it was 
decided to increase the exposure time of the lateralized 
stimuli from 100 ms to 120 ms.
The subjects were instructed to disregard the local level 
and to match the direction of the global level of the 
arrows. Two arrows pointing towards the same direction 
were considered "Same" while two arrows pointing towards 
the opposite direction were considered "Different". The 
subjects were also informed that in the "Different" trials 
there would be no combinations between right/left and up/ 
down arrows. Therefore, a centrally presented arrow pointing 
right, for example, would never be followed by either an 
up or a down pointing arrow (the two different designs of 
arrows used were thus not mixed within the same trial) .
According to the analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory and 
according to the results of Experiment 1, the predictions 
are similar to those in Experiment 1 (global letter matching)
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A Stroop effect is expected to be generated in the RVF and 
not in the LVF presentations.
r e s u l t s
An analysis of variance was done on the mean reaction times 
of the correct responses, after performing a logarithmic 
transformation on each reaction time measure in milli­
seconds, Results will be reported (as in all experiments) 
as geometric means.
The factors included in the analysis of variance were the 
same as in Experiment 1. Namely, Response ("Same" - 
"Different"), Visual Field (RVF-LVF) and Pattern (C-I-N) as 
within subjects variables and Sex (M-F) and Hand Assignment 
(Group A - Group B) as between subjects variables. (See 
Table 8.7.2 and Appendix 28).
The only significant main effect found was Response, F 
(1, 16) = 5.174, P < 0.05. "Same" responses (geometric 
mean = 708 ms) were significantly faster than "Different" 
responses (756 m s ) .
Visual Field interacted significantly with Hand Assignment,
F (1, 16) = 6.304, P < 0.025. (See Fig. 8.7.1.)
As can be seen from Fig. 8.7.1, Group A showed faster reaction 
times when information was presented in the RVF than the 
LVF. On the other hand Group B showed faster RTs when 
information was presented in the LVF than the R V F .
Visual Field interacted also significantly with Pattern 
(C-I-N) and Sex, F (2,32) = 12.531, P < 0.001. (See Fig.
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Table 8.7.2: Summary of the Analysis of Variance
from Experiment 7
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ.STRATUM .
SEX 1 0.000107 0.000107 0.001
HA 1 0.004335 0.004335 0.030
SEX.HA 1 0.129733 0.129735 0.897
r e s i d u a l 16 2.314600 0.144662 44.081
TOTAL 19 2.448777 0.128883 39.272
SUBJ.RESPONSE STRATUM
RESPONSE 1 0.049882 0.049882 5.174*
RESPONSE.SEX 1 0.026882 0.026882 2.788
RESPONSE .HA 1 0.004507 0.004507 0.467
RESPONSE .SEX.HA 1 0.008167 0.008167 0.847
RESIDUAL 16 0.154247 0.009640 2.938
TOTAL 20 0.243683 0.012184 3.713
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM
FIELD 1 0.000667 0.000667 0.268
FIELD.SEX 1 0.005227 0,005227 2.101
FIELD.HA 1 0.015682 0.015682 6.304**
FIELD.SEX.HA 1 0.000375 0.000375 0.151
RESIDUAL 16 0.039800 0.002487 0.758
TOTAL 20 0.061750 0.003087 0.941
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 2 0.013726 0.006863 1.869
PATTERN. SEX 2 0.003926 0.001963 0.535
PATTERN.HA 2 0.000347 0.000174 0.047
PATTERN.SEX. HA 2 0.011407 0.005704 1.553
RESIDUAL 32 0.117510 0.003672 1.119
TOTAL 40 0.146917 0.003673 1.119
SUBJ.RESPONSE .FIELD STRATUM
RESPONSE .FIELD 1 0.019082 0.019082 2.710
RESPONSE.FIELD.SEX 1 0.000015 0.000015 0.002
RESPONSE .FIELD.HA 1 0.010140 0.010140 1.440
RESPONSE.FIELD.SEX.HA 1 0.007707 0.007707 1.094
RESIDUAL 16 0.112673 0.007042 2.146
TOTAL 20 0.149617 0.007481 2.280
SUBJ .RESPONSE .PATTERN STRATUM
RESPONSE.PATTERN 2 0.006631 0.003315 0.652
RESPONSE.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.018461 0.009230 1.814
RESPONSE.PATTERN.HA 2 0.000406 0.000203 0.040
RESPONSE .PATTERN.SEX.HA 2 0.002516 0.001258 0.247
RESIDUAL 32 0.162803 0.005088 1.550
TOTAL 40 0.190817 0.004770 1.454
. . .cont./
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Table 8.7.2
SUBJ.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD. PATTERN 2 0.005926 0.002963 2.080
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.035706 0.017853 12.531
FIELD.PATTERN .HA 2 0.002231 0.001115 0.783
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 2 0.001398 0.000699 0.490
r e s id u a l 32 0.045590 0.001425 0.434
TOTAL 40 0.090850 0.002271 0.692
SUBJ.RESPONSE.FIELD .PATTERN STRATUM
r e s p o n s e .FIELD.PATTERN 2 0.001521 0.000760 0.232
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.003797 0.001899 0.579
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.HA 2 0.010772 0.005386 1.641
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN. SEX. HA 2 0.009376 0.004688 1.428
RESIDUAL 32 0.105017 0.003282
TOTAL 40 0.130483 0.003262
GRAi'H) TOTAL 239 3.462893
GRAND MEAN 2. 8643
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 240
* = P<  0.05
** = P< 0.025 
*** = P ^  0.001
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8.7.2)
As can be seen from Fig. 8.7.2, within the male population 
a Stroop effect (C-I difference) was generated in the RVF 
(LH) but not in the LVF (RH) . Exactly the opposite result 
was evidenced in the females. They generated a Stroop 
effect in the LVF (RH) but not in the RVF (LH) . The Neutral 
responses were faster than the Congruent responses in males, 
in the RVF presentations only. In the LVF (females) the 
Congruent responses were almost as fast as the Neutral 
responses and in the RVF (females) and LVF (males) the 
Neutral responses tended to be slower than the Congruent 
and the Incongruent responses.
None of the other interactions was significant. As in 
Experiment 1 the important interaction to test according 
to the hypothesis is Visual Field x Pattern (C-I). The 
Visual Field x Pattern (C-I) planned comparison test was 
done including Sex as a factor since the overall Visual 
Field X Pattern (C-I-N) x Sex interaction was significant.
The Visual Field x Pattern (C-I) x Sex planned comparison 
was* significant, F (1, 32) = 6.00, P 4 0.025. (No separate 
figure is presented for this comparison since it is part 
of Fig. 8.7.2.) An unplanned comparison was done to test 
the interaction Response x Visual Field x Pattern (C-I)
(as in Experiment 1) . This interaction failed to reach 
significance (F (1, 32) = 3. 282^ P > 0.05). Whether responses 
were "Same" or "Different" did not significantly interact 
with Visual Field x Pattern.
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The overall error rate was 9.47% (See Table 8.7.3 and 
Appendix 29 for the raw error data).
Related t tests were performed to test "Same" (false 
"Different") versus "Different" (false "Same") errors.
This comparison was significant, t = 3.51, df = 19,
P < 0.01. There were significantly more false "Different" 
responses than false "Same" responses. Unrelated t tests 
were performed to test differences in number of errors made 
by males versus females, since Sex interacted with other 
variables in the RT data. Males made more errors (59) than 
females (32), however this difference just missed signifi­
cance (t = 2.00, df = 18, P > 0.05) . An unrelated t test 
was also performed to test the Visual Field x Pattern (C-I)
X Sex interaction, t = 1.38, df = 18, P > 0.05. This 
interaction failed to reach significance.
DISCUSSION
The results of Experiment 7 showed that when the subjects 
are instructed to attend to the direction of the global 
arrows only, processing the local level was not always 
avoided. In the males, the RVF responses showed a Stroop 
effect (the Incongruent responses were slower than the 
Congruent) while the LVF responses showed no such effect 
(there was no RT difference between responses in the C and 
I condition). The females' results were exactly the 
opposite. The LVF revealed a Stroop effect while the RVF 
results were similar to the LVF results in the males, that 
is the RVF responses in the females showed no C-I RT 
difference. This latter finding in the females is surprising.
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In Experiment 1 (global letter matching), Visual Field x 
Pattern (C-I) x Sex was not significant. There was only 
a tendency in the females to show a less lateralized 
pattern of results. The results found in Experiment 7 
within the males are however in agreement with the findings 
from Experiment 1.
As with the letter experiments, the responses in the Neutral 
condition revealed no facilitation effects. Latencies in 
the Neutral condition (RVF in males and LVF in females) 
were faster or as fast as latencies in the Congruent con­
dition. It is though of interest that the Neutral responses' 
in the LVF (males) and RVF (females) showed tendencies to 
be slower than both the Congruent and the Incongruent 
responses. This does not reveal facilitation effects in 
the Congruent compared with the Neutral condition since both 
the I and C responses were faster than the N responses in 
the cases mentioned. This issue will be discussed further 
in relation to the other experiments.
"Same" responses were found to be significantly faster than 
"Different" responses, and this finding is consistent with 
and was discussed in Experiment 1 (letter matching). As 
was also discussed in Chapter 2, highly codable (letters) 
and simple or easily codable stimuli (arrows) generally 
generate faster "Same" responses than "Different" responses. 
In the current experiment however, the fast "Same" responses 
were accompanied by an increased number of errors. A 
speed-accuracy trade off explanation is thus an alternative 
interpretation. Differences in stringency criteria between
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"S" and "D" responses may cause faster "Same" responses 
and more errors if Sameness" is defined with less stringent 
criteria than "Difference". Bindra et al (1965) assumed 
however that subjects define "Sameness" with more stringent 
criteria than "Difference" (see Chapter 2).
Krueger’s (1978) "Noisy-Operator" theory though would predict 
the above results. As discussed in the second chapter 
internal noise will produce more false mismatches than 
false matches and as a result lead to longer "Different" 
responses since rechecking of these mismatches is necessary. 
If it is not possible to sufficiently recheck the mis­
matches a false "Different" response is elicited.
The significant Visual Field x Hand Assignment interaction 
was similar to the corresponding interaction found in 
Experiment 2. In both experiments (7 and 2) Group A (right 
hand "Same") showed faster responses in the RVF than the 
LVF presentations while (Group B)(left hand "Same") showed 
faster responses in the LVF than the RVF presentations.
The difference between Experiments 7 and 2 was that in the 
former experiment (7) there was a larger difference between 
the two groups in the LVF presentations whereas in the 
latter experiment (2) this difference was larger in the RVF 
presentations. According to subjects' claims it is easier 
to use the right hand for "Same" responses and the left hand 
for "Different" responses (Group A combination) than the 
reverse (Group B ) . Nevertheless this did not generate 
faster overall responses from Group A. It seems of no 
theoretical importance here but it is also not possible to
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account for the differences between Group A and B in the 
corresponding latencies in the RVF and LVF.
In Experiment 7 both arrow designs were used. This however 
may have complicated the results. The up/down design is 
overall a "better" design, forming a better "gestalt" of 
the global arrow. This design also coincides in representing 
the up/down direction which according to Shor (1970) takes 
less time to identify than the right/left direction. It is 
thus possible that there may be a difference in the degree 
of the Stroop effect that each design may generate. Inspec­
ting the raw data (not statistically) within males and 
females, the males showed a clear Visual Field x Pattern 
interaction with the up/down arrows while with the right/ 
left arrows the results were more complicated. In the 
females, the right/left design generated a less lateralized 
pattern of results (a tendency towards a Stroop effect in 
both visual fields) while the up/down arrows did not follow 
the pattern of results of the right/left ones. Therefore, 
it was decided it was necessary to carry out the global 
matching using only one arrow design and one direction.
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Introduction to Experiments 8, 9 and 10
After Experiment 7 it was decided to use only one arrow 
design and direction for the experiments to follow.
Before doing so though, three simple RT experiments were 
run. In eaoh of these experiments only one arrow design 
was used and one direction, either the right/left or the 
up/down or the up/down design rotated to a right/left 
direction. Initially these three experiments (8, 9, 10) were 
run in order to choose the direction and design that would 
allow for a Stroop effect to appear (when the global level 
is relevant). This would guarantee the perceptibility of 
the local level. Methodologically these three experiments 
differed from all the rest in that no matching was involved. 
The simplicity of the task and the nature of the stimuli 
(arrows) which has an element of directionality, make 
predictions difficult. Cohen (1973) as mentioned earlier, 
suggested that with simple non-verbal tasks both hemispheres 
can process holistically. If this is so then no Stroop 
effect should be found in any of these three experiments 
because of the simplicity of the task and the nature of the 
stimuli (less verbally coded than the letter stimuli).
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Experiment 8_- Global Processing. Riaht/left.
METHOD
Subjects
Ten males and ten females voluntarily participated for a 
single fifteen to twenty minute session. None of the 
subjects participated in any other experiment involving 
arrows. All were right-handed, selected with the same 
criteria as in the other experiments, with normal or corrected 
vision.
Materials
The apparatus was the same as in all experiments.
Stimuli
The stimuli used were arrows pointing only right or left 
(these were the same right/left arrows used in Experiment 
7) (see Table 8.8.4) .
Design and Procedure
This experiment contrary to all the previous experiments 
did not involve a matching task. The subjects simply had 
to press with their right index finger when presented with 
an arrow pointing right and with their left index finger 
when presented with an arrow pointing left. The subjects 
were told to disregard the local level and to attend 4jo the 
direction of the global level of the arrows.
Each subject was presented with 48 trials equally divided 
between right and left pointing arrows. Both visual fields 
were presented with exactly the same stimuli, and each
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subject was tested under all conditions with a different 
random order. There were no restrictions in the randomiza­
tion of this experiment. The keys used to respond were 
counterbalanced within and between subjects. (Within sub­
jects the keys were switched over in the five minute break, 
after half of the trials were already presented, as done 
in all previous experiments.) The stimulus sequence was 
as follows:
1) Fixation dot.
2) A verbal warning signal of "ready" was given by 
the experimenter when she was ready to initiate 
the trial.
3) Presentation of the lateralized arrow for 120 ms, 
either in the RVF or the LVF (fixation dot was not 
present). The offset of the lateralized stimulus 
presentation, triggered the timer which was only 
stopped after the subject's key response.
4) Dark interval for 4 seconds.
5) Fixation dot for the next trial.
There were again three conditions in this experiment. The 
Congruent condition where the global and the local level 
pointed towards the same direction, the Incongruent condi­
tion where the local level arrows pointed towards the 
opposite direction from the global level (which was the 
relevant level) and the Neutral condition where the arrows 
were made out of asterisks. (See Table 8.8.4.)
The subjects were told not to pay any attention to whether 
the arrows were presented on the right side or left side
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of the screen but simply to concentrate on the direction 
in which the global arrows pointed. Both accuracy and 
speed of response were stressed. Six practice trials were 
used, two for each condition.
In this experiment the subject's errors were repeated at the 
end of the first series of trials (before the break) and at 
the end of the second series of trials (after the break).
The same error was repeated only twice. Any subject who 
repeatedly made the same error (there were two such subjects) 
was excluded and another subject was run instead, since each 
subject had to end up with 48 correct RTs.
RESULTS
The reaction times of the correct responses were trans­
formed as in the previous experiments, and an analysis of 
variance was performed on the mean scores. Results are 
reported in geometric means.
The factors of the analysis of variance were three within 
subjects variables, namely Visual Field (RVF-LVF), Pattern 
(C-I-N) and Response (right hand-left hand) and one between 
subjects variable which was Sex (M-F). (See Table 8.8.5 
and Appendix 30.)
There were no significant main effects in this analysis.
RVF responses (geometric mean = 380 ms) were as fast as 
LVF responses (382 ms) but Visual Field interacted signifi­
cantly with Response. (Visual Field x Response, F(l, 18) = 
26.984, P < 0.001) (See Fig. 8.8.3) . As can be seen in 
Fig. 8.8.3 the right hand responses were faster in the RVF
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Table 8.8.5: Summary of the Analysis of Variance
from Experiment 8
SOURCE OF VARIATION
SUBJ STRATUM 
SEX
RESIDUAL
TOTAL
SUBJ.FIELD 
FIELD 
FIELD .SEX 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
STRATUM
DF
1
18
19
1
1
18
20
SS
0.003010
1.810861
1.813871
0.000510
0.004770
0.038194
0.043475
MS
0.003010
0.100603
0.095467
0.000510
0.004770
0.002122
0.002174
0.030
49.330
46.811
0.241
2.248
1.040
1.066
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM 
PATTERN 
PATTERN. SEX 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
2
2
36
40
0.001282
0.010206
0.132862
0.144350
0.000641
0.005103
0.003691
0.003609
0.174
1.383
1.810
1.770
SUBJ.RESPONSE STRATUM 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE .SEX 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
1
1
18
20
0.015520
0.003010
0.089077
0.107608
0.015520
0.003010
0.004949
0.005380
3.136
0.608
2.427
2.638
SUBJ.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD.PATTERN 2 0.003691 0.001845 0.631
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.012361 0.006180 2.113
RESIDUAL 36 0.105298 0.002925 1.434
TOTAL 40 0.121350 0.003034 1.488
SUBJ.FIELD.RESPONSE STRATUM 
FIELD.RESPONSE 1 0.178760 0,178760 26.984*
FIELD.RESPONSE.SEX 1 0.000770 0.000770 0.116
RESIDUAL 18 0.119244 0.006625 3.248
TOTAL 20 0.298775 0.014939 7.325
SUBJ.PATTERN.RESPONSE STRATUM 
PATTERN.RESPONSE 2 0.008851 0.004425 1.797
PATTERN.RESPONSE.SEX 2 0.005591 0.002795 1.135
RESIDUAL 36 0.088675 0.002463 1.208
TOTAL 40 0.103117 0.002578 1.264
...cont./
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Table 8.8.5
SUBJ.FIELD.PATTERN.RESPONSE STRATUM
FIELD .PATTERN.RESPONSE 2 0.012176 0.006088 2.985
FIELD.PATTERN.RESPONSE.SEX 2 0.002456 0.001228 0.602
RESIDUAL 36 0.073418 0.002039
TOTAL 40 0.088050 0.002201
GRAND TOTAL 239 2.720596
GRAND MEAN
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
2.5811
240
* = P < 0.001
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presentations than the LVF ones and the left hand responses 
were faster in the LVF than the RVF presentations. This 
interaction reveals faster "uncrossed" than "crossed" 
responses.
Visual Field x Pattern (C-I-N) was not significant F (2, 36)
= 0.631, P 0.05 (See Fig. 8.8.4) . There was no Stroop 
effect present in either the RVF or the LVF, and as can be 
seen in Fig. 8.8.4 no Visual Field x Pattern (C-I) planned 
comparison was necessary.
DISCUSSION
The results of this experiment revealed neither a Stroop 
effect nor any facilitation effect. There was no significant 
difference between the Congruent, Incongruent and Neutral 
responses in either the RVF or the LVF presentations and 
both the right and the left hemisphere were equally fast in 
handling the task. The latter finding is consistent with 
experiments which showed no hemispheric differences in 
simple tasks where a lever response movement was required 
in lateral arrow directions (Beaumont, 1979) (in Beaumont..'s 
experiments only the preferred hand was used) .
Assuming that the small size of the local arrows did not 
prevent identification of their direction, the results may 
suggest that both hemispheres employed holistic processing 
strategies and with equal efficiency. This supports Cohen 
(1973) who suggested that a simple, "non-verbal" task will 
encourage both hemispheres in holistic processing.
An alternative interpretation is though possible. It may
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be easier t o “ignore* "non-verbal" irrelevant dimensions 
especially in a less demanding task. Therefore not finding 
a Stroop effect may not be due to holistic processing 
strategies but simply due to the fact that "non-verbal" 
relevant and irrelevant dimensions may not generate any 
Stroop effects. It is not possible simply from this experi­
ment to choose between the two interpretations.
The results also revealed that "uncrossed" responses were 
faster than "crossed" responses. As discussed in previous 
(letter) experiments, both an anatomical interpretation is 
possible and one based on the correspondence between side 
of stimulus presentation and response key.
Besides these two interpretations, in this experiment, where 
only right and left arrows were used and corresponding 
motor responses were required, the motor responses physically 
replicated the stimulus configuration, "thus preserving 
geometric relationships" (Beller, 1975).
The highest correspondence was thus with arrows pointing 
right, presented in the RVF (right hand (key) response) and 
arrows pointing left presented in the LVF (left hand (key) 
response). Although there was a geometrical correspondence 
with arrows pointing right (right hand (key) response) 
appearing in the LVF and arrows pointing left (left hand 
(key) response) appearing in the RVF the combination of 
geometrical, side of stimulus presentation and hand (key) 
compatibility was the strongest and is thus a possible 
interpretation for the significant advantage of "uncrossed" 
versus "crossed" responses in this experiment.
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Experiment 9 - Global Processing. Up/Pnwn.
METHOD 
Sub iects
Ten males and ten females, all Bedford College students, 
voluntarily participated for a single fifteen to twenty 
minute session. All the subjects participated for the first 
time and were right-handed^ selected as in the previous 
experiments. They had normal or corrected vision.
Materials
The apparatus, the design and the procedure were exactly the 
same as Experiment 8. The difference was that the arrows 
that were used were those pointing up and down from Experi­
ment 7 (see Table 8.9.6). Half of the subjects were told 
to press with their right index finger when presented with 
an arrow pointing upwards and with their left index finger 
when presented with an arrow pointing downwards. The 
remaining subjects were asked to do the reverse. It was 
again stressed that the local level should be disregarded 
while putting emphasis on the direction of the global level 
of the arrows.
RESULTS
An analysis of variance was performed on the mean reaction 
times of the transformed data, as in Experiment 8. (See 
Table 8.9.7 and Appendix 31.) The factors included were 
exactly the same as in the previous experiment.
The only significant main effect was Pattern F (2, 36) = 
4.440, P < 0.0 25. The Congruent trials (geometric mean
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Table 8 9 «7. Summary of the Analysis of Variance
from Experiment 9
SOURCE OF VARIATION
SUBJ STRATUM 
SEX
RESIDUAL
TOTAL
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM 
FIELD 
FIELD.SEX  
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM 
PATTERN 
PATTERN.SEX 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
DF
1
18
19
1
1
18
20
2
2
36
40
SS
0.043740
1.618578
1.662318
0.000375 
0.00240 7 
0.061885 
0.064667
0.037503
0.013720
0.152027
0.203250
MS
0.043740
0.089921
0.087490
0.000375
0.002407
0.003438
0.003233
0.018752
0.006860
0.004223
0.005081
0.486
28.551
27.780
0.109
0.700
1.092
1.027
4.440* 
1.624 
1.341 
1.613
SUBJ.RESPONSE STRATUM 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE.SEX 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
1
1
18
20
0.026882
0.000027
0.121092
0.148000
0.026882
0.000027
0.006727
0.007400
3.996
0.004
2.136
2.350
SUBJ. FIE IE). PATTERN STRATUM 
FIELD.PATTERN 2 0.011410 0.005705 2.339
- FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.022263 0.011132 4.564*
RESIDUAL 36 0.087810 0.002439 0,774
TOTAL 40 0.121483 0.003037 0.964
SUBJ.FIELD.RESPONSE STRATUM 
FIELD.RESPONSE 1 0.015042 0.015042 0.880
FIELD.RESPONSE.SEX 1 0.004860 0.004860 0.284
RESIDUAL 18 0.307765 0.017098 5.429
TOTAL 20 0.327667 0.016383 5.202
SUBJ.PATTERN.RESPONSE STRATUM 
PATTERN.RESPONSE 2 0.008583 0.004292 1.123
PATTERN.RESPONSE.SEX 2 0.002723 0.001362 0.356
RESIDUAL 36 0.137543 0.003821 1.213
TOTAL 40 0.148850 0.003721 1.182
...cont./
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Table 8. 9 . 7
SUBJ.FIELD.PATTERxN.RESPONSE STRATUM
FIELD.PATTERN.RESPONSE 2 0.001293
FIELD.PATTERN.RESPONSE .SEX 2 0.008410
RESIDUAL 36 0.113380
TOTAL 40 0.123083
GRAND TOTAL 239 2.799318
GRAND MEAN 2. 6181
TOTAL NL^IBER OF OBSERVATIONS 240
0.000647
0.004205
0.003149
0.003077
0.205
1.335
* = P<0.025
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= 432 ms) were slower than the Incongruent trials (40 4 ms) 
and the Neutral trials (409 ms) . A Newman-Keuls test was 
used to examine the C-I-N means further. There was a 
significant latency difference between the Congruent responses 
and the Incongruent responses (P <  0.01) (the latter being 
faster) and between the Congruent responses and the Neutral 
ones (P < 0.01) (the latter being faster). There were no 
significant latency differences between the Neutral and the 
Incongruent trials (P > 0.05).
These results reveal that there was no Stroop effect 
present. On the contrary the Congruent responses were 
slower than the Incongruent responses.
The RVF responses (414 ms) were as fast as the LVF responses 
(416 ms) but Visual Field interacted significantly with 
Pattern (C-I-N) and Sex F(2, 36) = 4.564, P < 0.025) (See 
Fig. 8.9.5). As can be seen from the figure the significant 
difference between the C and I responses as previously 
demonstrated by the Newman-Keuls test, mainly originated 
from the females' slow responses in the Congruent, RVF 
presentations, whereas in both the RVF and the LVF conditions 
in males and in the LVF condition in females, there was no 
substantial difference between response latencies in the 
Congruent and Incongruent conditions. The Neutral responses 
tended to be slower than both the Congruent and Incongruent 
responses in the LVF presentations in females only.
None of the other interactions in the analysis of variance 
reached significance.
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DISCUSSION
Experiment 9, unlike the previous experiment and the one to 
follow, involves a coding transformation step. Namely, 
arrows pointing either up or down must be translated into 
right or left hand responses, and therefore the geometrical 
correspondence present in the experiments involving right 
and left arrows only, was absent in this experiment.
The results revealed neither a hemispheric difference nor 
any Stroop effect, as in Experiment 8. However in this 
experiment Visual Field interacted with Pattern and Sex, not 
however, to reveal a Stroop effect but to reveal a delay in 
the Congruent responses, in the RVF in the females. This 
interaction also revealed reaction time delays in the females 
only, in the Neutral trials compared to the Incongruent 
trials. Any explanation that may be suggested for the long 
RTs found in some conditions in the females must incorporate 
reasons for their absence in males. This issue will be 
discussed later when Experiments 7, 8, 9 and 10 will be 
discussed.
The advantage of "uncrossed" versus "crossed" RTs that was 
present in the previous experiment did not appear in this 
experiment. As mentioned above, the transformation step 
that was necessary before pressing the response key plus 
the fact that in the current experiment two groups of sub­
jects were used (one group pressing the right key for the 
"up" arrows and the left key for the "down" arrows, and the 
other group doing the reverse) may have obscured advantages 
of "uncrossed" versus "crossed" responses.
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Experiment 10 - G l o b a l  Processing. Right/Left (The Up/Down 
Rotated Design)
METHOD
SubIects
Ten males and ten females, all Bedford College students, 
voluntarily participated for a single fifteen to twenty 
minute session. None of them participated in any of the 
other arrow experiments. All subjects were right-handed, 
selected with the same criteria as in the other experiments. 
They all had normal or corrected vision.
Materials
The apparatus, the design and the procedure were exactly the 
sam.e as in Experiments 8 and 9. The difference was that the 
arrows that were used were the up/down arrows of Experiment 
7, rotated to a right/left direction (90^ clockwise and 
90° anticlockwise) (See Table 8.10.8). This design of the 
arrows when rotated, although the nearest point to the 
fixation dot was the same, they extended further than the 
other arrow stimuli. The up/down arrows in Experiment 7 
were 1.6 cm high and 1.1 cm wide. By rotating them, they 
become 1.1 cm high and 1.6 cm wide. Therefore, the stimuli 
extended 4° 6^ from the fixation dot. The subjects were 
instructed as in Experiment 8, to press with their right 
index finger when the global arrow pointed right and with 
their left index finger when the global arrow pointed left.
RESULTS
An analysis of variance was performed on the mean reaction
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times of the transformed data as in the other experiments.
(See Table 8.10.9 and Appendix 32.) The same factors were 
included in the analysis of variance as in Experiments 8 and 
9.
None of the main effects was significant. The RVF responses 
(geometric mean = 489 ms) were almost as fast as the LVF 
responses (496 ms) . Visual Field however interacted signi­
ficantly with Response (F (1, 18) = 4.537, P <  0.05). The 
triple interaction of Visual Field x Response x Sex was also 
significant (F (1, 18) = 11,783, P <  0.01) (See Fig. 8.10.6.). 
As can be seen from Fig. 8.10.6, the males show a clear 
advantage of "uncrossed" responses versus "crossed" responses. 
The right hand responses (males) were faster in the RVF than 
in the LVF presentations and the left hand responses were 
faster in the LVF than in the RVF presentations. The 
difference between the right and the left hand responses 
was larger in the RVF than LVF trials. In the females there 
was no difference between the two hands in the RVF presen­
tations, while in the LVF the right hand tended to be faster 
than the left hand. The differences between the two visual 
fields for each hand (especially the right) were smaller 
in females than males. The females showed no Visual Field 
difference in the right hand responses.
Another significant interaction was Visual Field x Pattern 
(C-I-N) X Response, F (2, 36) = 3.624, P ^  0.05. (See Fig. 
8.10.7.) For the right hand responses there were no latency 
differences between the C and I trials neither in the RVF 
nor the LVF. However in the right hand responses the Neutral
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Table 8.10.9: Summary of the Analysis of Variance
from Experiment 10
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX 1 0.134427 0.134427 1.252
RESIDUAL 18 1.933288 0.107405 17.916
TOTAL 19 2.067715 0.108827 18.153
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM
FIELD 1 0.002535 0.002535 0.640
FIELD.SEX 1 0.000060 0 .000060 0.015
RESIDUAL 18 0.071322 0.003962 0.661
TOTAL 20 0.073917 0.003696 0.616
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 2 0.025581 0.012790 2.246
PATTERN.SEX 2 0.002156 0.001078 0.189"
RESIDUAL 36 0.204997 0.005694 0.950
TOTAL 40 0.232733 0.005818 0.971
SUBJ.RESPONSE STRATUM
RESPONSE 1 0.026882 0.026882 2.834
RESPONSE .SEX 1 0.002407 0.002407 0.254
RESIDUAL 18 0.170762 0.009487 1.582
TOTAL 20 0.200050 0.010002 1.668
SUBJ.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD. PATTERN 2 0.020942 0.010471 3.210
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.015947 0.007974 2.444
RESIDUAL 36 0.117443 0.003262 0.544
TOTAL 40 0.154333 0 .003858 0.644
SUBJ.FIELD.RESPONSE STRATUM
FIELD.RESPONSE 1 0.032202 0.032202 4.537 *
FIELD.RESPONSE.SEX 1 0.083627 0.083627 11.783 **
RESIDUAL 18 0.127755 0.00 7097 1.184
TOTAL 20 0.243583 0.012179 2.032
SUBJ.PATTERN.RESPONSE STRATUM
PATTERN.RESPONSE 2 0.002041 0.001020 0.277
PATTERN.RESPONSE.SEX 2 0.006286 0.003143 0.852
RESIDUAL 36 0.132773 0.003688 0.615
TOTAL 40 0.141100 0.003527 0.588
SUBJ. FIELD . PATTERN. RESPONSE STRATUM
FIELD.PATTERN.RESPONSE 2 0.043456 0.021728 3.624*
f i e l d .PATTERN.RESPONSE.SEX 2 0.001291 0.000645 0.108
RESIDUAL 36 0.215820 0.005995
TOTAL 40 0.260567 0.006514
grand t o t a l 239 3.373998
GRAND MEAN 2, 6924
total NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 240
* = P< 0,05 ** = P<0.01
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trials generated faster RTs than the C and the I trials in 
the RVF presentations and tended to show slower latencies 
in the LVF presentations. In the left hand responses, and 
the RVF presentations the I responses were slower than both 
the C responses and the N responses (revealing a Stroop 
interference), while in the LVF the Congruent responses 
tended to be slower than the Incongruent responses which 
were slower than the Neutral responses (differences in the 
interactions are not statistically tested).
No other interaction in the analysis reached significance. 
DISCUSSION
In this experiment right and left pointing arrows were 
employed whose design was that of the up/down arrows rotated 
to point either right or left. Although both Experiments 
8 and 10 used right/left pointing arrows, their design and 
thus possibly their identifiability was different.
The results revealed no RT differences between the two hemi­
spheres or any overall significant Stroop effect, supporting 
the two previous experiments. There was a significant 
Visual Field x Pattern x Response interaction though, which 
is not readily interpretable (see F i g . 8.10.7). In the 
discussion on all the experiments of this chapter, reference 
to the above results will be made in combination with the 
results of the other experiments.
As in Experiment 8, "uncrossed" responses were found to be 
faster than "crossed" responses. The difference though in 
this experiment (10) was that the advantage of "uncrossed" 
Versus "crossed" responses was apparent in males only.
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GeneraJL_Cgnc lus ions from Experiments 7-10
In Experiment 7 both right/left and up/down arrows were used 
in a global matching task. This experiment was similar to 
Experiment 1 in that the subjects had to disregard the local 
elements. The results in the male sample revealed a Stroop 
effect only in the RVF presentations, suggesting an analytic 
processing strategy employed by the LH. The RH showed no 
such Stroop effect revealing holistic processing. These 
results are consistent with Experiment 1 even though the 
stimulus material was different. However the findings in the 
female sample were exactly the opposite to the male sample. 
These reversed findings between males and females were 
unexpected. They were not present in any of the other experi­
ments and neither are they in line with any of the existing
theories on sex differences (Chapter 3), and consequently 
they will not be discussed further.
The overall results from the three simple reaction time 
experiments (8, 9, 10) revealed no Stroop effect in either
the RH or the LH or any significant RT difference between 
the two hemispheres. Two interpretations were suggested for 
these results. The first is related to Cohen's (197 3) claim 
that a simple, "non-verbal" task may encourage both hemi­
spheres in holistic processing. Experiments 8-10 involve 
simple tasks in comparison to the matching experiments, and
the material used (arrows) may not have elicited verbaliza­
tion. It is not possible to know though whether the subjects 
used any verbal coding and individual differences were 
probably present. If this interpretation is correct then
315
the results give evidence of holistic processing mechanisms 
employed by both hemispheres.
The alternative interpretation is also possible. "Non-verbal" 
stimuli and simple tasks may not generate a Stroop effect 
whether in foveal or lateralized presentations. It may be 
easier to "ignore" "non-verbal" as opposed to verbal elements 
and if this is true then the results of these experiments 
(8-10) cannot be treated as offering substantial evidence 
for holistic processing by both hemispheres. It is not 
possible from these experiments to choose between the two 
interpretations.
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CHAPTER 9
ARROW STIMULI AND GLOBAL OR LOCAL MATCHING 
Introduction
The experiments of this chapter deal with global or local 
matching of arrow stimuli which point only right and left. 
As mentioned in Chapter 8, it was decided to run these 
experiments using only one arrow direction since RT diffe­
rences in identifying and matching right/left and up/down 
arrows (and even more so when their designs are not identi­
cal) may interfere with the results.
The direction chosen was the right/left which according to 
Shor (1970) takes longer to identify than the up/down. The 
design chosen was that of the up/down arrows since it forms 
"better" (in Gestalt terms) arrow patterns.
In the three simple reaction time experiments there was 
no evidence of a Stroop effect. Therefore the results of 
these three experiments (8, 9, 10) did not aid in choosing 
the arrow design and direction which would generate the 
strongest Stroop effect.
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Experiment,!! - Global M a t c h i n g
m e t h o d
Sub iects
Twnety males and twenty females, all Bedford College students, 
voluntarily participated for a single twenty to twenty-five 
minute session. None of the subjects participated in any of 
the other experiments using arrows. All were right-handed 
selected with the same criteria as always, with normal or 
corrected vision.
Materials
The apparatus used was identical with that of the other 
experiments.
Stimiuli
The stimuli were arrows pointing right or left as in 
Experiment 10.
Design and Procedure
The design and procedure of this experiment is exactly the 
same as in Experiment 7, where global matching was required. 
The only difference was that here only the right/left 
arrows were used (see Table 8.10.8).
The subjects were instructed to disregard the local level 
and to match the arrows globally.
The subject's errors were not repeated and only the initial 
responses were recorded.
RESULTS
An analysis of variance was performed on the mean scores of
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the transformed data as in the other experiments. Results 
are reported in geometric means.
The factors in the analysis were the same as in Experiment 
7 (see Table 9.11.1 and Appendix 33) .
The only significant main effect was Response, F(l, 36) = 
5.840, P <C 0.025. "Same" responses (geometric mean = 746 
ms) were faster than "Different" responses (776 ms) . This 
result is consistent with that of Experiment 7 (arrows) 
and Experiment 1 (letters).
Visual Field interacted significantly with Sex, F(l, 36) = 
6.482, P < 0.025. Visual Field also interacted signifi­
cantly with Hand Assignment, F(l, 36) = 14.697, P <  0.001. 
However since there was a significant four-way interaction 
an overall figure will be used. Visual Field x Pattern 
(C-I-N) X Sex X Hand Assignment, F (2, 72) = 3. 373, P <  0.05 
is presented in Fig. 9.11.1. In the male sam.ple the 
group using their right hand for "Same" responses (Group A) 
revealed no Stroop effect in either the RVF or the LVF 
presentations. On the contrary, there was a tendency for 
the'Congruent responses to be slower than the Incongruent 
and the Neutral responses in the RVF. As far as Group B 
is concerned (the group using their left hand for "Same" 
responses) they showed no Stroop effect, either in the RVF 
or the LVF. Overall the LVF was faster than the RVF and 
there was a tendency for the Congruent arrows to generate 
slower responses than the Incongruent trials in the LVF.
In the female . sample, Group A generated again no Stroop 
effect either in the RVF or the LVF; the Congruent trials
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9.11.1:__ Summary of the Analysis of Variance
from Experiment: 11
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX I 0.000403 0.000403 0.004
HA 1 0.006453 0.006453 0.061
SEX.HA 1 0.166508 0.166508 1.578
RESIDUAL 36 3.797815 0.105495 32.932
TOTAL 39 3.971179 0.101825 31.786
SUBJ.RESPONSE STRATUM
RESPONSE 1 0.036401 0.036401 5.840**
RESPONSE .SEX 1 0.000403 0.000403 0.065
RESPONSE.HA I 0.021870 0.021870 3.509
RESPONSE .SEX.HA 1 0.014741 0.014741 2.365
RESIDUAL 36 0.224385 0.006233 1.946
TOTAL 40 0.297800 0.007445 2.324
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM 
FIELD 
FIELD.SEX 
FIELD.HA 
FIELD.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM 
PATTERN 
PATTERN.SEX 
PATTERN.HA 
PATTERN.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.RESPONSE .FIELD STRATUM 
RESPONSE .FIELD 
RESPONSE .FIELD.SEX 
RESPONSE. FIELD.HA 
RESPONSE .FIELD.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.RESPONSE.PATTERN STRATUM 
RESPONSE .PATTERN 
RESPONSE .PATTERN.SEX 
RE SPONSE .PATTERN.HA 
RESPONSE .PATTERN.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
1 0.004941 0.004941 1.269
1 0.025230 0.025230 6.482**
1 0.057203 0.057203 14.697***
1 0.001141 0.001141 0.293
36 0.140118 0.003892 1.215
40 0.228633 0.005716 1.784
2 0.020670 0.010335 2.091
2 0.001015 0.000508 0.103
2 0.002688 0.001344 0.272
2 0.011761 0.005881 1.190
72 0.355865 0.004943 1.543
80 0.392000 0,004900 1.530
1 0.001141 0:001141 0.231
1 0.002430 0.002430 0.492
1 0.000120 0.000120 0.024
1 0.000241 0.000241 0.049
36 0.177902 0.004942 1.543
40 0.181833 0.004546 1.419
2 0.000645 0.000323 0.087
2 0.000365 0.000183 0.049
2 0.011986 0.005993 1.611
2 0.001588 0.000794 0.213
72 0.267915 0.003721 1.162
80 0.282500 0.003531 1.102
...cont./
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Table 9.11.1
SU B J.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD.PATTERN 2 0.012720 0.006360 1.955
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.008464 0.004232 1.301
FIELD.PATTERN. HA 2 0.002703 0.001351 0.415
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 2 0.021948 0,010974 3.373^
r e s i d u a l 72 0.234232 0.003253 1.016
TOTAL 80 0.280067 0.003501 1.093
SUBJ.RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN 2 0.007125 0.003563 1.112
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.011604 0.005802 1.811
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.HA 2 0.006451 0.003226 1.007
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 2 0.002138 0.001069 0.334
RESIDUAL 72 0.230648 0.003203
TOTAL 80 0.257967 0.003225
GRAND TOTAL 479 5.891979
GRAND MEAN
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
2.8815
480
* = P<  0.05
** = P<0,025 
*** = P <  0.001
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were much slower than the Incongruent trials in the LVF.
In Group B, the RVF generated no Stroop effect; C-I-N 
responses were equally fast, while the LVF generated a 
small C-I difference with the I being slower.
As far as the Neutral stimuli are concerned (see Fig.
9.11.1) they were in most cases equal to the Incongruent 
responses.
The error rate was 9.47% (see Table 9.11.2 and Appendix 34) 
Table— 9_. 1.1.2,; Total Number of Errors from Experiment 11.
PATTERN C I N
SEX M F M F M F TOTALS
RESPONSE VISUAL FIELD
7 6 13 10 13 7 56
"SATIE"
RVF
LVF 8 8 7 8 6 7 44
"DIFFERENT"
RVF 8 7 9 8 10 2 44
LVF 3 9 6 6 8 6 38
TOTALS 26 30 35 32 37 22 182
Related t tests were performed to test differences between 
the errors in "Same" and "Different" responses. This 
difference was not significant, t = 1 ; 3975, df = 39, P > 0.05 
There was also no difference between the RVF and LVF presen­
tations in number of errors, t = 1.216, df = 39, P > 0.05. 
Unrelated t tests were conducted to test the interaction 
Visual Field x Pattern x Sex. The t found was -1.225, df 
= 38, p > 0.05, which was not significant.
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DISCUSSION
In this experiment the subjects had to globally match the 
direction of two arrows pointing either right or left.
Overall the results showed no evidence of a Stroop effect. 
Incongruent responses were not slower than Congruent responses 
On the contrary there have been some tendencies for the 
reverse as presented in Fig. 9.11.1 (see females. Group A,
LVF, Congruent).
The results of this experiment when contrasted with Experi­
ment 7 (global matching of right/left and up/down arrows) 
are in conflict. In Experiment 7 the RVF (LH) responses 
in males generated a Stroop effect while the LVF (RH) res­
ponses did not. Those results in the male sample only 
(females showed the reverse) were similar to the results of 
Experiment 1 (global matching of letters). In this experi­
ment (11) there is no clear and consistent evidence of 
a Stroop effect. The difference between Experiments 7 and 
11 is that in the former four directional arrows were used 
(right-left-up-down) while in the latter experiment only 
two (right-left) were employed. This may have encouraged 
verbalization in Experiment 7 and led to analytic processing 
and consequently to the Stroop effect found in the RVF 
presentations in males (and contrary to expectations in the 
LVF in females).
One interpretation of the results of this experiment (11) 
is that not finding à Stroop effect reveals holistic 
processing mechanisms in both RVF and LVF presentations.
An alternative interpretation though, is that the subjects
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are able t o ‘'ignore'irrelevant "non-verbal" elements and as 
a result no Stroop effect is elicited. The latter inter­
pretation assumes that verbalization is necessary to elicit 
a Stroop effect. Being able to ignore"the irrelevant 
local elements differs from holistic processing where the 
local elements are not processed.
It is not possible in this experiment to choose between 
the two alternatives.
"Same" responses were found to be faster than "Different" 
responses confirming the corresponding finding in the other , 
experiments involving global matching (Experiment 1 on 
letters and Experim.ent 7 on arrows) .
In this experiment (11) all the "Same" trials differed from 
the "Different" trials on the following aspect. "Different" 
pairs of arrows were left-right mirror images on the global 
level. Although the two arrows were not simultaneously 
presented, "according to the bilateral-symmetry theory, the 
mirror image arrangement should have resulted in greater 
perceptual salience than the arrangement in which both 
arrowheads pointed in the same direction" (Corballis, Miller 
and Morgan, 1971) . One would thus expect "Different" res­
ponses to be faster than "Same" responses. This was not 
supported by either the results of this experiment ("Same" 
responses were faster) or by Corballis et al (1971).
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Experiment 12 - Local Matching
In this experiment as in Experiment 2 local matching of 
the arrows was requested. If processing the global level 
is unavoidable then a Stroop effect should be generated in 
both visual fields. As predicted in Experiment 2, if no 
transfer of information has taken place, a larger Stroop 
effect is predicted in the LVF (RH) than the RVF (LH).
METHOD
Subjects
Twenty males and twenty females, all Bedford College stu­
dents, voluntarily participated for a single twenty-five 
minute session. All the subjects participated for the 
first time, they were right-handed selected with the same 
criteria as in the other experiments, and had normal or 
corrected vision.
Materials
The apparatus and the nature of the stimuli were the same 
as in Experiment 11. However, in the Neutral "Same" condi­
tion, arrows made out of asterisks were displayed centrally. 
This alteration is the same one that was introduced in 
Experiment 2 (local letter matching) and was introduced for 
the same reasons (see Experiment 2, section on materials).
Design and Procedure
The design and procedure were exactly the same as in the 
previous experiment. The only difference was that the arrows 
had to be matched locally instead of globally. The subjects 
were instructed to disregard the global level.
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Six subjects were run with the lateralized stimulus being 
exposed for 120 ms. However, the error rate was too large 
and as a result there were empty cells under some conditions 
in all subjects. It was, therefore, decided to increase 
the exposure time of the lateralized stimulus to 140 ms from 
120 ms.
Even with the 140 ms exposure time, 4 females had to be 
replaced. Interestingly enough all four of them had an 
empty cell in the "Same" responses, LVF, Incongruent condi­
tion. One male subject was also replaced due to an empty 
cell in the "Different" responses, RVF, Incongruent condition 
Therefore, another 5 subjects were run so as to have twenty 
males and twenty females participating in this experiment.
RESULTS
The reaction times of the correct responses were transformed 
as in the other experiments, and an analysis of variance was 
performed on the mean score. The factors in the analysis 
were the same as in Experiment 11 (see Table 9.12.3 and 
Appendix 35).
There were two significant main effects. The first one was 
Response (F (1, 36) = 15.981, P C 0.001) "Same" responses 
being faster (geometric mean = 1160 ms) than "Different" 
responses (1264 m s ) . The second significant main effect was 
Pattern F (2, 72) = 59.399, P <  0.001. The Incongruent 
trials were the slowest of all (1341 ms) then came the 
Congruent trials (1216 ms) and the fastest of all were the 
Neutral trials (1089 m s ) . A Newman-Keuls test was used to 
examine the means further. The Incongruent responses were 
significantly slower than the Congruent (P^O.Ol) and
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Table 9.12.3: Summary of the Analysis of Variance
from Experiment 12
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX 1 0.187625 0.187625 2.551
HA 1 0.241652 0.241652 3.286
SEX.HA 1 0.009275 0.009275 0.126
RESIDUAL 36 2.647421 0.073539 15.715
TOTAL 39 3.085973 0.079128 16.910
SUBJ.RESPONSE STRATUM
RESPONSE 1 0.166880 0.166880 15.981**
RESPONSE.SEX 1 0.000585 0.000585 0.056
RESPONSE.HA 1 0.006092 0.006092 0.583
RESPONSE.SEX.HA 1 0.003360 0.003360 0.322
RESIDUAL 36 0.375924 0.010442 2.232
TOTAL 40 0.552842 0.013821 2.954
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM
FIELD 1 0.001577 0.001577 0.182
FIELD.SEX 1 0.008250 0.008250 0.955
FIELD .HA 1 0.009452 0.009452 1.094
FIELD. SEX.HA 1 0.006235 0.006235 0.722
RESIDUAL 36 0.311094 0.008642 1.847
TOTAL 40 0.336608 0.008415 1.798
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 2 0.653296 0.326648 59.399**
PATTERN. SEX 2 0.004613 0.002306 0.419
PATTERN .HA 2 0.005371 0.002686 0.488
PATTERN. SEX.HA 2 0.123823 0.061911 11.258**
RESIDUAL 72 0.395947 0.005499 1.175
TOTAL 80 1.183050 0.014788 3.160
SUBJ.RE SPONSE .FlELD STRATUM
RESPONSE .FIELD 1 0.000775 0.000775 0.171
RESPONSE.FIELD.SEX 1 0.000047 0.000047 0.010
RESPONSE .FIELD.HA 1 0.001172 0.001172 0.259
RESPONSE .FIELD.SEX.HA 1 0.001110 0.001110 0.246
RESIDUAL 36 0.162737 0.004520 0.966
TOTAL 40 0.165842 0.004146 0.886
SUBJ.RESPONSE.PATTERN STRATUM
RESPONSE .PATTERN 2 0.016418 0.008209 1.025
RE SPONSE . PATTE RN.SEX 2 0.013558 0.006779 0.847
RESPONSE .PATTERN.HA 2 0.008531 0.004266 0.533
RESPONSE.PATTERN.SEX.HA 2 0.014843 0.007421 0.927
RESIDUAL 72 0.576433 0.008006 1.711
TOTAL 80 0.629783 0.007872 1.682
...cent./
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Table 9.12.3
SUBJ.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD.PATTERN 2 0.020029 0.010014 1.512
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.024120 0.012060 1.821
FIEID .PATTERN.HA 2 0.021579 0.010789 1.629
FIELD.PATTERN . SEX.HA 2 0.011355 0.005678 0.857
RESIDUAL 72 0.476733 0.006621 1.415
TOTAL 80 0.553817 0.006923 1.479
SUBJ.RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
RE SPONS E .FIELD.PATTERN 2 0.069340 0.034670 7.409
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.000159 0.000079 0.017
RESPONSE.FIELD .PATTERN.HA 2 0.005539 0.002769 0.592
RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN.SEX .HA 2 0.005325 0.002663 0.569
RESIDUAL 72 0.336920 0.004679
TOTAL 80 0.417283 0.005216
GRAND TOTAL 479 6.925198
GRAND MEAN 3.0831
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 480
* = P<0.01
** = P < 0.001
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significantly slower than the Neutral (P 0.01) responses. 
The Congruent responses were also significantly slower than 
the Neutral (P <C 0.01) responses. These results signify a 
Stroop effect and no facilitation effects since the Neutral 
arrows were the fastest of all.
Response interacted significantly with Visual Field and 
Pattern (C-I-N), F (2, 72) = 7.409, P <  0.01 (see Fig.
9.12.2). As can be seen in Fig. 9.12.2, in the "Same" 
responses the LVF generated a much larger Stroop effect than 
the RVF. In the "Different" responses there was a tendency 
for the RVF to generate a larger Stroop effect. Overall 
there was no significant RT difference between the two 
visual fields, and both showed interference effects in the 
Incongruent condition. The Neutral responses were always 
faster than the Congruent and the Incongruent responses.
There was one more significant interaction. Pattern x Sex 
X  Hand Assignment, F (2, 72) = 11.258, P <  0.001 (see Table 
9.12.4). Both the males and the females, as can be seen 
in Table 9.12.4 showed a slower RT in the Incongruent 
condition than in the Congruent and Neutral. The females, 
in Group B, in particular were overall slower than the other 
groups. This interaction mainly shows differences in the 
degree of the C-I-N differences in Groups A and B, females 
and m a l e s .
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Table 9.12.4: Geometric Mean RTs for the Pattern x Sex x 
Hand Assignment Interaction from Experiment 12 (in msl
HAND ASSIGNMENT (GROUP A) (GROUP B)
SEX PATTERN
C 1142 1160
MALES I 1273 1309
N 939 1153
FEMALES C 1168 1411
I 1296 1493
N 1116 1161
The error rate was 19.68% (see Table 9.12.5 and Appendix 
36).
Table 9.12.5: Total Number of Errors from Experiment 12
RESPONSE
PATTERN C I N
1
SEX M F M F M F TOTALS
VISUAL FIELD
20 18 23 19 16 9 1
"SAME"
RVF
LVF 12 17 18 28 14 12 101 I
"DIFFERENT"
RVF 16 17 24 17 4 6 84
LVF 19 12 28 19 4 6 88
TOTALS 67 64 93 83 38 33 378
Related t tests showed that there was no difference in the 
number of errors in "Same" responses versus "Different" 
responses, t = 1.96, df = 39, P > 0.05. No test was per­
formed between the RVF and LVF errors since as can be seen 
in Table 9.12.5 this was a very small difference. The
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difference between the Congruent and Incongruent condition 
was significant, t = -2.61, df = 39, P < 0.02. More errors ’ 
were made in the Incongruent than Congruent condition.
The Visual Field x Pattern (C-I) x Response interaction was 
tested because of its significance in the RT data, and was 
found not to be significant in the error data, t = 0.36, 
df = 3 9 ,  P > 0.05.
DISCUSSION
The subjects in this experiment were asked to disregard the 
direction of the global arrows and match the arrows locally.
In Experiment 2 (local letter matching) the results showed 
a significant Stroop effect in both visual fields, though 
the tendency of the RH generating a larger Stroop effect 
did not reach significance. In the current experiment the 
results showed consistency with Experiment 2 (letter 
matching). The significant Pattern effect (Incongruent 
responses were the slowest and generated most errors) revealed 
a Stroop effect. This was present in both visual fields 
without generating any overall RT difference between the 
right and left hemisphere. The prediction that the LVF (RH) 
would generate a larger Stroop effect was mainly confirmed 
for "Same" responses and not for "Different" responses, as 
revealed by the significant Response x Visual Field x Pattern 
interaction. "Same" responses were overall significantly faster 
than "Different" responses, as in the previous experiment.
The significance of the findings is that both hemispheres 
gave evidence of analytic processing when "forced" to do 
so, and with different ("non-verbal") material than that of
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the letters. The evidence also suggests that it is possible 
to find a Stroop effect with material where the nature of 
both the relevant and the irrelevant level are not as highly 
codable as the letter stimuli though it is possible that the 
subjects used verbal codes. Even if it would have been more 
efficient to disregard the global level, this was not done, 
supporting Navon's (1977) global precedence theory as in 
Experiment 2.
..dry
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Experiment 13 - Global Matching
In Experiment 12, the exposure time of the lateralized 
arrows was increased to 140 ms, so as to avoid having empty 
cells due to an increased number of errors. It was thus 
decided necessary to replicate Experiment 1% (global matching) 
with the increased exposure time employed in Experiment 12. 
This would guarantee that the lack of an Incongruency effect 
in the global matching experiment was not due to difficulty 
in perceiving the local features.
METHOD
Sub iects
Ten males and ten females, voluntarily participated in a 
single twenty to twenty-five minute session. None partici­
pated in any other experiment involving arrows. All subjects 
were right-handed, selected with the same criteria as in the 
previous experiments. All subjects had normal or corrected 
vision.
Materials, Design and Procedure
The apparatus was the same as before. The whole experiment 
was a repeat of Experiment 11, the only difference was that 
the lateralized arrows were exposed for 140 ms instead of 
120 ms.
RESULTS
An analysis of variance was performed on the mean reaction 
times of the transformed data. Results once again are repor­
ted in geometric means. (See Table 9.13.6 and Appendix 37.)
The only significant main effect was Visual Field, F(l, 16)
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Table 9.13.6: Summary of the Analysis of Variance
from Experiment 13
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS MS F
SUBJ STRATUM
SEX 1 0.007707 0.007707 0.080
HA 1 0.045375 0.045375 0.472
SEX.HA 1 0.257415 0.257415 2.679
RESIDUAL 16 1.537230 0.096077 21.879
TOTAL 19 1.847727 0.097249 22.146
SUBJ.RESPONSE STRATUM
RESPONSE 1 0.010667 0.010667 1.864
RESPONSE .SEX 1 0.000240 0.000240 0.042
RESPONSE .HA 1 0.070042 0.070042 12.243**
RESPONSE .SEX.HA 1 0.000082 0.000082 0.014
RESIDUAL 16 0.091537 0 .005721 1.303
TOTAL 20 0.172567 0.008628 1.965
SUBJ.FIELD STRATTJM
FIELD 1 0.022427 0.022427 5.760*
FIELD.SEX 1 0.001927 0.001927 0.495
FIELD.HA 1 0.004002 0.004002 1.028
FIELD .SEX.HA 1 0.000082 0.000082 0.021
RESIDUAL 16 0.062297 0.003894 0.88 7
TOTAL 20 0.090733 0.004537 1.033
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM
PATTERN 2 0.006476 0.003238 1.501
PATTERN.SEX 2 0.001141 0.000570 0.264
PATTERN.HA 2 0.015692 0.007846 3.638*
PATTERN.SEX.HA 2 0.001938 0.000969 0.449
RESIDUAL 32 0.069020 0.002157 0.491
TOTAL 40 0.094267 0.002357 0.537
SUBJ.RESPONSE.FIELD STRATUM 
RESPONSE.FIELD 
RESPONSE.FIELD.SEX 
RESPONSE .FIELD.HA 
RESPONSE.FIELD.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.RESPONSE .PATTERN STRATUM 
RESPONSE.PATTERN 
RESPONSE .PATTERN.SEX 
RESPONSE .PATTERN .HA 
RESPONSE .PATTERN.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
1 0.004860 0.004860 1.481
1 0.008167 0.008167 2.488
1 0.000882 0.000882 0.269
1 0.000282 0.000282 0.086
16 0.052510 0.003282 0.747
20 0.066700 0.003335 0.759
2 0.008806 0.004403 1.214
2 0.004007 0.002004 0.553
2 0.018586 0.009293 2.562
2 0.000881 0.000440 0.121
32 0.116053 0.003627 0.826
40 0.148333 0.003708 0.844
..,cont./
F
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Table 9.13.6
S U B J.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD.PATTERN 2 0.005636 0.002818 0.672
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.002581 0.001290 0.308
FIELD.PATTERN.HA 2 0.003186 0.001593 0.380
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 2 0.014411 0.007205 1.719
RESIDUAL 32 0.134153 0.004192 0.955
TOTAL 40 0.159967 0.003999 0.911
SUBJ.RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN 2 0.006422 0.003211 0.731
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.003711 0.001855 0.423
RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN.HA 2 0.007616 0.003808 0.867
RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 2 0.001031 0.000515 0.117
RESIDUAL 32 0.140520 0.004391
TOTAL 40 0.159300 0.003982
GRAND TOTAL 239 2.739593
GRAND MEAN 2 8782
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 240
* = P< 0.05 
** = P<  0.01
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= 5.760, P < 0 . 0 5 .  The RVF responses were significantly 
slower (geometric mean = 7 72 ms) than the LVF responses 
(739 ms) .
There were two significant interactions. The first one was 
Response x Hand Assignment, F(l, 16) = 12.243, P <  0.01 (see 
Fig. 9.13.3). As can be seen in Fig. 9.13.3, Group A was 
faster with "Same" responses than with "Different" responses 
and Group B was faster with "Different" than "Same" responses 
Since Group A uses the right hand for "Same" responses and 
the left hand for "Different" responses and Group B does 
the reverse, this interaction really reveals overall faster 
right hand responses than left hand responses.
The second significant interaction was Pattern x Hand 
Assignment, F (2, 32) = 3.638, P < 0.05. (See Table 9.13.7.)
Table 9.13.7: Geometric Mean RTs for the Pattern x Hand 
Assignment Interaction from Experiment 13 (in ms) .
HAND ASSIGNMENT GROUP A GROUP B
PATTERN
C 730 809
I 722 778
N 743 753
As can be seen in Table 9.13.7, Group A showed almost no RT 
difference between the C and I condition. The slowest of 
all were the Neutral trials. In Group B the Neutral trials 
were the fastest of all, with the slowest being the Congruent 
responses.
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Visual Field x Pattern was not significant (F (2, 32) =
0.672, P >0.672) (see Fig. 9.13.4). As can be seen in 
Fig. 9.13.4, there was no difference between the C-I-N 
conditions in the RVF (LH) . In the LVF (RH) which was overall 
faster the Congruent responses tended to be slower and there 
was no difference between the I and N responses.
The error rate was 9.58% (see Table 9.13.8 and Appendix 38). 
Table— 9.13.8: Total Number of Errors from Experiment 13
RESPONSE
PATTERN C I N
!
I
SEX M F M F M F TOTALS
VISUAL FIELD
"SAME"
RVF 4 7 2 7 5 2 27
LVF 5 3 5 4 3 5 25
"DIFFERENT"
RVF 2 6 4 2 5 3 22
LVF 3 4 4 1 2 4 18
TOTALS 14 20 15 14 15 14 92
Related t tests were performed to test differences between 
the number of errors made in "Same" trials versus "Different" 
trials, t = 1.39, df = 19, P >  0.05. This difference was 
not significant.
No other t tests were performed. As can be seen in Table 
9.13.8 the differences between conditions were very small. 
d i s c u s s i o n
This experiment was a replication of Experiment 11 the only 
difference being an increased exposure time of the lateralized
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stimulus. The results revealed no Stroop effect, either in 
the RVF or the LVF, as was overall the case for Experiment 
11. In this experiment though the RT difference between the 
two visual fields reached significance. The RH was signifi­
cantly faster than the LH. This difference could be due to 
transfer time, though the differences between the two hemi­
spheres were not exactly parallel. If the RT advantage of 
the RH was not due to transfer time, then the results reveal 
a difference in efficiency either in holistic matching or 
in matching arrow stimuli. A difference due to the latter 
(stimulus-oriented difference) was not generated in the 
other arrow experiments. It is thus possible that both 
hemispheres can process holistically (Experiments 11
and 13) and analytically (Experiment 12) but with possible 
differences in efficiency of doing so (though the findings 
have not always clearly proven differences in efficiency). 
The results also reveal that if this is the case the 
analytic (LH)/holistic (RH) theory is not independent from 
the verbal/"non-verbal" theory. The nature of the stimuli 
in combination with other factors (i.e. task difficulty) 
may determine whether or not a holistic or analytic mecha­
nism will be employed by the right and left hemispheres 
when neither processing strategy is restricted by task 
requirements or stimulus structure.
Some of the other interactions found in Experiment 13 were 
not present in Experiment 11 and vice versa. "Same" res­
ponses were faster than "Different" responses, though this 
difference did not reach significance in the current experi­
ment. RT differences or interactions between Groupa A and B
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will not be discussed since the only obvious difference 
between these two groups is that the former uses the easy 
combination of responding (right hand for "Same", left hand 
for "Different") while the other group uses the more 
difficult one. Hand Assignment has often interacted with 
other variables in the experiments (letters and arrows) 
though inconsistently.
To conclude, the results from this experiment indicate that 
the absence of a Stroop effect in Experiment 11 was not due 
to poor perceptibility of the local elements of the arrows, 
since even with 140 ms exposure time no Stroop effect was 
revealed.
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General .Conclusions from Experirnents 1 1 - 1 3
In Experiments 11 and 13, global matching of right and left 
pointing arrows was required. The overall results revealed 
no Stroop effect in either the RVF or LVF presentations.
The two alternative interpretations offered in Chapter 8 
are also suggested for the results of Experiments 11 and 13 
and will not be repeated. The fact however that Experiments 
7 and, 11 and 13, were quite similar, with one difference 
being that in the former (7) all four arrows were used, 
requires an explanation as to why in Experiment 7 a Stroop 
effect was elicited while in Experiments 11 and 13 there was 
no such effect. One explanation is that using both right/left 
and up/down arrows within the same experiment may have 
encouraged verbalization. It is therefore possible that a 
prerequisite for the Stroop effect to be generated may be 
that some form of verbalization occurs. This point though, 
needs further studying. In Experiment 11 a four-way signi­
ficant interaction revealed a more homogeneous pattern of 
results within the males and a more variable pattern in the 
females (see Fig. 9.11.1). In the arrow experiments (as in 
Experiment 11) there have been scattered tendencies for 
slower responses in the Congruent condition. These were not 
always separately tested for their significance and may 
simply reveal chance differences between the - three (C-I-N) 
conditions in the absence of a true Stroop effect or facili­
tation effect. It is though also possible that the local 
elements of these arrow stimuli when they are not voluntarily 
attended, contain ambiguities of direction. As can be seen 
in any of the tables presenting the arrow stimuli, the small
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straight line in one end of the local elements may suggest 
a direction opposite to the one indicated by the arrow head. ’ 
Such an ambiguity may have obscured clear results. More 
experimentation is necessary with these stimuli, using 
different matrices, larger local elements, varying their 
sparsity and initially with foveal brief presentations to 
establish a basis from which to make predictions for latera­
lized presentations.
In Experiment 12 (local matching) it was obvious that the 
exposure time had to be increased in order to reduce the 
error rat e . A Stroop effect was generated in both visual 
fields similar to that found with the letter experiment 
(Experiment 2). The prediction that a larger Stroop effect 
would be present in the LVF (RH) was confirmed but for "Same" 
responses only. The results support once more Navon's 
(1977) global precedence theory. Whether or not verbalization 
was used the global level was unavoidable in both visual 
fields.
If the Stroop effect found in Experiment 12 is related to 
the verbalizations employed by the subjects, then an expla­
nation is necessary to interpret the absence of such 
verbalization in Experiments 11 and 13 where no Stroop effect 
was found.
The overall significant RH advantage evidenced in Experiment 
13 supported the tendency toward a similar advantage in 
Experiment 11 which may reveal an interhemispheric transfer 
time difference or differences in efficiency.
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General Conclusions from the Arrow Experiments (1-13).
The main problem that emanated from the arrow experiments 
concerns the interpretations of the finding that no Stroop 
effect was found in either the RVF or the LVF in the experi­
ments where the global level was relevant to the response 
(the exception was Experiment 7). Either the results reveal 
holistic processing in both hemispheres or they reveal that 
no Stroop effect can be generated with "non-verbal" stimuli 
unless some verbal coding is involved, in which case such 
stimuli cannot be used to test the analytic/holistic theory.
A simpler interpretation could be that one can avoid processing 
("ignore") the local elements of "non-verbal" stimuli. This 
is however refuted by the results of Experiment 7 where a 
Stroop effect was generated when the subjects had to globally 
match right/left and up/down arrows.
In the local matching experiment the findings showed a Stroop 
effect from interference by the global level. This finding 
either shows that it is possible to generate a Stroop effect 
with "non-verbal" stimuli or that the subjects used verbal 
coding in handling the task.
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CHAPTER 10
f i n a l  c o n c l u s i o n s
In this chapter only the major points of the results from 
all the experiments will be discussed since in the concluding 
remarks of each chapter dealing with the experiments, the 
results were summarized and discussed in detail.
Overall the experiments gave evidence of the following major 
points :
1) In a task with highly verbally coded material (letters) 
when there is a choice of adopting either a holistic or • 
an analytic processing strategy, the LH will process 
analytically while the RH will process holistically.
It would be interesting in future research to demonstrate 
inter-hemispheric interference or co-operation in 
adopting the analytic or holistic strategy by presenting 
the pairs of stimuli either to the same or different 
hemispheres. When the two stimuli are projected to 
different hemispheres (the processing load is shared 
between them) it is difficult to predict whether the 
Stroop effect from the interfering local level would be 
larger than when both stimuli are projected to the LH.
It is possible that amongst the three stimulus presen­
tations (both stimuli projected to the RH, stimuli pro­
jected to different hemispheres, both stimuli projected 
to the LH) no Stroop effect would appear in the former 
case, while a Stroop effect of a different magnitude 
would appear in the second and third case, with the latter
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generating the largest interference effect.
2) In a task with less verbally coded stimuli (arrows) when 
there is a choice of either processing mechanism to be 
employed there are two possibilities a) the LH will 
process analytically and the RH holistically b) both 
hemispheres may process holistically (alternative explana­
tions of the results were possible). Whether a) or b) 
will occur appears to depend on the simplicity of the 
task/ the verbal codability of the stimuli and other 
factors.
Because alternative interpretations were possible in the 
arrow experiments which did not generate a Stroop effect, 
further research is necessary to demonstrate holistic 
processing by the LH, The main problem related to the 
Stroop-type arrow patterns was whether or not they 
generate a Stroop effect without verbalization. If it 
is assumed that a Stroop effect can be generated with 
these stimuli without involving any verbalization then 
the absence of a Stroop effect in those arrow experiments 
where the global level was relevant reveals holistic 
mechanisms by both the RH and the LH. If however 
verbalization is a necessary prerequisite for the Stroop 
effect to occur then the absence of a Stroop effect 
reveals either that no verbalization occurred, or that 
verbalization may have occurred but both hemispheres 
processed holistically. In all the Stroop-type stimuli 
used in previous research, one dimension (whether the 
relevant or the irrelevant one) was always verbally
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loaded. It would be interesting to be able to construct 
non-verbal Stroop stimuli, where both dimensions are not 
easily verbalizable and test whether a Stroop effect would 
be generated. If verbalization is not a necessary pre­
requisite for the Stroop effect to occur, then this 
information would help in choosing between the explana­
tions suggested for the results in the arrow experiments 
where no Stroop effect was present.
3) With either verbally codable or less verbally codable 
stimuli, both the right and the left hemisphere can be 
found to process analytically (both the global and the 
local levels are processed)^ with the RH in certain tasks 
being less efficient. For example impaired performance 
by the RH was evidenced in Experiment 5, in the condition 
where a low frequency of incongruent lateralized letters 
was present. It is therefore possible that certain 
factors may increase the difficulty of the analytic 
processing involved and this may affect the R H 's per­
formance more than the L H 's . This interpretation is 
speculative and further research is necessary to estab­
lish its validity. This could be pursued by introducing 
a low frequency of incongruent lateralized letters in 
the globally different trials only, in an Experiment 
similar to Experiment 6. Since the globally different 
trials have always been significantly faster than the 
locally different trials, the above manipulation should 
reduce the RT difference between the globally and 
locally different trials only in the RH. An interaction 
therefore of Visual Field x Pattern in the "Different"
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trials and of the direction described would prove and 
confirm the RH ' s impairment found with low frequency 
of incongruent lateralized letters. Further research 
is necessary to specify what other factors would impair 
the RH's analytic processing more than the L H 's . Such 
evidence would offer support of a quantitative difference 
in mode of processing between the two hemispheres and 
would specify the processing limitations of each hemi­
sphere.
4) Subsidiary findings in terms of the other factors 
involved in the experiments are related to "Same- 
Different" responses, sex differences and differences 
between right and left hand responses. As far as the 
last two are concerned, the findings were not consistent 
and no substantial conclusions were drawn.
In terms of "Samie-Different" RTs, "Same" RTs were almost 
always significantly faster than "Different" RTs. As 
discussed in the experimental section and reviewed in 
Chapter 2, this finding is consistent with similar 
findings in the literature.
Bamber's (1969) model is often used to interpret the 
finding of "Same" responses, being faster than "Different" 
responses. According to his model however, no Stroop 
effect should be present in "Same" responses since they 
involve holistic processing. Similarly the absence of 
a Stroop effect in "Different" responses would be 
uninterpretable since they should involve according to 
Bamber's model analytic processing. For example, the
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results from Experiment 1 ("Same" responses were 
faster than "Different" responses) cannot be interpreted 
by Bamber's model. In the LH a Stroop effect was 
present whether responses were "S" or "D" and in the 
RH there was no Stroop effect either in "S" or "D" 
responses. On the other hand in Experiment 12 (local 
arrow matching) "Same" responses were faster than 
"Different" responses and a Stroop effect was present 
in both "S" and "D" trials. Such a finding excludes 
the possibility of holistic processing having taken place 
in "Same" trials.
To conclude, any model on "Same-Different" responses 
which incorporates holistic and analytic processors or 
holistic and analytic stages of processing to differen­
tiate between "S" and "D" RTs cannot account for all of 
the present results.
An alternative theory which allows for "Same" responses 
to be faster than "Different" responses without assuming 
holistic and analytic processing is Krueger's (1978) 
"Noisy-Operator" theory which claims that internal noise 
makes it necessary to recheck spurious mismatches con­
sequently delaying "Different" responses. If there is 
not enough time to recheck these mismatches then this 
leads to a false "Different" response. Therefore this 
model predicts a larger number of false "Different" 
than false "Same" responses. For Krueger's theory it 
is essential that both the RT data and the error data 
are similarly interpretable. The results of the present
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experiments showed more false "Different" than false 
"Same" responses, though this difference did not always 
reach significance (this could be because of the low 
error rate) . This is consistent with predictions by the 
"Noisy-Operator" theory.
Finally, effects from "Same-Different" responses, "Sex" 
and "Hand" may be easily obscured in complex tasks by 
other main effects and interactions when more important 
variables are involved.
In terms of the process-oriented theory of laterality 
differences, it cannot be claimed that there is absolute 
specialization in hemispheres for analytic and holistic 
processing. The results indicated that there is a greater 
likelihood of the LH processing analytically and the RH 
holistically when there is a choice of applying one or 
the other (it is however possible that this may vary 
with task difficulty).
The results also showed that both hemispheres are capable 
of applying analytic processing strategies (when 
"forced" t o ) . Some differences in their efficiency of 
analytic processing may though appear in certain tasks.
As far as holistic processing in the left hemisphere is 
concerned, more evidence is necessary since the experi­
ments that showed no Stroop effect in either the RH or 
the LH are subject to alternative interpretations.
The differences between the two hemispheres may lie in 
the factors that influence whether they will apply a
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holistic or analytic processing strategy. These factors 
would be related to the stimuli, task requirements, task 
complexity and other factors. In the literature as 
reviewed in Chapter 1, some studies have allowed for a 
choice between analytic and holistic processing while 
other studies have attempted to restrict one or the 
other by task instructions for example. Contradictory 
evidence may be due to stimulus differences and possibly 
individual differences as well as group differences 
(e.g. musicians and non-musicians) which have influenced 
the mode of processing in the two hemispheres. The 
stimulus-oriented and the process-oriented theories, 
though not identical are related. Predictions on a 
process-oriented basis will be influenced by the nature 
of the stimulus as well as other factors.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: Summary of the Analysis of Variance Testing
Differences between the Experiment using 
Old Lamps (Task A) and the Experiment using 
New Lamps (Task B).
SOURCE OF VARIATION
SUBJ STRATUM 
TASK 
SEX 
HA
TASK.SEX 
TASK.HA 
SEX.HA 
TASK.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.RESPONSE STRATUM 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE.TASK 
RESPONSE .SEX 
RESPONSE.HA 
RESPONSE .TASK.SEX 
RESPONSE.TASK.HA 
RESPONSE.SEX.HA 
RESPONSE.TASK.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.FIELD STRATUM 
FIELD
FIELD.TASK 
FIELD.SEX 
FIELD.HA 
FIELD.TASK.SEX 
FIELD.TASK.HA 
FIELD.SEX.HA 
FIELD.TASK.SEX. HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.PATTERN STRATUM 
PATTERN 
PATTERN .TASK 
PATTERN. SEX 
PATTERN.HA 
PATTERN.TASK.SEX 
PATTERN.TASK.HA 
PATTERN.SEX.HA 
PATTERN.TASK,SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
DF SS MS F
1 0.039603 0.039603 0.298
1 0.015870 0.015870 0.119
1 0.025521 0.025521 0.192
1 0.088021 0.088021 0.662
1 0.091853 0.091853 0.691
1 0.213363 0.213363 1.605
1 0.359708 0.359708 2.706
32 4.253227 0.132913 48.242
39 5.087166 0.130440 47.344
1 0.092963 0.092963 26.515*
1 0.006901 0.006901 1.968
1 0.002521 0.002521 0.719
1 0.000563 0.000563 0.161
1 0.006163 0.006163 1.758
1 0.000187 0.000187 0.053
1 0.001688 0.001688 0.481
1 0.001920 0.001920 0.548
32 0.112193 0.003506 1.273
40 0.225100 0.005628 2.043
1 0.000120 0.000120 0.039
I 0.000367 0.000367 0.120
1 0.000301 0.000301 0.098
1 0.008333 0.008333 2.725
1 0.001080 0.001080 0.353
1 0.002341 0.002341 0.765
1 0.000067 0.000067 0.022
1 0.012403 0.012403 4.056
32 0.097853 0.003058 1.110
40 0.122867 0.003072 1.115
2 0.060515 0.030257 10.241*
2 0.000252 0.000126 0.043
2 0.002405 0.001202 0.407
2 0.007432 0.003716 1.258
2 0.004082 0.002041 0.691
2 0.001972 0.000986 0.334
2 0.000607 0.000303 0.103
2 0.012020 0.006010 2.034
64 0.189083 0.002954 1.072
80 0.278367 0.003480 1.263
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SUBJ.RESPONSE.FIELD STRATUM 
RESPONSE,FIELD 
RESPONSE .FIELD.TASK 
RESPONSE .FIELD.SEX 
RESPONSE .FIELD.HA 
RESPONSE.FIELD.TASK.SEX 
RESPONSE .FIELD.TASK.HA 
RESPONSE .FIELD.SEX.HA 
RESPONSE .FIELD.TASK.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
SUBJ.RESPONSE.PATTERN STRATUM 
RESPONSE .PATTERN 
RESPONSE .PATTERN.TASK 
RESPONSE. PATTERN.SEX 
RESPONSE .PATTERN.HA 
RESPONSE .PATTERN.TASK.SEX 
RESPONSE .PATTERN.TASK.HA 
RESPONSE .PATTERN.SEX.HA 
RESPONSE .PATTERN.TASK.SEX.HA 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL
1 0.007841 0.007841 3.870
1 0.000213 0.000213 0.105
1 0.003853 0.003853 1.902
1 0.000072 0 .000072 0.035
1 0.004687 0.004687 2.313
1 0.002151 0.002151 1.062
1 0.000480 0.000480 0.237
1 0.000441 0.000441 0.218
32 0.064828 0.002026 0.735
40 0.084567 0.002114 0.767
2 0.005727 0.002863 0.965
2 0.000087 0.000043 0.015
2 0.003292 0.001646 0.555
2 0.003422 0.001711 0.577
2 0.000352 0.000176 0.059
2 0.004095 0.002048 0.690
2 0.000455 0.000228 0.077
2 0.000155 0.000078 0.026
64 0.189917 0.002967 1.077
80 0.207500 0.002594 0.941
SUBJ.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
FIELD. PATTERN 2 0.009260 0.004630 1.997
FIELD.PATTERN.TASK 2 0.004940 0.002470 1.065
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX. 2 0.006452 0.003226 1.391
FIELD.PATTERN.HA 2 0.000372 0.000186 0.080
FIELD.PATTERN.TASK.SEX 2 0.003185 0.001592 0.687
FIELD.PATTERN.TASK.HA 2 0.001032 0.000516 0.222
FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 2 0.003095 0.001548 0.667
FIELD.PATTERN.TASK.SEX.HA 2 0.006682 0.003341 1.441
RESIDUAL 64 0.148417 0.002319 0.842
TOTAL 80 0.183433 0.002293 0.832
SUBJ.RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN STRATUM
RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN 2 0.007632 0.003816 1.385
RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN.TASK 2 . 0.015622 0.007811 2.835
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.SEX 2 0.000762 0.000381 0.138
RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN.HA 2 0.004955 0.002477 0.899
RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN.TASK.SEX 2 0.001865 0.000933 0.338
RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN.TASK.HA 2 0.002282 0.001141 0.414
RESPONSE.FIELD.PATTERN.SEX.HA 2 0.005360 0.002680 0.973
RESPONSE .FIELD.PATTERN.TASK.SEX.HA 2 0.002427 0.001213 0.440
RESIDUAL 64 0.176330 0.002755
TOTAL 80 0.217233 0.002715
GRAND TOTAL 479 6.406233
GRAND MEAN 2.7829
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 480
* = P <  0.001
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* N.B. The figures in this and the corresponding tables 
in subsequent experiments have been obtained from the 
equivalent table of logarithmic means. Averaging the 
figures in the table to obtain means for lower order 
interactions and main effects will produce figures 
slightly higher than those used in the graphs, which 
were obtained directly from the corresponding table of 
logarithmic means in each case.
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APPENDIX 8 ; List of trials used under each condition for 
each subject from Experiment 3
ISAKE" RESPONSES (RVF and LVF)
CONGRUENT INCONGRUENT
Central - Lateralized Cent ral - Lateralized
Global Local - Global Local Global Local - Global Local
T T T T K U - K U
N N N N N Q - N Q
F F F F A G - A G
D D D D B M - B M
E E E • E K B - K B
"DIFFERENT" RESPO NSES (RVF and LVF)
C (Globally different) I (Locally different)
Central - Lateralized Central - Lateralized
Global Local — Global Local Global Local - Global Local
M M B M F U - F D
U U K U Z D — Z X
Q Q N Q T S - T K
G G A G S H - S Q
B B K B E R - E U
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APPENDIX 10 : Raw error data in "Same" responses from
Experiment 3
SEX VISUAL FIELD RVF LVF
PATTERN C I C I Totals
HA Ss
RIGHT 1 0 4 0 1 5
HAND 2 0 1 0 0 1
"SAME" 3 0 0 0 0 0
(GROUP 4 1 0 0 0 1
A) 5 0 0 0 1 1
MALES
LEFT 6 0 1 0 0 1
HAND 7 1 1 0 2 4
"SAME" 8 0 1 0 1 2
(GROUP 9 0 0 0 1 1
B) 10 0 0 0 0 0
RIGHT 1 0 0 0 1 1
HAND 2 0 0 0 0 0
"SAME" 3 0 1 0 0 1
(GROUP 4 2 0 1 1 4
A) 5 2 1 1 0 4
FEMALES
LEFT 6 0 0 0 1 1
HAND 7 0 0 0 1 1
"SAME" 8 0 1 0 1 2
(GROUP 9 1 0 0 0 1
B) 10 1 0 1 1 3
Totals 8 11 3 12 34
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APPEN_p_IX : List of trials used under each condition for
each subject from Experiment 4
ISAME" RESPONSES (RVF and LVF)
CONGRUENT INCONGRUENT
Central Lateralized Central - Lateralized
G lo b a l L o c a l - G lo b a l L o ca l G lo b a l L o c a l -  G lo b a l L o c a l
T T T T K U K U
N N N N N Q N Q
F F F F A G A G
. D D D D B M B M
E E E E K B K E
"DIFFERENT " RESPONSES (RVF and LVF)
C (Locally different) I (Globally different)
Central Lateralized Central Lateralized
G lo b a l L o c a l - G lo b a l L o c a l G lo b a l L o c a l - G lo b a l L o c a l
M M M B F U K U
U U U K Z D F D
Q Q Q N T S K S
G G G A S H Q H
B B B K E R U R
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APPENDIX 15; Raw error data in "Same" responses from
Experiment 4
SEX VISUAL FIELD RVF LVF
PATTERN C I C I Totals
• HA Ss
RIGHT 1 0 0 0 0 0
HAND 2 0 0 0 0 0
"SAME" 3 0 0 0 0 0
(GROUP 4 0 1 2 1 4
MALES
A) 5 0 0 0 1 1
LEFT 6 1 2 1 1 5
HAND 7 0 0 0 0 0
"SAME" 8 1 1 0 0 2
(GROUP 9 0 2 0 1 3
B) 10 1 0 2 1 4
RIGHT . 1 1 0 4 1 6
HAND 2 0 0 1 0 1
"SAME" 3 1 0 0 0 1
(GROUP 4 0 0 1 2 3
FEMALES
A) 5 1 0 0 1 2
LEFT 6 0 0 0 1 1
HAND 7 3 2 0 3 8
"SAME" 8 0 1 1 0 2
(GROUP 9 0 0 1 0 1
B) 10 2 1 2 1 6
Totals 11 10 15 14 50
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APPENDIX 1 8 : List of trials used under each condition for 
each subject from Experiment 5
"SAME" RESPONSES (RVF and LVF)
CONGRUENT INCONGRUENT
Central - Lateralized Central - Lateralized
Global Local - Global Local 
T T - T T 
N N - N N 
F F - F F 
D D - D D 
E E - E E
Global Local - Global Local 
K U - K U 
N Q - N Q 
A G - A G 
B M - B M 
K B - K B
"DIFFERENT" RESPONSES (RVF and LVF)
GLOBALLY different LOCALLY different
Central - Lateralized Central - Lateralized
Global Local - Global Local 
B M - M M 
K U - U U 
N 0 - 0  0 
A G - G G 
K B - B B
Global Local - Global Local 
E U - E E 
H R - H H 
F U - F  F 
T S - T T 
Z D - Z Z
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399
 2_0: Raw error data in "Same" responses from
Experiment 5
SEX VISUAL FIELD RVF LVF
PATTERN C I C I Totals
HA Ss
RIGHT 1 1 1 1 1 4
HAND 2 1 2 2 1 6
"SAME" 3 0 1 0 1 2
(GROUP 4 1 2 0 0 3
MALES
A) 5 0 0 1 1 2
LEFT 6 0 1 0 0 1
HAND 7 0 0 0 1 1
" SANIE " 8 1 1 2 1 5
(GROUP 9 0 1 0 2 3
B) 10 1 1 0 4 6
RIGHT 1 0 2 1 2 5
HAND 2 0 2 3 2 7
"SAME" 3 1 2 1 0 . 4
(GROUP 4 0 1 0 0 1
FEMALES
A) 5 0 0 0 0 0
LEFT 6 0 0 2 0 2
HAND 7 1 0 1 0 2
"SAME" 8 1 1 1 0 3
(GROUP 9 3 1 1 3 8
B) 10 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 11 19 16 19 65
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APPENDIX 22: Raw error data in "Different" responses f
Experiment 5
rom
SEX VISUAL FIELD RVF LVF
PATTERN GLOBAL LOCAL GLOBAL LOCAL Totals
HA Ss
LEFT 1 0 2 1 1 4
HAND 2 0 4 0 2 6
"DIFFERENT" 3 0 0 2 0 2
(GROUP 4 0 1 0 0 1
MALES
A) 5 0 1 1 0 2
RIGHT 6 1 1 0 0 2
HAND 7 0 0 0 0 0
"DIFFERENT" 8 0 1 0 0 1
(GROUP 9 0 0 0 0 0
B) 10 0 0 0 0 0
LEFT 1 0 0 0 0 0
HAND 2 0 2 1 3 6
"DIFFERENT" 3 1 1 1 2 5
(GROUP 4 1 0 0 1 2
FEMALES
A) 5 0 0 1 0 1
RIGHT 6 0 0 0 1 1
HAND 7 0 1 0 0 1
"DIFFERENT" 8 0 1 1 1 3
(GROUP 9 1 2 0 3 6
B) 10 0 0 0 2 2
Totals 4 17 8 16 45
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APPENDIX 2 3 ; List of trials used under each condition for 
each subject from Experiment 6
"SAME" RESPONSES (RVF and LVF)
CONGRUENT INCONGRUENT
Central - Lateralized Central - Lateralized
Global Local - Global Local Global Local - Global Local
T T T T K U - K U
N N N N N Q - N Q
F F F F A G - A G
D D D D B M - B M
E E E E K B - K B
nDIFFERENT " RESPOÎ^SES (RVF and LVF)
GLOBALLY different (I) LOCALLY different (C)
Central - Lateralized Central - Lateralized
Global Local - Global Local Global Local - Global Local
F U K U E U - E E
Z D F D H R - H K
T S K S F U - F F
S H Q H T S - T T
E R U R Z D - Z Z
U1
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APPENDIX 25: Raw error data in "Same" responses from
Experiment 6
SEX VISUAL FIELD RVF LVF
PATTERN C I C I Totals
HA Ss
RIGHT 1 0 0 0 2 2
HAND 2 1 1 1 1 4
"SAME" 3 0 1 0 1 2
(GROUP 4 1 0 1 0 2
MALES
A) 5 0 0 1 0 1
LEFT 6 1 1 0 1 3
HAND 7 1 0 0 0 1
"SAME" 3 0 1 0 2 3
(GROUP 9 0 2 2 1 5
B) 10 1 1 0 0 2
RIGHT 1 2 2 2 1 7
HAND 2 3 3 2 1 9
"SAME" 3 0 1 2 2 5
(GROUP 4 1 2 1 0 4
FEMALES
A) 5 0 0 0 1 1
LEFT 6 1 4 1 1 7
HAND 7 0 1 0 1 2
"SAME" 8 0 2 0 0 2
(GROUP 9 0 0 0 0 0
B) 10 0 1 0 0 1
Totals 12 23 13 15 63
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APPENDIX 39: Verbatim Instructions
I am interested in measuring how fast and how accurately you 
will respond in matching English upper case letters. These 
letters are made out of smaller letters which are either the 
same or different from the large letter. Some letters will be 
made out of asterisks. You must pay attention to the large 
letter and try and disregard the small letters. When I say 
"ready" look at the dot which is present in the centre of 
the screen. The dot will disappear and a letter will appear 
in the centre of the screen for one second. The letter will 
then disappear and the dot will reappear in the centre where 
you will have to look. It is very important to look just at 
the dot all the time that it is present. The dot will then 
disappear again and a letter will appear very, very briefly 
either on the right or the left side of the screen. This 
letter you must compare to the one presented just before in 
the centre. If the letters were the same you will press with 
your right hand. If the letters were different you will press 
with your left hand. Try and respond as quickly as possible 
but not so quickly that you make many errors. Remember that 
you must match the letters according to the large upper case 
letter and disregard the small letters. It is also important 
that you look at the dot when it is present on the screen."
The instructions were adapted slightly according to each 
experiment.
